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1 P R 0 C E E D I N G S 
2 --ooo--
3 CHAIRJVl.AN l'1C CORQUODALE: Good morning. Hy name is 
4 Dan McCorquodale. I'm the Chair of the Senate Subcommittee 
5 on Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities, and Genetic 
6 Diseases. We're holdinc; today' s hearinq to discuss PCP use, 
7 the problem having an enor~ous i~pact on our State. 
8 Probably nowhere is this more clear than in Santa 
9 Clara County, which to quote the San Jose Mercury News -- if 
10 I can be so bold-- which is, " ... an explosion 6f PCP use 
11 unlike any ever seen." 
12 We have a long agenda and a large nurr.ber of 
13 witnesses who will testify to what we nov1 know about PCP and 
14 its effects, what programs for prevention and treatment are 
15 available, and what we need to adequately address this issue. 
16 We have a long agenda, as I indicated, and a lot 
17 of people. But if you would like to be added to the list, 
18 we will take the names of people who would like to testify 
19 and, depending on the time at the end of the agenda, we'll be 
20 able to hopefully accommodate them. Just give -- write your 
21 name on one of the cards thu.t are ;::; ,ilable and give it to the 
22 Sergeant sometime this morning, and we will attempt to include 
23 you at that point. 
24 I'd like to introduce -- on my right, is Jane Ui tt.i, 
25 who is the staff consultant for the subcoi'lmi ttee. Starting 
26 
27 
28 
on my immediate left is Peggy Collins, who's on my legislative 
staff here in the district who deals with issues related to 
I 
"nd next :> her I mental health and developmental. disabilities. 
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1 is Scott Strickland, who is a field representative to 
2 
2 Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. Next is Lori Baptista, who is 
3 a field representative to Assemblyman Allister McAllister, and 
4 then Pam Marsh, who's the field representative to 
5 Assemblyperson Sher. 
6 And our first witness this morning is going to be 
7 Pete Carrillo,representing San Jose City Council Member 
8 Blanca Alvarado. And he will be joining us at the table up 
9 here. So, we'll start,without any further comments, with 
10 Pete. 
11 MR. CARRILLO: Thank you very much, Senator 
12 McCorquodale. I've never been introduced as a witness 
13 before, so it's the first time in my life. 
14 But Councilwoman Alvarado is not able to be here 
15 today. She's out of town. But she did want me to read into 
16 the public record some comments that she had prepared. 
17 She apologizes for not being able to be present. 
18 Thank you, Chairman McCorquodale, for conducting 
19 this hearing on such an important and serious issue regarding 
20 PCP use in our community. My name is Councilwoman Blanca 
21 Alvarado, and I represent the 5th District, which is located 
22 in East San Jose. I am not and do not purport to be an 
23 expert on the causes of the relative effects of PCP use. 
24 will defer to the real experts on this. However, I do not 
25 have to be an expert to know that PCP use is causing havoc 
26 in our community and literally ruining the lives of many 
27 of our young people. 
28 While the problem is widespread, its usage is 
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3 
especially focused among young Hispanics, where they make 
2 up nearly 75 percent of those individuals using PCP. 
3 The problem cannot continue to go unabated. We must 
4 coordinate our efforts to combat the use of this dangerous 
5 and destructive drug. We need to develop and implement a 
6 massive public education campaign to dramatize the startling 
7 effect that this insidious drug is having on our 
8 community. We need to involve our schools, the parents, and 
9 most of all we need to educate our young people on the 
10 dangers of using PCP. 
11 This massive effort needs to begin immediately. 
12 This is why I am strongly supporting the efforts of the PCP 
13 Planning Task Force which has been meeting for the past 
14 six months, and the efforts of the Interagency Council on 
15 Youth at Risk which will shortly begin to address this 
16 problem. 
17 Finally, let me say that the City Council is 
18 committed to helping reverse this dangerous trend of PCP 
19 use. Towards that end, the Council has included in the 
20 1986-1987 budget an appropriation of $20,000 to be used 
21 specifically to address this problem. 
22 Again, thank you, Chairman McCorquodale, for 
23 allowing me to submit these brief comments into the public 
24 record and for conducting this hearing on the issue that has 
25 to be considered the public's enemy number one. 
26 Thank you very much. 
27 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Thank you. 
28 Thanks to the Councilwoman. And if you would join us, we'd 
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appreciate that. 4 
Our next speaker is Dr. Daryl Inaba (phonetic), who 
is the Director of the Drug Detox Center, Haight-Ashbury 
Free Clinic. He_' s the founder of the Asian American 
Substance Abuse Task Force, and Associate Clinical Director, 
University'Of California Medical School. 
Dr. Inaba? Is he here? He's probably still 
looking for a parking space. 
But Bob Jackson, Deputy Director of the State 
Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs is here. 
MR. JACKSON: Good morning. Senator McCorquodale 
and staff of other elected officials, I'm very pleased to be 
here this morning. I serve as the Deputy Director for the 
California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs. And on 
behalf of our Director, Mr. Chauncey Veatch, we're delighted 
to have this opportunity to testify today on the 
serious issue of phencyclidine or otherwise known as PCP, 
and its deva9tating effect on those who use it. 
Before discussing PCP, however, I would like to 
highlight the serious consequences facing Californians as a 
result of alcohol and drug abuse. The socioeconomic costs 
and by that I mean lost employment, reduced productivity, 
crime, and health care is $18 billion annually. That equates 
to $12 billion on the alcohol side and the other $6 billion 
equated to the other drugs of abuse. 
Conservatively estimated here in California, we 
are looking at about 1.4 to 1.6 problem drinkers, including 
alcoholics, and another million drug abusers using substances 
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other than alcohol. 
2 PCP, therefore, is only one drug of abuse. PCP 
3 or phencyclidine is most often called angel dust. It was 
4 first developed as an anesthetic in the 1950s with considerable 
5 promise. However, adverse side effects presented -- prevented 
6 its adoption for general use. It was then and has been 
7 taken off the market for human use because of these side 
8 effects. 
9 It can be a pure white crystal-like powder or tablet 
10 or a capsule. It can be swallowed, sniffed, or injected. 
11 PCP is sprinkled on parsley and marijuana and smoked. 
12 According to a recent article authored by Dr. 
13 McCarron, "Phencyclidine Intoxication," in the May-June issue 
14 of -- 1986 issue of Pharmchem Newsletter, in a series of 
15 1,000 cases of PCP intoxication, PCP was smoked by 72.6 
16 percent of the individuals, sniffed and/or snorted by another 
17 13.3 percent, orally injected by 12.3 percent, and injected 
18 by 1. 8 percent. 
19 The article also stated that 42 percent of the 
20 cases (sic), PCP was used with another drug -- usually alcohol, 
21 marijuana, or barbiturate, or narcotic for the effects. 
22 The effects depend on how much is taken, the way it is used, 
23 and the individual. Effects, including increased heart rate, 
24 blood pressure, flushing, sweating, dizziness, and numbness; 
25 when large doses are taken, the effects may include 
26 drowsiness, convulsion, and even coma. 
27 Taking large amounts of PCP can also cause death 
28 from repeated convulsions, heart and lung failure, or 
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1 ruptured blood vessels in the brain. 
2 PCP can produce violent and bizarre behavior in 
3 people who are not normally that way at all. This behavior 
4 can lead to death from drowning, burns, falls from high 
5 places -- people thinking they can fly -- and automobile 
6 accidents. 
7 Regular PCP use affects memory, perception, 
8 concentration, and judgment. The users may show signs of 
9 paranoia, fearfulness, and anxiety. During these times, 
10 some users may become aggressive, while others may withdraw 
l1 and have difficulty communicating at all. A temporary 
12 mental disturbance or a disturbance of the user's thought 
13 processes, which is known as PCP psychosis, may last for 
14 days or weeks. There have been even reports of flashbacks 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
up to two to three years. 
Long-term PCP users report memory and speech 
difficulties as well as hearing voices or sounds which do 
not even exist. 
Users find it difficult to describe and predict 
the effects of the drug. For some users, PCP in small 
amounts acts as a stimulant, speeding up the body's functions. 
For many users, PCP changes how users see their own bodies 
and things around them. 
Speech, muscle coordination, and vision are 
affected. Senses of touch are dulled and body movements are 
slowed. At times it seems to space out. 
Let's take a look briefly at the incidence of 
PCP in the State of California. We at the Department have 
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7 
several standards by which we measure the incidence of drug 
abuse in the State. 
According to our admission data for publicly funded 
treatment programs under the purview of the Department, we 
can see the following picture. In 1982-83, there were 80,999 
6 total admissions to these treatment programs. 
7 In 1983-84, there were 87,775 total admissions to 
8 the programs. Of those, 6,862 clients were admitted for PCP 
9 abuse. And in 1984-85, there were 89,326 total admissions 
10 to treatment programs. Of these, 5,947 clients were admitted 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
for PCP abuse, or 6.7 percent of the total clients admitted 
to the treatment programs publicly funded in the purview of 
our Department, 6.7 percent statewide are admitted for PCP 
abuse. 
In 1984-85, the largest number of PCP clients were 
admitted to treatment in Los Angeles County, accounting for 
62.6 percent of the statewide total. 
Substantial numbers of clients were also admitted 
in Kern County, Santa Clara County, Orange County, 
San Bernardino County, and Riverside. 
As our statewide data indicates, since 1982-83, 
there has been a 7.8 percent decrease in the numbers of 
PCP admissions to treatment; primarily, however, in the 
Los Angeles area. 
Now, these trend indicators differ significantly 
from the trend data for Santa Clara County. For example, 
as we see when we review the Santa Clara County Drug Plan, 
in 1982-83, the number of PCP abusers entering treatment 
~-----------------------------------------------__j 
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1 constituted 18 percent of all admissions in the county. 
2 In 1983-84, PCP abusers accounted for 25 percent 
3 of all admissions in the county. And in 1984-85, the most 
4 recent plan that we have to review, PCP abusers accounted for 
5 23.7 percent of all admissions in this county. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
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Now, we also have a drug abuse warning network, in 
which we take a look at the three major metropolitan 
statistical areas in the State of California. We call it 
DAWN. Now, within the DAWN system, during 1984, there was 
a little over 2,000 persons entered an emergency room in a 
hospital due to a drug episode involving PCP. This is an 
increase of 6.7 percent from 1982, in which there are about 
2500 (sic). 
During 1984, medical examiners within the DAWN 
system reported 151 deaths, PCP related deaths, which is up 
17.9 percent when you look back at the 128 deaths in 1982. 
Additional evidence of the continuing presence 
of PCP in California, the illicit drug marketplace, is 
provided by law enforcement statistics. Perhaps most telling 
are those out of Los Angeles. L.A. County is the area of the 
greatest concentration of PCP abuse in the State. 
In the first half of 1985, L.A. County law 
enforcement officials confiscated over 7 million PCP 
cigarettes -- over 7 million -- and over 160,000 millil~ters 
of PCP liquid. 
Now, when you take a look at those figures and 
apply it to what was seized just a year earlier, 1984, there 
was a million-two cigarettes and there was only 45,000 
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milliliters of PCP liquid. It's there. It's in the 9 
market. 
"Who's the population at risk?" you might well ask. 
Well, let me attempt to give you a picture of the 
characteristics of those we find based on our data. 
The average age -- I underline average age -- at 
7 which an individual first uses PCP is 20 years. However, 
8 if you look at the majority of the first use, it's 16 or 
9 below. About 61 percent of those that seek treatment in our 
10 programs are male; the other 39 are female. And that ratio 
11 pretty much runs the same in not only PCP, but all other 
12 drugs going into our treatment program (sic). Well over 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
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28 
a third, closer to 40 percent, of people seeking help for 
PCP abuse problems are between the ages of 21 and 25. 
Most of the clients admitted for PCP abuse 
treatment statewide were Hispanic, 56.6 percent; 28 percent 
black, 13.7 percent were white, and 1.5 percent were from 
all interracial and ethnic categories. Now, that's the 
statewide picture. 
We've seen a decrease in the number of blacks who 
are entering treatment. 
Well, what do we do with regard to prevention? 
There will be no short-term solution to the critical problem 
of PCP and other drugs of abuse. It is our belief that only 
as a result of a long-term commitment to prioritization of 
innovative prevention techniques will we succeed in enabling 
our next several generations of Californians to say, "No," to 
the abuse of PCP and other drugs. 
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This we have made our top priority in the leadership 
2 of the Department. The tactics we are utilizing in this 
3 include, among other things, the development of an innovative 
4 contract with Pros for Kids,headed by former San Francisco 
; Forty-Niner running back Delvin Williams; based on a positive 
6 role model concept, this project targets the reduction of 
7 incidence of drug and alcohol abuse by students in Alameda, 
8 San Diego, San Fran-- Alameda, San Francisco, San Mateo, and 
9 is due for expansion to Orange County this year. 
10 Pros for Kids is a result of Assembly Bill 2126 
11 authored by Mr. Agnos and co-authored by Senator Seymour, 
12 which was signed by Governor Deukmejian in 1985. The program 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
taps athletes and other celebrities to provide motivation 
and education for young people in these counties through a 
carefully crafted curriculum developed by Williams. 
This project also works to increase public 
awareness of the need for personal and community involvement 
as a critical factor in reducing drug and alcohol abuse in 
each community. 
We are now well into the second full year of a 
statewide drug awareness and educational campaign launched 
by Governor Deukmejian and our Director, Mr. Veatch, in 
December of 1984, the State's "Learn to Say No" campaign 
has attracted the public participation by such entertainment 
and sports figures as Edward James Olmos from Miami Vice, 
Michael J. Fox from Family Ties, Linda Evans of Dynasty fame, 
and Steve Sax, thesecond baseman for the L.A. Dodgers. These 
and other tremendous talents have contributed their time, an 
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extraordinary gift to the production of an extensive 11 
series of television and public service production spots. 
And these are being aired now. And these have been reinforced 
by a variety of print materials continuously being 
distributed for California schools, parents, and civic 
organizations, and our partners in drug and alcohol 
prevention in this State (sic). 
And also, in the landmark cooperative effort with 
our Department and the Department of Education, we are 
engaged in the administration of the School Community Primary 
Prevention Program. This program is presently in operation 
in 25 counties. It has been done in over 300 schools, and 
we've reached over a million of our youth in K through 12 
with this program. It is budgeted at $1.1 million. And in 
utilizing the allocation, community leaders and school 
administrators joined at the local level in developing and 
using drug and alcohol prevention-oriented curricula which 
best serves the needs of a particular county -- their county, 
their area, their target populations. 
Most of these projects are now ln the third and 
fourth year of operation. 
In closing, let me state that the Department of 
Alcohol and Drug Programs works in partnership with the 
State's 58 counties in the effort to stem drug abuse. Our 
funding mechanisms afford counties the flexibility to 
respond in terms of prevention and treatment programs in 
targeting and identifying locally prioritized problems of 
drug abuse. Our charge, as a State department, is the 
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implementation and coordination of statewide efforts that 
2 address general youth and adult attitudes about alcohol and 
3 other drugs of abuse. 
4 The prevention efforts which we've undertaken, which 
5 are unique in the relatively short time in the history of our 
6 Department's existence, are to the fulfillment of that 
7 charge. 
8 We supplment these -- this charge with public 
9 alerts and information in response to drug problems that may 
10 warrant special attention as they arise. 
11 Again, Senator, we're pleased to have had the 
12 opportunity to appear before you today. And I'd be happy 
13 to answer any questions that you might have at this time. 
14 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. We appreciate 
15 your being here. 
16 Is the Department involved in any specific programs 
l7 for dealing with PCP abuse in those areas of the State where 
18 the concentration is so high? 
19 MR. JACKSON: Not directly, Senator, no. The 
20 money-- our Department's budget-- over 90.6 percent of the 
21 budget of our Department is allocated out to the counties. 
22 And it's up to the counties in submitting their annual plan 
23 to identify their needsand priorities and put those resources 
24 that we provide the counties into those areas. We do not have 
25 a specific program targeted towards PCP. 
26 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Are you looking at whether 
27 the counties are targeting those areas in relationship to 
2B other types of drug abuse, or is it -
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MR. JACKSON: (Interjecting) Yes, we do. We 
2 review the county plans on an annual basis. That county plan 
3 is actually a contract between the county and the 
4 Department. We take a look at the population to be served, 
5 whether or not they're addressing minority groups, women, 
6 et cetera; whether or not they're addressing prevention, 
7 early education, intervention and treatment programs, and the 
8 type of programs they're focusing on in our review of that 
9 budget. 
10 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Are you able to look 
11 around the State and see any innovative or any other type of 
12 program that might be effective in dealing with this 
13 specific problem better than other places might, or is it 
14 general that the places -- this information here indicates 
15 that Los Angeles, Kern County, and Santa Clara County are 
16 some of the major areas. Are they -- is one doing any 
17 better than the other dealing with just PCP, or is it a 
18 MR. JACKSON: (Interjecting) No, they're dealing 
19 with all drugs, Senator. Again, PCP represents 6.7 
20 percent statewide of the whole problem. Here in the 
21 alcohol is the number one drug of abuse among all age· groups 
22 and our citizens. But heroin, of course, is really number 
23 one. But in Kern County and places like that, we're seeing 
24 the bulk of the individuals as outpatients, around 60 
25 percent of those individuals that are PCP abusers are going 
26 to an outpatient-type setting; the other 30 percent are 
27 in residential-type settings. But basically, just taking 
28 care of them in outpatient-type settings. 
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CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Anyone else have 
2 any questions? All right. Thank you. 
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MR. JACKSON: Thank you very much, Senator. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: We appreciate you coming 
down. 
Is Dr. Inaba here? 
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Would you spell that for the 
record? 
DR. INABA: I-n-a-b-a, Darrell, D-a-r-r-e-1-1, first 
name. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Welcome, Doctor. 
DR. INABA: Thank you, Senator, and members of the 
Committee. It's really good for me to be here. I always felt 
that there was need to address PCP and a need that hasn't been 
addressed for a long time in our State. 
Like Mr. Bob Jackson, I can't add to any of the 
statistics that he has. But the Haight-Ashbury Clinic in 
San Francisco, which I'm currently the Director and have been 
Director for and with the clinic since 1967, as well as the 
Asian American Drug Abuse Task Force in San Francisco, 
University of California, and a variety of other involvements 
in the substance abuse field for the past 20 years. And I 
have seen no more dangerous, insidious, and probably subtle 
drug abuse problem than the PCP problem. 
The thing that concerns me greatly is that this 
possibly could be one of our largest drug problems in this 
State that is not being recognized and continues to not be 
addressed in the 1980s. 
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Our cJinic treats about 600 different individual 
2 addicts every month, about a hundred to 150 different 
3 individual addicts each day. As Mr. Jackson just presented, 
4 most of our clients also are in treatment for heroin, about 
5 60, 65 percent; about 20 to 25 percent of our clients are in 
6 treatment for cocaine and amphetamine abuse; about eight to 
7 12 percent are in treatment for Valium, Librium, and other 
8 sedative abuse, and only about one to three percent of our 
9 patients are in treatment for PCP, marijuana, or other 
10 psychedelic drugs. 
11 I think the reason for this is that most of our 
12 clients and possibly in the State also -- especially at the 
13 Haight-Ashbury Clinic -- most of our clients are self-referred. 
14 Over 95 percent of our clients come in on their own volition. 
15 We do not establish working relationships with the probation 
l6 officers. We don't establish any kind of real formal 
17 agreement with the correctional institutions. And we believe 
18 that people have to stand and recognize their drug problem 
19 and then if they do so, they come in for treatment, and we 
20 have to render some sort of treatment for them. 
21 In that, we do see -- again this tremendousam0unt 
22 of people about 600 different people a month. And 
23 sadly, our clinic is currently turning away another 350 to 
24 400 people a month that we just do not have time -- I mean the 
25 personnel or the money or resources to render treatment to. 
26 I think the problem here with PCP is that unlike 
27 other drugs, unlike other drugs, PCP causes a profound 
28 amnesic state during its toxic effects. What I mean by that ~----------------------------------------------------------------_j 
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is that as individuals who take PCP and develop the 16 
2 behavior and the emotional problems Mr. Jackson just laid 
3 out, and get high on this drug or feel the drug emotionally, 
4 they soon go into a state of mind which they can be combative; 
5 they can have a full bunch of toxic effects; they can be very 
6 belligerent, and they can enter into a tremendous amount of 
7 antisocial behavior, including homicide, in which I am sure 
s there are several statistics on homicide under the influence 
9 of PCP in the State. 
10 But once the person overcomes this -- or starts to 
11 come down and metabolizes and gets the drug out of his 
12 system, they oftentimes wake up and have no memory of what 
13 transpired during the toxic effects of PCP, with the 
l4 exception that they feel they have had a tremendously 
15 wonderful time, In that, they're bringing into the treatment 
l6 field a chemical denial as well as an emotional or 
17 psychological denial. 
lB One of our widest problems in working with any 
19 substance abuse, whether it be alcohol, heroin, or cocaine, 
20 is that during •the early stages of treatment a person is in 
21 denial. They don't want to look at the problem; they don't 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
want to look at their life. And takes us a number of 
months of working with them to break through that denial. 
Sometimes we have to bring in a family and do a lot of 
intervention. 
When a person finally recognizes that these drugs 
are having a negative impact on their life, Llwt' s the tim(• 
when they are able to enter into our treatment services, and 
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that's the time we are most effective. PCP not only creates 
a psychological and emotional denial, but because of the 
amnesic effect of the drug, because of the ability of the drug 
to erase the memory of somebody under the influence of it, 
individuals who are brought in to treatment by us -- and I can 
underscore that -- I've been at it for 20 years now and to 
this date I've never treated an individual PCP client 
who came to me on their own volition. Every other drug you 
see that in heroin, cocaine, marijuana, LSD, silicide, 
and every other drug, people are looking at the problems 
that they have and entering into treatment. To this date, 
over all the 20 years, I never had one single patient who's 
come in saying, "Look, I've got a problem with PCP, can you 
help me with it?" 
The patient on PCP, that only 1 to 3 percent of 
our patient population, are most oftentimes brought in by 
parents and occasionally referred into it by the criminal 
court system. This shows you -- or this shows me anyway that 
the drug has a tremendous ability to create in ?~d of itself 
the amnesia in which people do not want to recognize their 
drug problem. 
The Haight-Ashbury Clinic, in our work, in working 
with the drug problems, have also looked at an empidemiologic 
or an ethnographic component of drug use and a multicultural 
view of drugs. That's not to say just a black, white, Asian, 
or Hispanic thing; but we have been involved with trying to 
understand the patterns and trends of drug abuse as it affects 
individual ~argeted communities, which affects the -- you 
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have different cultures when it comes to the professional 
2 world, the sports world, high schools, different areas in 
3 town. 
4 And in doing this, we did a study in San Francisco 
5 over the last two years. It's probably a dated study right 
6 now. But what we found was ·a delegation (sic) that drugs 
7 in fact -- that trend drugs do take on multicultural 
8 characteristics. 
9 In the San Francisco Bay Area, we studied four 
10 different geographical locations: the Mission District, 
11 Bayview Hunter's Point District, Chinatown, and also 
12 Pacifica. In this, we got a flavor of an homogeneous 
13 population of Latinos, homogeneous population of blacks, 
14 homogeneous population of Chinese American, and then in 
15 Pacifica, an homogeneous mythical middle class white society. 
16 Well, in this type of study that we did, we found 
17 quite amazingly that there were differences in drug trends 
18 and drug uses going on. We were looking at youths who were 
19 hanging out .at recreational areas and in park areas between 
20 the ages of 13 to 19. And in this study, we found as sort of 
21 mirrored in the State study cited by Mr. Jackson, that 60.3 
22 percent of the Hispanic youths we studied in the Mission 
23 District were abusing PCP by the age of 17. That's a tre-
24 mendous amount of individuals involved with the drug. If we 
25 can apply that to Dr. Paris' print (phonetic) in the 
26 Los Angeles area, in which the USC-L.A. County Psych Emergency 
27 Program there, who sees about a thousand patients a day 
28 and they do routine toxicology, urine testing on their 
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19 patients -- in Dr. Paris' print study, about 33 to 40 percent 
of the urine of the people coming in to the L.A. County 
Psych Emergency, come in with a PCP positive urine, but less 
than two percent of that population ever mention taking the 
drug. 
This, again, underscores the ability of people to 
be in denial about the drug and the problems that the drug 
cause. 
Our second highest population in San Francisco in 
the last few years was that white mythical middle class 
population in the Pacifica area was about 20 percent PCP use 
by the age of 17. And then we had PCP abuse also within the 
other two communities that we are looking at. 
But what I'm mentioning here is that I think PCP 
use is a lot larger problem than we're aware of at this 
standpoint. We haven't been looking at the problem. We 
haven't identified how much of it is out there. Most 
oftentimes, people do not come to us for treatment; more 
oftentimes, we see people in the Haight-Ashbury Clinic who 
are involved with the toxic emergency. We go to rock concerts, 
provide rock concerts medicine. And during these episodes, 
one of our largest drug problems is the PCP problem in which 
individuals have an acute anxiety attack, a psychotic 
reaction which oftentimes the person becomes very, very 
combative; very, very belligerent; very, very antisocial, 
one of our most difficult things to treat. 
So, we don't see the PCP user coming in for 
treatment. We see him coming in for a toxic emergency. We se 
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1 them in the criminal justice and law enforcement fields. 
2 when we do surveys and when we do ethnographic surveys and 
3 ethnological surveys, we find that PCP abuse is almost 
20 
But 
4 endemic, if not in epidemic proportions in our society. And 
5 I think what we need to be done (sic) is that we're not going 
6 to be able to treat PCP away. The street chemists are able 
7 to take tryptophane, a very common amino acid in health food 
8 items, react that with a certain amount of reagent to 
9 chemicals, and taking just common nickels that they get out 
10 of their change, and cause a reaction to make PCP. I don't 
11 think we'll ever be able to enforce it away. I think the 
12 future is to propel ourselves into the prevention and 
13 education field. We work closely with kids. We have our own 
14 prevention program. 
15 And what we really have to do is really bring it 
16 into the education network and prevention network, and an 
l7 understanding and attempt to deal with this problem of PCP. 
18 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. From your 
19 experience, or as you indicated, sort of lack of experience 
20 of the person coming in on that, suppose you get a person 
21 who's under the influence of PCP. How do you treat them? 
22 How would you go about it? 
23 DR. INABA: It's very difficult to address 
24 somebody who's under the influence of PCP. And it's one of 
25 the things that scares me very much when I have. We also 
26 find a heavy Samoan and Pacific Island population abuse of 
27 PCP. And when you get these big guys staring at you with very 
28 shiny skin and glassy-eyed and engaged nystagmus --that's 
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one of the toxicological signs of PCP, where the eyeballs 
2 just sit in the socket and shake -- it's a very scary thing 
3 to deal with, and from the standpQint also that they're very 
4 belligerent. And they are superhuman in strength. PCP 
5 blocks the impulses into the brain nn<1 thc~reby a] lows llw 
6 musculature to react unrestrained and uncoordinated. And 
7 a person becomes very, very powerful and very, very strong 
8 in that mechanism. 
9 It's impossible to work with that individual when 
10 they're toxic. They're going to be amnesiac; they're going 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
to be high; they're going to be nonresponsive to their 
environment. 
So, we have to wait until the individual is non-
toxic, or when the drug has come down before you can involve 
yourselves with them. 
However, with a number of PCP abusers who -- when 
21 
17 they come out of the toxic reaction at a rock concert or even 
18 
19 
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at their homes, may have several bruises or a broken arm, 
several cuts from a lot of dangerous things that they have 
done under the influence of PCP, and their friends and 
relatLves tell them they pounded their head against a brick 
wall for an hour, or they slapped people around, they don't 
agree with that. They don't believe it. And it takes us 
several months of working with that individual, working with 
that denial, and doing a lot of very, very strict intervention 
work to get that person to see what's happening to them. 
In addition to that, Senator, I'd like to mention 
one other very, very dangerous thing about PCP. And that's 
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1 the fact that PCP has an erratic distribution and an 
2 erratic metabolism in the body. PCP does not leave the body 
3 in a regular fashion. We've had individuals that I treated 
4 who, even though they stopped taking PCP for several months 
5 and much longer -- kids tell me this all the time -- if they 
6 want to get high off of PCP, all they have to do is run 
7 around the block and get up a sweat, do a hundred pushups, 
s or do any way to mobilize the fat in their body, and as they 
9 mobilize the fat, PCP, which has been stored in the body fat, 
10 and recirculation to the stomach or the G.I. system, gets 
11 back into the brain. And they have a toxic reaction. So 
12 it's a very dangerous drug for us to work with in the 
13 treatment field, even though we can get somebody to quit, 
14 it takes a long time to metabolize out of their body. And 
15 this is a person who can become violent within a very short 
16 period of time. 
17 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Do the persons become 
18 physically addicted to PCP, or is it 
19 DR. INABA: (Interjecting) PCP has a strong 
20 psychic reinforement behavior. In our experiments with 
21 rats, PCP has the ability to make the rat want to go after 
22 that drug over and over, not as much as they do for cocaine, 
23 not as much as heroin, but definitely a drug that has the 
24 ability to addict a rat. 
25 We see this in human beings. However, in terms of 
26 a true physical tissue dependence in which there is 
27 defined withdrawal symptoms, PCP, we believe, does induce 
28 a minor physical withdrawal symptom which is characterized 
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by a tremendous craving for the drug, headaches, sleep 23 
2 disturbances, but none of them major withdrawal symptoms that 
3 occur when somebody is addicted to heroin or even cocaine. 
4 Therefore, again, this drug continues to be 
5 abused by the population who claims that there is no problems 
6 from the drug. They don 1 t remember anything bad that 
7 happens to them while they're on the drug. Plus, when they 
8 stop the drug for a few months, they don't suffer a lot of 
9 major withdrawal symptoms. 
10 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Of the people that you 
11 might treat at a rock concert, as an example, do you have any 
12 figures on the number that would have consciously taken 
13 PCP versus those that might have gotten it,not even 
14 consciously getting it, but because of having a cigarette 
15 or in some liquid or something else that they might have --
16 DR. INABA: (Interjecting) Not precisely. What 
17 we do is that we do ask the individuals which drugs they've 
18 taken at the rock concert. And in terms of analyzing their 
19 toxicological data, or having an overdose and analyzing their 
20 urine as well, less than 10 percent of people we treat 
21 actually feel they have taken PCP. 
22 Most oftentimes they're taking sherms, they're 
23 taking KJs, they're taking crystal joints, they're taking 
24 angel dust, they're taking a tremendous amount of new 
25 things that this drug is masqueraded as and sold differently. 
26 We've had PCP sold as Quaaludes, which is a 
27 sleeping pill, and that's very popular in the Asian community. 
28 We've had P~P sold as cocaine. In San Francisco at rock 
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concerts, we've had PCP sold as "Earth," rocket fuel, 24 Zoom, 
2 and a whole bunch of different names that it goes by in 
3 different disguises. 
4 Therefore, a number of people we treat in the 
5 emergency situation claim anyway that they do not know they 
6 were given PCP. 
7 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Any other questions? 
8 MR. CARRILLO: I have a question. In those four 
9 areas that you surveyed in San Francisco, what were the 
10 reasons given for using PCP? 
11 DR. INABA: I was quoted in the Chronicle and got 
l2 into trouble,··because we really don't know. We got a flavor 
13 of why PCP was being used, and one of the things, just 
14 totally without a lot of statistics and backing on, that in 
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the Latino culture, this was a drug that gave them a lot of 
power, a lot of strength, a lot of macho as it were. 
Within the black population, it was a drug that 
wasn't primarily abusers sought after, and oftentimes they 
got it in sherm cigarettes as a form of style, as a form of 
smoking something in style. 
Within the white population, at that time in 
Pacifica, there was a lot of this sort of you really 
shouldn't take this down as a word (speaking to reporter), 
some of the kids are talking out there, a lot of Satan-type 
activities, the heavy-metal group, which is a dru9 seemed 
to induce a familiar feeling when listening to that type of 
music. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. 
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HS. MARSH: Doctor, in regards to your particular 
clinic, what is the average length of treatment for PCP 
abusers? Could you briefly address the rate of recidivism 
among the abusers that you have treated? 
DR. INABA: Again, with PCP, we're not treating that 
6 as high as other drugs. Within the PCP abusers, most 
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oftentimes, unfortunately, a person makes only one or two 
contacts to our clinic and then does not follow through with 
that, and we don't follow through, since it's a totally 
volunteer situation. 
The patients I'm working with and have worked with -
a PCP abuser is in treatment for a long period of time. I'm 
working with a young female right now who's been in treatment 
for three years for PCP, and a young male who's been in 
treatment for a year and a half. And the continued 
sobriety in the female is dependent upon her getting support 
and coming in and going over the issues in her life. And 
the young male, he has had two slips at this time in the 
couple of years I've treated, but at least he's willing to 
come in. And his whole life deteriorates everytime he uses 
PCP, instrumental in helping us deal with him. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Very good. Thank you. 
We appreciate you're coming. 
John Herrera? Dr. Herrera is a research 
coordinator for Metropolitan State Hospital. Is he here this 
morning? 
DR. SRAMEK: My name is Dr. Sramek from 
Metropolitan. We would like permission to rearrange the 
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26 schedule slightly. 
2 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. 
3 DR. SRAMEK: I'd also like to preface our 
4 presentations of Dr. Herrera and Dr. Khajawall and myself, 
5 that we are presenting scientific and professional information 
6 from our experience in Metropolitan State Hospital and that 
7 it does not necessarily reflect the policy of the Department 
8 of Mental Health. 
9 We have heard that PCP is a very serious health 
10 problem, particularly in urban areas and with minority 
11 populations. Los Angeles, New York, and Washington stand 
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out particularly with increase in use since 1981. And this 
has tremendous health implications. 
The drug is apparently epidemic and is here to 
stay. The reasons for this perhaps relate to the complex 
pharmacology. It's not a simple drug of abuse as some others 
that work on just a particular system, but appears to work 
on a number of neurotransmitters in the brain and perhaps as 
opiate receptors, and there's some recent description of 
PCP-like polypeptides which occur naturally in the brain. 
This leads to a variety of reactions. The most 
publicized have been, of course, the rage and violence 
reactions that Dr. Inaba has mentioned. And there's also an 
emergent psychosis, which is very similar to schizophrenia 
and very difficult to differentiate. 
PCP is a very good model for the study of 
schizophrenia, better than amphetamine psychosis was. It 
produces a number of neuropsychological deficits. Dr. Herrera 
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will speak upon this·. And its implications and prognosis 
2 for rehabilitation are enormous. Dr. Khajawall will touch upor 
3 this shortly. 
4 In terms of inpatient psychiatric admissions, 
5 figures have been quoted from 15 to 40 percent on urine 
6 testing. And this has tremendous treatment implications. 
7 We'd like to focus primarily on the inpatient psychiatric 
8 versus the drug abuse emergency room presentation for PCP. 
9 We don't see very much coma, death, and other 
10 related instances. And perhaps the decrease in statistics 
11 in some areas may reflect the sophistication of use of the 
12 drug, primarily by smoking, one is able to titrate better the 
13 effects of the drug. One doesn't see perhaps as much of the 
14 serious complications, although they still certainly exist. 
15 In the inpatient psychiatric area, however, we see 
16 a number of syndromes, catatonic syndromes, where a person 
17 alternates between excited and stuporous states; toxic 
18 psychosis, characterized by agitation, hallucinations, and 
19 delusions; acute brain syndrome, characterized by disorienta-
20 tion, memory impairment is prominent. And there are several 
21 minor syndromes, too. 
22 The increased use of PCP has led to complications 
23 in treating psychiatric patients. There's an increase in 
24 the breakdown of muscle tissue from the PCP, and this can lead 
25 to renal failure; increased incidence of hypothermia, and 
26 neuroleptic malignant·: syndrome. This is particularly 
27 unfortunate because the mainstay of treatment for psychotic 
28 states are the antipsychotic drugs which can exacerbate 
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all these conditions, plus adding other effects to the 
2 already present ones of PCP. 
3 Dr. Inaba, I believe, discussed the lipovolicity (si ) 
4 of the drug, which means that it's stored in the fatty 
5 tissue, and it's excretion and mobilization is irregular. 
6 This has enormous implications in the mental health 
7 population. Effective treatment really depends upon the 
8 detection of the drug. 
9 PCP is uni~ue, in that it can provoke prolonged 
10 reactions which appear to be unrelated to the time of 
11 ingestion. And also, reactions can occur after the blood and 
12 urine levels have apparently decreased. Patients are often 
13 belligerent and uncooperative in mental health settings and, 
14 therefore, unable to provide -- and unable to provide a 
15 history of the drugs that they have taken, plus often 
16 unwilling to provide urine specimens. 
17 I would like to briefly describe the noninvasive 
18 techniques which we feel is well-suited to detection of 
19 PCP in psychiatric patients. I have several copies for 
20 you of our published results for the committee to distribute. 
21 This describes a study using radioimmunoassay 
22 for detection of hair, detection of phencyclidine in hair. 
23 This was developed by Dr. Baumgartner in the late 
24 seventies and was published in nuclear medicine journals at 
25 the time. And through a chance meeting, we decided to 
26 implement this technology in the psychiatric population to 
27 try to detect PCP, which is often undetectable in blood and 
28 urine. 
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PCP gets trapped in the hair follicle as it grows. 
2 Washing the external parts of the hair is not affected. A 
3 small amount of hair is needed for the performing of the 
4 test. 
5 Several strands taken from the nape of the neck 
6 provide a good specimen. Because the test is very sensitive, 
7 only ten milligrams of several strands of hair is required. 
8 It's very specific. There is a lack of cross-reactivity 
9 with other compounds. And it correlates very well with the 
10 extent of use. 
11 We're also able to perform sectional analysis, 
12 whereby the hair is split into different sections. The 
13 centimeter closest to the scalp represents approximately the 
14 last month of use; and the next centimeter, the month prior 
15 to that, and et cetera. 
16 We are able to demonstrate whether an individual 
17 has been increasing their use, decreasing their use, or 
18 maintaining a steady level. 
19 The paper describes the pilot project of 47 
20 patients at Metropolitan State Hospital. We ran the test 
21 in conjunction with blood and urine on consecutively 
22 admitted psychiatric patients, and found a 19 percent 
23 incidence of PCP. And then we also ran on a group of 
24 patients the hair analysis, patients who were selected by 
25 the psychiatrists to rule out PCP and the etiology of the 
26 mental disorder, and found a 31 percent incidence of PCP. 
27 This, despite the fact that blood and urine were 
28 all negative, and in some cases, patients were unwilling and 
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uncooperative, and did not provide a urine specimen. 
2 A three-month review of laboratory data at 
3 Metropolitan indicates that 164 bloods were unable to detect 
4 phencyclidine and 262 urines had only a 13 percent incidence 
5 of detection. 
6 So, clearly, we would recommend that this Committee 
7 consider appropriating funds for further testing of this 
8 procedure. At present, we feel it is the most applicable 
9 for the patient who presents at a psychiatric facility with 
10 atypical psychotic symptoms; in other words, patients for 
11 whom standard psychiatric criteria do not apply, such as 
12 schizophrenia. Our testing was found very useful in 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
reversing the diagnosis of schizophrenia which the paper 
describes. 
We have no doubt that this implementation of this 
technique would be very cost-effective. It provides an 
objective history of the past use which is essential in the 
mental health field due to the complexities of phencyclidine. 
It would also be of use in other fields, such as detection 
in utero exposure to the fetus in pregnancy, the extent of use 
in relationship to violent crimes. Dr. Baumgartner has 
just received a grant to study this. 
And it may also be of use in the -- in drug abuse 
programs to place patients in the proper level of 
rehabilitation. Because of certain neuropsychological 
deficits, the level of chronicity, or the level of use may 
be an important determinant in the success of treatment 
outcomes. 
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If there are any questions on this part of 1 the presentation, I'd be happy to answer them. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
CHAIRMAN HC CORQUODALE: You mentioned and your 
report indicates that people were unwilling to give urine 
samples. Would you have the same problems with obtaining a 
hair sample if they didn't want to cooperate? 
DR. SRAMEK: We had no problem in that sample of 
patients in obtaining hair samples at all. And I collected 
9 most of them myself. I was not forceful in any manner at 
10 all. It was a very simple procedure. We kept the hair 
11 I kept the hair strands together and identified the end of 
12 the most recent usage for the breakdown so that we could 
13 analyze for periods of use. 
14 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Is the testing procedure 
15 more difficult with hair than with urine or blood? 
16 DR. SRAMEK: Definitely, because the hair has to be 
17 broken down by special procedures and the radioimmunoassay 
18 test is used, which is more extensive and specific than the 
19 present gaschromatograph method. 
20 CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: But it's your thought 
21 that the hair sample would be a lot more reliable. 
22 DR. SRAMEK: Yes, definitely. I believe the paper 
23 demonstrates that and all the literature previously has 
24 demonstrated that urine and blood testing is inadequate. And 
25 I think, particularly in the mental health population, this 
26 would be very important. 
27 
28 All right. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Any other questions? 
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DR, SRAMEK: 
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I'd like to present Dr. John Herrera, 
2 who is our Director of Research at Metropolitan State 
3 Hospital. 
4 DR. HERRERA: I would like to thank the Committee 
5 for giving this opportunity to briefly present some of our 
6 work in the Research Department at Metropolitan with the more 
7 chronic PCP abuser. 
8 I'd like to speak briefly about the psychiatric 
9 and neurological aspects of the chronic PCP abuse and then 
10 describe a study which the Department has more recently 
11 completed on an MPI profile on PCP abusers. 
12 This study is actually scheduled for presentation 
13 at the APA in August. And I think it has some exciting 
14 aspects to it. 
15 The study applied empirical clustering procedures 
16 in the MPI profile for chronic PCP abuse. 
17 I think as previously mentioned, PCP was initially 
18 was discover.ed in the fifties. And because of its low 
19 toxicity and high potency for surgical anesthesia, but not 
20 causing respiratory and cardiovascular depression, it was 
21 hailed as a surgical adjunct. However, early human 
22 experimentation revealed its morbid effects· and'was soon 
23 utilized for veterinarian use, and was subject to stringent 
24 federal control. 
25 In the sixties, in the mid-sixties, PCP was 
26 considered by the drug subculture as a psychedelic substance 
27 with unpredictable effects. And it was speculated that the 
28 more toxic and bizarre episodes of the early hallucinary --
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hallucinogenic era may have been a result of PCP -- 33 
2 concentrated PCP often unknown to the user. 
3 Let me next and briefly then -- the current 
4 theoretical formulation proposed the substance may act on 
5 the cortex, thalamus, and midbrain areas. Briefly, the 
6 release of inhibition of dopamine and serotonin which are 
7 neurotransmitters, which may account for its similarity on 
8 a biochemical basis with other major psychoses, particularly 
9 schizophrenia. 
10 With conversion in the methods of utilization, PCP 
11 has now become a preferred substance among clusters of 
12 chronic abusers. Well, itts become a preferred substance, 
13 and there is within this cluster the chronic abusers. 
14 Chronic use of PCP has been associated with 
15 psychotic states which are characterized into two broad 
16 categories. You have a toxic acute episode -- I think it 
17 was presented -- characterized by gross behavioral and 
18 cognitive disturbances. And then you have a more chronic 
19 subacute episode, which will tend to run a long clinical 
20 course. 
21 There are basically three distinguishable stages 
22 of the more prolonged PCP psychotic episodes. And we can 
23 talk about a one- to three-week period for these various 
24 stages. The first is epitomized as hostility, agitation, 
25 paranoia, and a generalized cognitive disorientation. And this 
26 is quite similar to a classic acute paranoid schizophrenic 
27 episode. 
28 The second stage includes a graduated and global 
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1 improvement in thought disturbances concurrent with the 
2 persistent paranoia and confusion. 
3 And the final period is a relatively rapid 
4 personality division and improvement of cognitive 
5 disturbances. 
6 The problem with chronic PCP abuse is the 
7 relatively -- in addition to the psychological and 
s psychiatric consequences -- is the relatively persistent 
9 neurological problems. PCP abusers, chronic abusers, have 
10 definite short-term memory, concentration, and speech 
11 disturbances. 
12 In the relatively recent study by Carlin, Grant and 
13 Reed, there was an extensive battery of what are called 
14 neuropsychological tests, and it was a relative controlled 
15 study of all these populations, PCP abusing population, a 
16 polydrug population control. And about half -- a relatively 
17 striking result -- about half of the protocol of the PCP 
18 abusers revealed cognitive deficits which were suggestive 
19 of mild organic mental disorders. 
20 Let me -- a major stumbling block to PCP to the 
21 prevention and treatment has been a real lack of understanding 
22 of the kind of personality configurations we're talking about. 
23 Now, I'll restrict my comments to the more chronic 
24 abuser, which is what we -- as I'm sure you are aware --
25 Metropolitan State Hospital is a backup facility for L.A. 
26 and Orange Counties. And as a consequence, we are in 
27 alliance, so to speak, and take on more chrnoic patients. 
28 In a recent study of 230 consecutive admissions 
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to our PCP abuse unit, we administered an MMPI psychological 
2 test, called the Minnesota multiphasic personality inventory, 
3 a relatively standard clinical procedure, which has an 
4 extensive research history. It's made up of 550 questions, 
5 true and false questions, which fall into 11 clinical scales 
6 and three validity scales. 
7 These 230 subjects were given this MMPI -- the 
8 PCP abusers were given this test, which is basically part 
9 of the standard evaluation. 
10 And this data is then subject to a clustering 
11 procedure, which is a reasonably sophisticated statistical 
12 approach which tries to produce clusters of groups based on 
13 their performance. 
14 I don't want to bore you, Senator. Very briefly, 
15 we took two populations and ran two different methods of 
16 clustering and produced the same -- the same groups in these 
17 two samples. And what we found were three or four what 
18 appear to be types, personality types. 
19 I think that rather than looking at the chronic 
20 PCP abuser as a homogeneous population within this 
21 chronic population, there are probably four types of 
22 individuals or four stages of the disease. But the first 
23 stage, the profile pattern was quite similar to previous 
24 research findings in the literature work in alcohol. And 
25 we found a kind of normal acting-out type narcissistic 
26 character who was able to relate to others in a relatively 
27 manipulative manner, and yet form interpersonal bonds. This 
28 profile was associated with an antisocial personality. And is 
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best described as a kind of mellow antisocial type. 
2 The second group which emerged were also -- also 
3 have been found in previous literature, and presented an 
4 antisocial personality who experiences relatively intense 
5 pressure to act out hosti~impulses and a relatively strong 
6 need for ego gratification. This person is moody, restless, 
7 dissatisfied. And we best describe him as a troubled 
8 antisocial type. 
9 The third profile presented with very high levels 
10 of psychological turmoil, changeable behavior epitomized by 
11 very poor impulse control, inappropriate and unmodulated 
12 expressions of alienation concurrent with both suspicion 
13 and explosive personality. We described this type as a 
14 decompensated antisocial type. 
15 Finally, the fourth type, which is only found in 
16 our study, was characterized by gross psychopathology 
17 across the entire MMPI concurrent with a very low F. Now, 
18 F scale is a scale of conformity, so to speak, and it 
19 suggests that some degree of comfort with the extreme 
20 levels of psychopathology or adaptability. Here we have a 
21 chronic clinical picture with tremendous rage and explosive 
22 potential. And we best described it as the end state antisoci11 
23 type, or the burnt-out, depending on members of our staff. I 
24 Briefly, let me summarize in terms of 
25 recommendations. I, of course, would encourage additional 
26 active research in this area. I think that there are three 
27 areas that we need to address. The first is the mentally ill 
28 patient. I think we have underestimated the prevalance of 
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substance abuse in general and PCP in particular among the 
2 chronically mentally ill. 
3 There is a need for us to understand the etiology 
4 and the treatment of this concurrent major problem. 
5 Second is the chronic PCP abuser, which is a unique 
6 population which, of course, needs -- we need to understand 
7 further. 
8 The third area I might address is the multiethnic 
9 aspect, of course, the need for us to further explore the 
10 prevalance of PCP psychosis and chronicity across areas, acros 
11 areas of cultural groups. 
12 Are there any questions? 
13 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: In your looking at these 
14 different populations in the hospital, are you able to -- and 
15 I guess through other activities, too -- PCP use is evidently 
16 a problem in a lot of institutions. Is it a problem in the 
17 State Hospital? Is it a drug that can be taken into a 
18 hospital pretty easily? Do you find that persons that have 
19 been in -- say in the hospital for two months is still getting 
20 PCP to use? 
21 DR. HERRERA: We do not,I think. Well, we do not 
22 have any actual data on that, Senator. My assumption would be 
23 that the facility itself is secure and -- however, there is a 
24 problem that emerges on an episodic basis. And I think that 
25 Dr. Sramek has mentioned that Dr. Khajawall will discuss that 
26 PCP appears to be prevalent in a broad spectrum of mentally 
27 ill people who present, that is --
28 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: If a person who comes into 
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the hospital who's --not because of -- on the surface at 
2 least -- of PCP abuse, but because of some other mental 
3 illness, do you -- but you know they've been using PCP, 
4 how do you treat them different than the other population? 
5 Is there a limited drug availability that you can use with 
6 them versus non~PcP users? And do you look at the different 
7 behavior of a person who's in for some diagnosed mental 
s illness that's non-PCP user versus the PCP user? 
9 Does that give you any indication or any direction 
10 for treatment, or is it nonpredictable? 
11 DR. HERRERA: Yes. I'll address that, Senator, but 
12 one of our speakers, Dr. Khajawall, will speak specifically 
13 about treatment. 
14 Briefly, we have a chronic PCP abuser who is 
l5 free of active psychosis; we are not actively treating at 
l6 this time. We are focused primarily on the mentally ill 
l7 patient with the concurrent PCP substance disorder, which is 
18 secondary to his psychosis. 
19 Of course, that contaminates and compounds 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
significantly the clinical picture. It exasperates (sic) the 
patient's condition and it prolongs their treatment. I think 
that that may be one, the State Department of Mental Health, 
one of th~ major concerns is with mentally ill people in the 
community on an outpatient basis, the prevalence of a drug 
which is psychopharmacologically tied to the schizophrenia 
and can contribute and compound and delay treatment. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. Any 
2S other questions? Very good. Thank you. 
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1 DR. HERRERA: Thank you. 
2 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Dr. Khajawall will be 
3 our next speaker. He's a staff psychiatrist at the hospital. 
4 
5 
6 
DR. KHAJAWALL: Good morning. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Good morning. 
DR. KHAJAWALL: Senator McCorquodale, staff, and 
7 audience. 
8 Before I will start discussing about the PCP problem 
9 itself in California, I would like to get back into the last 
10 decade of drug abuse history in our country. 
11 Looking at the last eight decades, we find that the 
12 public concern for substance use and abuse is not new. In 
13 1900, we had coca, cocaine, and cocaine products. In 1915, 
14 we had alcohol-related fallout. 
15 In 1930, we had opiates, World War II, and all that. 
16 In 1950, barbiturates and other hypnotics and 
17 tranquilizers came in. 
18 In 1960, we had hallucinators like LSD, and 
19 amphetamines. 
20 In 1970, it was PCP and its analogs, more than 50 
21 by this time. Marijuana, inhalants, over-the-counter drugs, 
22 and lookalikes. 
23 By 1980, we had substance combination and cocaine 
24 resurgence. We also see obvious issues like, number one, 
25 each class of substances used and abused in the past. In the 
26 seventies, the public's attention was focused on PCP, 
27 
28 
cocaine. And PCP is still with us. 
Second, in spite of strong intervention, concerns 
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1 and problems remains without s ficant resolution. Drug 
2 intoxication eradication services are not keeping pace with 
substance abuse rate. And the soc , medical, mental 
health, and other icat are mu , and 
5 at times unpredictable and horrifying. 
6 Now, let me talk about -- I would like to, because 
7 of the time restriction, I will just speak and summarize my 
8 testimony. 
9 Number one, incidence and user population. One, 
10 the PCP has taken on a look of chronicity in the State of 
11 California, but clearly a downward trend is apparent. 
12 Number two, blacks, followed by Hispanics and others. 
13 Number three, Los Angeles area presently is to be 
14 the leader in incidence and numbers. 
15 Number four, intercounty gradiation of PCP numbers 
16 are present. 
17 Number five, males continue to predominate three to 
18 two when compared to the late 
~ Age groups below 25, 21st and 25 (sic), show relativ~ 
20 decline percentagewise; while as from 21 to 25 group, 
21 relative increase to present. Probably a maturing effect. 
administration like cigarettes, super cool, shermans; PCP 
24 liquid is preferable for transportation on the streets. 
Number eight, no special present data is available 
on acute psychiatric episodes. Such episodes are definitely 
27 down and there are quite a few plausible and interesting 
28 explanations for this. Given time, I will go over it later. 
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Number nine. I have little knowledge of systematic 
2 long-term effects of PCP, particularly PCP babies, although 
3 PCP babies register is available. Reactions have been fully 
4 documented and are being increasingly reported in the data 
5 pools, like DAWN and other reports. 
6 Out of seven hundred and twenty-second reports in 
7 the L.A. area last year, 22 percent were PCP related with 
8 reactions in babies, newborns. 
9 Number ten, most medical facts and complications 
10 of PCP have been defined and documented and fully discussed 
11 in the literature, but there aren't enough systematic and 
12 well-defined studies in the literatur~ presently in progress 
13 to my knowledge. 
14 Number eleven, systematic data gathering, adequate 
15 and qualified treatment are quite scarce -- are scarce to my 
16 knowledge. 
17 Patients with dual diagnosis, major mental illnes8 
18 and substance abuse, are invariably treated as emergencies, 
19 as emergencies. But there are no specialized adequate 
20 treatment programs available to this population. These 
21 people ultimately fall between the cracks. 
22 My personal recommendations, although I'm 
23 representing the Department here are as under (sic): 
24 Number one, emphasis on preventive strategies, and 
25 addressing risk factors and prevention. That is in that 
26 big packet, that is already in there. 
27 Number two, outpatient and inpatient treatment 
28 for all groups, both sexes in those populations; nonprofit 
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1 type particularly for indigent and socio-economically 
2 deprived groups. 
3 Number three, specialized treatment programs for 
4 our patients with dual diagnosis, major psychiatric 
5 substance abuse programs with adequate funding for 
6 qualified professional staff, and adequate data collection 
7 preferably under menthal health system at State and county 
8 levels. 
9 Number four, super specialized research; number 
lO one, PCP babies and their long-term (sic); number two, 
11 chronicity of PCP abusers, medical complications, 
12 psychiatric complications like accentuated psychosis and 
13 behavior. 
Number five, develop specific, reliable, and 
15 effective monitoring techniques. 
16 Number six, change the commitment laws to give us 
17 a little time to treat these chronic problems. 
18 Thank you very much. 
19 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Could you briefly explain -
20 you have a unit at Metropolitan --
21 DR. KHAJAWALL: We had. 
22 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: You had? 
23 DR. KHAJAWALL: I used to run that since '78. It 
24 closed in December last year. 
25 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Because of money or 
because it just didn't seem productive? 
27 DR. KHAJAWALL: It was one of the best programs. 
28 The State and Federal Government is giving it to the counties. 
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And so, the whole thing is up to the counties where they're 
2 supposed to replicate the program. They have not been able to 
3 replicate it so far. There were 106 beds and they have so 
4 far only 15 beds; only seven are PCP users and that seven 
5 was on a list of 20. And the Hospital Corporation of America 
6 select whom they will admit. And those have to be free of 
7 PCP for 24 hours and all that. 
8 So, I used to run -- I have been involved with PCP 
9 for the last eight years; since my completion of residency, 
10 I have nine publications I have included in the handout. 
11 But mostly I raise issues rather than answers. I would 
12 appreciate if you would look into the systems and suggest 
13 some of the solutions for funding. I will not talk why it has 
14 to be. I'm a psychiatrist. I am working. I have worked 
15 in both substance abuse as well as mental health. 
16 I don't want to go into interdepartment rivalries, 
17 but definitely there is a place where the two have to come to 
18 some agreement and come to some conclusions to take care of 
19 these problems as well as future problems. So, we need to 
20 start. So, I would just rest myself. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Are there any questions 
by any me~::::: :::1p::::?fi::::~, ::nt:::kg::: ::rm::::n:~ I 
idea from your viewpoint, if we were talking about doing major j 
research efforts in this area, are we talking about hundreds of 1 
thousands, millions, or billions to --
DR. KHAJAWALL: (Interjecting) Well, because I was 
28 in a ward with a $4 million project in '80. But that was too 
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much money. And still, we have to be very, very specific 
2 what we want to do and it should not take more monies. And it 
3 should not be in di directions. That's what usually 
4 happens 
5 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Would you say that most of 
6 the research that is necessary is in the basic research 
7 related to the drug or in behavior? 
8 DR. KHAJA\vALL: Behavior. That is which is the 
9 main problem, because in the psychiatric units, I have 
10 currently a patient who clearly presents a PCP accentuated 
11 bipolar problem. I have tried by all combination of drugs, 
12 from Thorazine to Tuamine, to Haldol -- I put them on large 
13 dosages; he is not conscious of anybody. He is doing a little 
14 better. 
15 We have these substances to treat these people, but 
16 once they get an inch of PCP, it prolongs the psychosis and 
17 other usual treatment methods are not really very promising. 
18 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Dr. Inaba, in his 
19 testimony, indicated that he deals mainly with voluntary 
20 patients. Most yours are probably involuntary. Do you see 
21 much return or recidivism of the people who you had contact 
22 with before? 
23 DR. KHAJAWALL: I had ~- when I was running the 
24 chronic PCP rehabilitation unit, detoxification, alleviation, 
25 and rehabilitation, there was about 10 to 20 persons repeaters; 
26 mostly were new in our program. And our program was well-
27 established in the community and mostly was respected by the 
28 courts and by the probation department, and everybody. Because 
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I could discharge all the patients, and I would get 13 the 
2 next day, and start from step one. Well, that doesn't happen 
3 in the private sector. So, it's a question of dollars. 
4 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: So one thing that might 
5 be done would be just to figure out some way to take a 
6 population and track them beyond their stay at the hospital 
7 to see what happens to them afterwards. 
8 DR. KHAJAWALL: Dual programs, dual diagnoses, 
9 because I was part of drug abuse until December. We don't 
10 want to do anything. We want them perfect, supernormal. 
11 Mental health takes care of initial toxic reaction of 
12 behavior disorder, then they leave because of the 14-days 
13 hold or three-days hold. And we have limited time to handle 
14 who needs months sometimes. Commitment laws and patients' 
15 rights, right to refuse treatment, and we cannot treat this 
16 patient. 
17 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. 
18 Thank you. We appreciate your coming. 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Dr. Victor Pascale. 
DR. PASCALE: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Before you stZtrt, Jet me 
tell you, we have a Larry Riddle in the audience today, who's 
a field representative for Assemblyman Cortese and, Larry, 
would you like to join us up here; and also Gloria Chacon, 
who works for Assemblyman McAlist·er1 would you like to join 
26 us? If you've got the time, we'd appreciate you coming up and 
27 being part of the panel. 
28 Any other representatives of elected people here? 
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2 DR~ PASCALE: I would like basically to break 
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this 
3 into three areas. And in terms of what the Committee would 
4 like to ask me some questions, and I would hope that they 
5 would, and I would provide you with some information. 
6 Essentially, I see the PCP problem in three 
7 dimensions. I see it in the first one in terms of making 
8 people aware and dealing with the problem of usage. I see it 
9 also as a treatment problem. I see it also as a family 
10 problem. 
11 My experience in terms of this is -- has been 
12 mainly dealing with substance abuse for 15 years. I have 
13 dealt with it in various levels, primarily with adolescents 
14 and young people. 
15 In private practice right now, I have had a number 
16 of situations of people with this particular PCP problem. 
17 I also have a tragic circumstance of having a 21-year-old 
18 son who was a PCP victim. 
19 I find that when I look at this situation -- I saw 
20 it in many dimensions -- but the primary one is from the 
21 family structure. When the problem hit, there was very little 
22 resources around to turn to. There was a lacking of knowledge 
23 by professional health people. I, myself, as objectively as 
24 I possibly could, tried to become more aware of the facts on 
25 PCP and what the damage is. But I saw it as a living example 
26 in my son. 
27 I would say in his case, there was a form of 
28 organic brain damage that I felt was occurring, loss of memory, 
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failure to be able to integrate. This was a young man who had 
2 graduated from high school with about an 83 average. 
3 At that point when the drug made its impact, there 
4 was very little to return-- to turn to. What I'm asking 
5 in terms of the Committee, is that there be some not only 
6 research, but also a kind of structure for parents to turn 
7 to if they feel their child is involved with PCP. 
8 I am talking about programs; I am talking about 
9 making the public aware. I don't think the public is aware of 
10 the intensity of PCP being used on just pot for example, being 
11 sprayed on it, so that the pusher who is putting this out into 
12 the marketplace wants this form of addiction so that they 
13 will return for more. So this is the kind of thing that we 
14 get with disorientation~ we get the memory loss; we get the 
l5 inability to concentrate. But at the same time, you've got 
16 - this individual who is at a point of being disabled. 
17 I do some testing for Social Security Disability. 
18 And I think just in the past three months, I have seen two 
19 or three cases of people who have totally -- who are going 
20 to be dependent for the rest of their life because of the 
21 fact that they had this type of damage. 
22 So, I think the pub.lic has to be made aware. I I 
23 think that it has to be done through the health system, people I 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
who are going to -- not just through, let's say, the 
educational system, but through a system whereby you have in 
a clinic setting, in a hospital setting, where these people 
can go and see what's happening and deal with the people who 
are dealing with the PCP problem. 
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Along that same line, I see it in terms of 
2 treatment, how you can provide treatment. Well, for example, 
3 with AA and alcoholics, you have a whole gamut of networks. 
4 PCP has no network. You are essentially alone. And there's 
5 a lot of guesswork. And previous testimony indicated it is a 
6 kind of situation where we don't know enough about. But it's 
7 damaging our youth. And we're going to pay the price down the 
8 road, because those people are going to be the people who are 
9 going to be disabled. They're going to be on our welfare 
10 rolls in terms of dependency. 
11 The cost is astronomical. Along with a type of 
12 treatment program, I feel there has to be explored is a 
13 way in which people can gain access to it in terms of cost 
14 factor. 
15 I look at it in terms of also the family unit, to 
16 make them aware that this is dangerous so that they can then 
17 help their children overcome it. I don't think there is 
18 enough people out there in the field. I know that we have 
19 a list of people on this agenda. And they are aware. But if 
20 we start to bring it down the line to the individual prac-
21 titioners in various ways -- whether it be in clinics or in 
22 hospitals they're not as informed of this danger. 
23 And I just leave it to you to ask me questions if 
24 you have any. 
25 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: The indication is that 
26 most of the people are in the 21 to 25 age bracket. And if 
27 you take the 21 to 30 age factor, you take two-thirds of 
28 the people or better that are involved. Do you think those 
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figures are correct, or do you think that it really does go 
2 lower than that? These figures indicate only five percent 
3 are less than 18. 
4 DR. PASCALE: Okay. I found when I use a figure, 
5 I would say that in a group of say 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, I have 
6 found more than those figures indicate. I have also found it 
7 in the upper age groups as well. 
8 But it is -- in the -- but in that age group, I did 
9 find it. I found it more in terms of PCP usage being sprayed 
10 on pot. So, there's kind of a combination and they really 
11 felt they were smoking marijuana. And in reality, they were 
12 smoking marijuana, but it was laced with PCP. I tend to deal 
13 with the adolescents and young adult. So, maybe that's 
14 why my figures would be a little higher than those figures. 
15 CHAIRM..AN MC CORQUODALE: I asked Dr. Inaba about the 
16 incidence of those who have awareness of it versus not being 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
aware. Maybe I might have phrased it a little more precise. 
Do you have any idea of the number of people who might use 
it and thinking that they're smoking marijuana or they're 
drinking alcohol, or something that they have PCP in it 
that would not take PCP if they knew there was PCP 
involved? I mean, is there a differentiation among the user 
population as to marijuana versus PCP or something else and 
PCP? 
DR. PASCALE: Yes, sir. What I have found from my 
experience is that the users, when they come in, will 
indicate they're having all of these kinds of mental, you 
know, psychoses setting in; they're having all of these 
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2 smoking, and generally if it was something they were smoking, 
3 they say, "Oh, it was just pot." 
4 And then, of course, after questioning them a little 
5 further, "You think there was anything mixed with it, or is 
6 there anything you were doing with it, and so on?" 
7 And I found it is only then that they said, "Yes, 
8 I think it did have PCP." I 
9 
10 
11 
~peaking/ 
~t I 
because it's got PCP in it," no. They were smoking it j 
But I did not get the impression-- and I'm 
about 20 or 3V -- that they said, "I'm going to smoke 
12 because they felt it was going to give them a high; it was 
13 pot. And then when they kind of were going into the 
14 psychotic episode, after when they came out, then they 
15 realized that that just wasn't pot. It was something more. 
16 And that's the experience I have had. 
17 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: The indications are 
18 there is very heavy usage among minority young people. 
19 see that as being factual again, or is it --
20 DR. PASCALE: Yes. I would have to agree with 
21 that. I found from my experiences that minority groups 
22 were higher in number, yes, 
23 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Any other questions? 
24 Yes. 
25 MS. MARSH: Doctor, we've been hearing testimony 
26 this morning of the issue of dual diagnosis regarding PCP 
27 use relating to symptoms of emergent psychosis and 
28 schizophrenia. Do you personally work in conjunction with 
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52 psychiatristswho introduce psychotropic medication to your 
population and, if so, do you have any information on the 
results that treatment? 
DR. PASCALE: Yes, I've dealt with and have been a 
5 c;olleague with several psychiatrists in terms of dealing with 
6 medication and PCP. 
7 One of the problems we found is this: When you have 
8 someone come in and have shown all of these psychiatric 
9 reactions -- for example, hallucinations. They're hallucinat-
10 ing very rppidly, very frequently. You're now wondering is 
11 this induced by the PCP or was it that they were 
12 schizophrenic to start with? Meanin~ that some sort of 
13 crisis or tension triggered it. Or was it the substance? 
14 And if when they stop with that substance, PCP, will it then 
15 clear up in a year or two? 
16 And what we found out was that it generally doesn't 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
clear up. It seems as though it's irreversible. 
Now, what begins to happen is that you begin to 
basically treat along the model that you're going to give some 
psychotropic medication, whether it be Thorazine, Haldol, or 
that kind of thing. 
I have found that that begins to bring some 
benefits. You do get gains, but not reversible. Meaning that 
that individual still becomes -- and I don't like to use 
the word, "a burden on society," but a dependent on society. 
Because then that individual needs additional services that 
they normal wouldn't need if it had been reversible. 
For example, they may need some sort of special 
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1 counseling. They may need a counseling center to go to on a 
2 daily basis. They may need some special training. They may 
3 not even be able to live at home anymore. You may have to put 
4 them in board-and-care type settings. So that these are the 
5 implications that I'd like to share with you. 
6 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: There's some disagreement 
7 maybe not disagreement, but nonagreement among people as to 
8 the effect on infants born of mothers who had used PCP. 
9 Are you coming across any people that are moving 
10 into the teenage time where they might -- where the mother 
11 might have used PCP 15 years ago, say, that you can identify 
12 that? Or is that still too sporadic? 
13 DR. PASCALE: Yes, for me, it's too sporadic. 
14 And I wouldn't feel free on commenting on that. 
15 CHAIR~N MC CORQUODALE: What about Dr. Sramek's 
16 detection of PCP use through hair? Do you have a question 
17 about people who have used PCP from blood or urine analysis 
18 that you think that further identification would be helpful? 
19 Or as a practicing psychologist, do you feel comfortable 
20 in the ability to detect prior usage either through medical 
21 or through discussion? 
22 DR. PASCALE: I would agree that any type of prior 
23 usage and detection as early as you can would be very 
24 advantageous in setting up a treatment program. But along 
25 with that also, to be able to know the kind of impact it's 
26 having. 
27 Because what it is, Senator, is that you're facing 
28 a situation when you're looking at this person when you're 
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1 really not sure whether they have a schizophrenic nature 
2 already or it was merely brought out the PCP in full bloom, 
3 and if the elimination does occur, whether those symptoms 
4 will disappear with the stopping of the usage of PCP, which 
5 doesntt tend to be the case. That doesn't tend to hold up. 
6 What holds up is that they tend to remain 
7 schizophrenic in nature throughout the life. 
8 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: I think I had pretty much 
9 operated on the basis that you could detect it through blood 
10 or urine analysis. And if there really is as much failure 
11 to detect in that area that was indicated by their study, 
12 it may have opened up a whole new way that we should be 
13 treating people who was diagnosed in some other way which 
14 wasn't clear. And some of our treatment might have been 
l5 creating greater problems for them because they had previously 
16 used PCP than if they had not. 
17 DR. PASCALE: I think that's a well-given. 
18 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. 
19 Well, thank you. We appreciate your corning today. 
20 DR. PASCALE: Thank you, Senator. 
21 CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: Let's see. Dr. Anthony 
22 Puentes. He's the medical director of the Santa Clara County 
23 Department of Drug and Alcohol. 
24 DR. PUENTES: Hello. I work as the medical director 
25 for the drug abuse programs offered by the County of Santa 
26 Clara Bureau of Drug Abuse Services. My particular area of 
27 interest is in the field of perinatal addiction. And today, 
28 I would like to share with you some information that I've 
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acquired from my experience working with pregnant drug 
2 abuse women and outlining the problems and frustrations 
3 that we encounter in dealing with pregnant women using drugs 
4 like PCP. 
5 Now, I'll briefly comment on some of the neonatal 
6 effects of PCP and fetal effects. And Dr, Ramachandran, who 
7 will follow me, will give you a more detailed discussion. 
8 Despite a bunch of research done on animals on the 
9 physiological effects of PCP, little medical research has been 
10 done or can be done on the population of humans. 
11 Recent work suggests that roughly 30 percent of 
12 the population using PCP were women in their childbearing 
13 years. What we do know about the population is that it's a 
14 growing number and it's becoming more difficult to follow 
l5 and to assess. This population is largely unidentified, and 
16 the majority of women using PCP that do become pregnant will 
17 never present themselves to the medical community as PCP 
18 abusers. 
19 Most of these women will not seek drug abuse 
20 counseling or treatment at any time in their pregnancy. 
21 And in our Santa Clara outpatient drug treatment 
22 program, we see approximately two to six new patients per 
23 month that are pregnant with primary PCP drug use problems. 
24 Most of these women are referred through the criminal 
25 justice or the child welfare system. For every pregnant PCP 
26 
27 
28 
abusing woman that we see in San Jose, I suspect there are at 
least two or three others who will remain unidentified and 
untreated. 
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The of women us PCP who 
2 presents herself for treatment have received little or almost 
3 no 1 care. And many women also wait 1 
the s of 
5 A recently at UCLA show that 67 percent 
6 of PCP abusing had any actual prenatal care and half 
7 of those women no care prior to the time of 
8 del 
9 The characteristics of the population that present 
10 the problem include the fol Number one, because of the 
11 often chaotic and trans life of drug abusers, this 
12 population of women is constant flux, and they very often 
13 fail to keep the drug treatment or obstetrical appointments. 
14 These women are especially diff to follow over extended 
15 periods of time 1 as are the infants 
17 treatment later their pregnancy and often have little 
19 Third, the majority of pregnant women that use PCP 
20 regularly are in poor general health. Studies suggest that 
21 between 60 and 80 of these women have a variety of 
22 and medical compl , including anemia, 
23 sexually transmitted diseases, hepatitis, and psychiatric 
24 complications. 
25 Number four, the ority of patients who continue 
the use of alcohol and tobacco -- and in California, specifica ly 
27 cocaine, heroin, and marijuana are the illicit drugs you will 
28 find in conjunction th PCP. 
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The fifth problem is that street drugs are commonly 
2 of unknown quantity and purity. For example, LSD is 
3 commonly substituted for PCP which further complicates the 
4 medical picture. 
5 Many of these facts that I listed are relQted to 
6 social class and economic environment in addition to the 
7 exposure to drugs. 
8 With regards to the effects of prenatal PCP 
9 exposure on the fetus, only a few formalized studies have 
10 been done. But what is known already is particularly 
11 disturbing. Long-term studies are now being done at 
12 Northwestern University in the Los Angeles areas, and that is 
13 being collected from hospitals throughout the nation, 
14 including our neonatal services in Santa Clara Valley 
15 Medical Center. 
16 You'll be hearing a more detailed discussion on 
17 neonatal effects by Dr. Ramachandran, the chief of Neonatology 
18 at Santa Clara County Valley. 
19 We know that phencyclidine crosses to the placenta 
20 quite easily as do most drugs of abuse. It takes only a few 
21 seconds for PCP to diffuse across the placental barrier and 
22 enter the fetal blood supply. The PCP then circulates in the 
23 fetus and distributes itself into the fetal physiology as well 
24 as in the adult. 
25 The crucial factor in determining the effect of the 
26 drug on fetal development is the timing of exposure. For 
27 example, we know that organ and lymph development, the 
28 morphological development takes part predominantly in the 
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early part of gestation. 
2 So, a fetus exposed to doses of alcohol in 
3 the early part of gestation are at high risk of developing 
4 what's now called -- well-documented -- fetal alcohol 
5 syndrome. 
6 We know that the development of the neurological 
7 system, the brain, takes place not only throughout gestation 
8 but well into the early years of life. And drugs that 
9 affect the nervous system like heroin and PCP will have an 
10 effect regardless of what time during gestation they're 
11 introduced. 
12 Studies have shown quite clearly that PCP, like 
13 other drugs, such as heroin, cocaine, do affect the 
14 development of the fetal nervous system. And if exposed 
15 prenatally to substances such as PCP and heroin, have a much 
16 greater risk of being born prematurely, being born at a. smalle 
17 gestational age, of a low birth weight, and having a smaller 
18 head circumference. The head circumference can be seen as 
19 it affects brain development. 
20 These effects listed are of the result of a 
2l combination of probably direct drug effects, drug withdrawal, 
22 and an effect of poor maternal health overall. 
23 These infants often experience a severe neonatal 
24 withdrawal syndrome, many times requiring medication for 
25 treatment. Babies exposed to PCP and heroin and cocaine 
26 in utero will almost always show marked neurological 
27 abnormalities on the first day of life as mreasured by 
28 standardized neonatal assessment tables. 
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For example, these babies have difficulties 
2 orienting themselves to visual and auditory stimuli. Their 
3 sleep and wake patterns are deviated from normal. 
4 In most, motor development is immature, which is 
5 uncoordinated with tremor-like movements. 
6 What is most disturbing are the effects of fetal 
7 exposure to PCP, to differentiate this drug from other 
8 drugs, such as heroin, cocaine, alcohol, or tobacco. There's 
9 a debate in the medical community at present addressing the 
10 question as to whether or not the effects that we see in 
11 PCP babies are the effects of toxification or withdrawal. 
12 But there is no question that these babies born of PCP 
13 abusing mothers clearly show the most deviance'in the marrow 
14 cells and motor movements. 
15 These babies are more irritable, are less 
16 consolable, they're more hypertonic, and less able to 
17 coordinate their motor tasks than babies exposed to other 
18 drugs. These babies are showing behavior patterns that 
19 are similar to an intoxicated adult. 
20 Long-term studies have shown -- long-term studies 
21 now show that these abnormalities do persist through the 
22 first and second years of life. Infants of 18 months of age 
23 are still unable to accomplish fine motor tasks that are 
24 easily done by normal infants of the same age. 
25 Studies of psychological development now suggest 
26 that PCP exposed infants show abnormal emerging personalities 
27 and social development skills. These studies are only 
28 preliminary and only further research will reveal how these 
~---------===~-----------------------------J 
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2 and social development. 
These high-risk infants are often placed in what 
4 are already abnormal social and economic 1 homes. 
5 These children will need more long-term study and followup. 
6 PCP is clearly proving to be the most harmful drug of drug 
7 abuse on the development of the fetal nervous system. And if 
8 the PCP crisis worsens, more and more children will be 
9 born affected by the mother's use of the drug prenatally. 
10 The long-term effects and cost to society can only 
11 be fully realized in the coming years. As long as PCP 
12 remains a popular drug of choice of so many, there will be 
13 a larger number of women abusing the drug. This has proven 
14 true with drugs such as heroin, cocaine, and alcohol. 
15 As now, professionals such as myself who deal 
16 with these women believe the main weapon against this drug 
17 is education, early intervention, and treatment. 
l8 There needs to be a much greater public awareness 
l9 of the effects and consequences of PCP abuse, especially in 
20 pregnant women. 
21 The medical community at large needs to be 
22 especially educated about drugs and chemical dependency and 
how to do more adequate history taking to elicit drug usage 
24 from the patients. 
25 There needs to be more adequate funding of programs 
26 specifically designed to deal with the problem of perinatal 
27 addiction and drug abuse. There needs to be better coordina-
28 tion of drug abuse treatment services, prenatal and postnatal 
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services, social services, and child welfare, and the criminal 
justice system when dealing with pregnant women who abuse 
drugs such as PCP. It should be clear that PCP use by 
pregnant women will result in numerous PFOblems, but not only 
in drug abusing women involved, but also the unborn child. 
This particular situation creates serious health 
dilemmas that must be dealt with in a careful and practical 
way. I believe that only a combination of good public 
awareness, good patient motivation, and a well-devised and 
coordinated system of providing medical and social services 
can effectively deal with the problems just beginning to 
unfold before us. 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. Can you 
indicate whether there's any evidence that PCP has a 
genetic effect on babies? Does it change the gene structure? 
DR. PUENTES: Studies have shown that this might be 
an effect of marijuana. Marijuana has shown that it might 
have a possible genetic effect, but PCP, I know of no such 
studies that actually document it. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: And does it make a 
difference -- are you able to tell if it makes a difference 
if the mother used PCP while carrying the baby, or if she had 
used it prior to becoming pregnant? 
DR. PUENTES: Whether it makes a difference on the 
outcome? 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: On the baby. In other 
words, if she used PCP for three or four years, then --
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1 DR. PUENTES: The effects that we're seeing, or 
2 the most serious effects, especial in the neonatal 
3 intensive unit are from exposure during in utero. 
4 Although, a woman who has used PCP for a few 
5 months prior to pregnancy probably has PCP stored in her 
6 lipid cells and during the stress of pregnancy, it can be 
7 reactivated and releases into the system then without 
8 particular ingesting or smoking PCP cigarettes during her 
9 pregnancy, she can again expose her bloodstream and also 
10 the physiology of the fetus to the drug. 
11 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Any questions? 
12 REPRESENTATIVE FROM SENATOR MELLO: When a baby is 
13 born that shows signs of addiction to PCP through the mother's 
14 use, is that child immediately given custody put in the 
15 custody of the parents, or is there any type of educational 
program; just what happens? 
17 DR. PUENTES: It's not immediate that the child is 
18 automatically placed as a ward of the court until an 
19 investigation is underway. That's automatic, the investiga-
20 tion; but the result of the investigation can vary quite a 
21 bit depending upon whether the mother is in treatment, what 
22 the social and economic environment is at home. It depends 
23 a lot on the neonatologist's impression on whether or not the 
24 child can go home or whether or not the child needs more 
25 extensive treatment that the particular mother is unable to 
26 provide. 
27 Dr. Ramachandran can probably answer that question. 
28 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. 
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Well, thank you. We appreciate your presentation. And 
we're going to take about a five-minute break to allow the 
transcriptionist to rest her fingers. 
(Thereupon there was a brief recess 
taken.) 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: We'll reconvene the 
hearing. We'll now go down to Dr. Pramela Ramachandran, 
who's the acting director of the Department of Neonatology 
at the Santa Clara Valley Medical Center. 
DR. RAMACHANDRAN: Good morning. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Good morning. 
DR. RAJI1ACHANDRAN: I have very little to add to 
what Dr. Puentes has already said, but I will repeat 
emphasizing that something needs to be done for mothers 
v-1ho abuse PCP. 
Relatively few studies on the effect 
of PCP on the newborn during pregnancy exist. 
PCP is widely used, as you all know, by adolescents 
and the young adult segment of the population, who also happen 
to be the population segment group that has unplanned 
pregnancies, so that consequently fetal exposure to PCP is 
far more common than has been reported. 
Some of the signs of -- that have been reported 
as signs hypertonicity, poor sucking and feeding, 
irritability, neurologic abnormalities, microcephaly as well. 
Some of the data from various studies really suggest 
that conclusive evidence of the effects of PCP are really 
lacking. The case reports indicating long-term damage, growth 
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formation, and r s d not real consider the 
effects of other maternal factors, includ the interaction 
of abuse on the ant's outcome, Almost all 
PCP users are users and this factor must be 
cons 
At Santa Clara Valley Medical Center in the last 
two years, in each six-month period, we've seen at least eight 
infants born of mothers who have used PCP during pregnancy. 
That's roughly about 1.5 a month. I have to say that most of 
these infants have no symptoms at all. And this might be 
explained by the fact that PCP users are polydrug users. 
And the last prospective study of PCP use during pregnancy 
in Cleveland, Ohio, showed that 66 percent of PCP users 
admitted to mult abuse. 
Animal studies, however, have shown that PCP 
readily crosses the placenta and that piglet toxic levels 
In mice, ho~ever, in a study done, there was no 
that PCP generated levels of inge that were 
nontoxic to the mothers (sic). These effects may depend on 
the dose to which the fetus was exposed, the timing of 
exposure, and as Dr. Puentes al said, the first trimester 
the most vulnerable period in a fetus' life, and the 
duration of exposure. 
Fetuses that have been exposed during the critical 
od of development might be born to mothers who's use of PCP 
during pregnancy was perhaps light, sporadic, or occurred at 
a different trimester. Those pregnancies may end apparently 
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1 with healthy newborns. 
2 A study compared the offspring of 7 PCP 
3 abusers to those of 27 infants of drug-free women. No 
4 differences noted in both weight, length, or head 
5 circumference between the two groups. 
6 In the group of infants of drug abusers, classical 
7 signs of withdrawal --mainly, fine tremor, sweating, vomiting,! 
8 voracious sucking and swallowing, as well as difficulty in I 
9 controlling them -- were not seen as often in infants that 
10 are born to mothers who abuse heroin or methadone. 
11 The most characteristic features described in the 
12 studies is a sudden outburst of agitation and rapid changes 
13 in function as seen in adults intoxicated with PCP. 
14 Some animal studies do support mock neural behavior 
15 seen without gross malformation. In the study, th~ neonatal 
16 behavioral assessment scale, revealed a significant increase in 
17 the ability of infants for consolability. The three-month 
18 assessment on the Bailey scale of infant development, however, 
19 revealed no significant difference between these seven infants 
20 and the other infants born to mothers who did not abuse 
21 drugs. 
22 However, it must be remembered that PCP is insoluble 
23 in high concentrations in adipose and brain tissues of the 
24 fetus. In adults, high levels of PCP remain in the tissues 
25 for up to 48 hours after administration. Metabolized PCP 
26 is thought to be sequestered in the human body for months , 
27 and these might be responsible for some long-term psycho-
28 logical effects recently described by a study at UCLA. 
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liability in fine motor, adaptive language, and personal 
2 social development. 
3 At two years of age, PCP infants are more deviant 
4 in their development than in the heroin and methadone users. 
5 There is needed a long-term followup for developmental 
6 evaluation of these infants. 
7 To answer one of the questions that was addressed 
8 previously, all infants at Santa Clara Valley Medical Center 
9 with positive urine screens for PCP are placed in protective 
10 custody and sent to foster homes. 
11 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: There was some indication 
12 that in testimony given in Los Angeles a while back, 
13 that there was an IQ drop in children as they developed. 
14 Are you familiar with any studies which indicate that? 
15 DR. RAMACHANDRAN: Certainly, the study from 
16 UCLA, if that's the one you're referring to, by Dr. Howard 
17 and associates, defined the decrease in IQ and development 
18 in fine motor movements at two years of age. I'm not aware 
19 of any studies that demonstrate that it really can be 
20 attributed to PCP. But I wouldn't be surprised if it's true. 
21 Most of the studies will be compounded because the mothers 
22 are polydrug users. 
23 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: You're not familiar with 
24 any indications or any evidence with real genetic change? 
25 DR. RAMACHANDRAN: No. As I said, in the studies 
26 I cited, the mothers were polydrug users, had also taken 
27 marijuana. And marijuana has shown to have produced 
28 genetic effects in animals. 
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normal schools; are they going to need special education? 
2 Are they going to be institutionalized? Just what degree of 
3 harm occurs to the child? 
4 DR. RAMACHANDRAN: A related issue is prematurity 
5 as well. These premature infants born to mothers who abuse 
6 drugs go on to develop fine motor problems, learning 
7 disabilities. They do need special education, although they 
8 are not overtly retarded. But they definitely need a 
9 different kind of attention at school-going age. They pose 
10 a big problem in the school-going age. 
11 MS. VITTI: Do you know if any of these babies 
12 are ever diagnosed as being developmentally disabled either 
13 because of retardation or cerebral palsy showing up; 1n other 
14 words, showing up at developmentally disabled regional 
15 centers system? 
16 DR. RAMACHANDRAN: From PCP? 
17 MS. VITTI: Yes. 
18 DR. RAMACHANDRAN: No, there's no causal 
19 relationship with the use of PCP, to my knowledge. There 
20 are usually other compounding factors. We have prematurity, 
21 all the other hazards. 
22 CHAIRMAN MC CORQVODALE: All right. Very good. 
23 Thank you. We appreciate your corning this morning. 
24 We have with us now Judge Steve Manley from the 
25 Municipal Court, long experienced with drugs, not personal, 
26 but professional. 
27 JUDGE MANLEY: Honorable Senator, thank you very 
28 much for this opportunity to address you. I wish to simply 
'---------------------------------------------' 
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I find that so many of these defendants do not 
2 fully understand what is taking place in the courtroom. I 
3 find -- to me, what troubles me more than anything else is 
4 the use of force and violence with this particular controlled 
5 substance. 
6 Most recently, what has disturbed me greatly in the 
7 past, it's primarily directed against police officers or law 
8 enforcement officers or those who are arresting these 
9 defendants. 
10 Now, what I have witnessed often is the threat 
11 andactual use of force and violence against civilian innocent 
12 victims of crime. And most specifically, what troubles me 
13 more than anything else are the families of these defendants, 
14 the endangerment to children. The District Attorney's Office 
15 now often files complaints and charges not only the use and 
16 possession of PCP, but also child endangerment. 
17 And that endangerment, of course, comes in many, 
18 many ways. And Itm sure you've heard a great deal about that. 
19 But most certainly, it is not simply the fact that the 
20 substance may be available for a small baby or young child 
21 to pick up and use, or eat, or whatever. But the police 
22 officers, in attempting to arrest defendants, have to be 
23 terribly careful when there are small children in the 
24 vicinity for fear that they may be injured, or their spouses, 
25 or other relatives and family. 
26 And this, to me, I think has made this specific 
27 drug the most prevalent and dangerous controlled substance tha 
28 I have ever seen in my experience as a judge that seems to 
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have centered in this f not in San Jose, but 
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6 So, it is a drug that is s -- a controlled 
7 substance that is s used and it is growing in its 
8 use. And we, as j , are to sentence 
9 defendants, to come up with solutions that are meaningful 
10 and to society and soc 1 and at the same 
ll a f hearing to the de 
12 And 1 we know so very, le about it. I 
13 speak to you -- I cannot think of an area that I wish judges 
14 knew more about. And I know we know very little about it. 
And most of our are set down by you the 
islature and are not set down in the courts. And, for 
17 , I am troubled and concerned the fact that 
18 sentenc , the f sentence does not necessari seem 
to me to have any direct correlation to the continued use 
20 of the substance. 
21 Defendants often appear before me;sometimes in the 
22 afternoon one of alendar is made up of defendants 
who have used the substance le in fully 
a sentence perhaps for the 
use of s substance would suffer most severe 
consequences if were for us the substance 
27 in the jail. And , that does not seem to deter them in 
28 the least. 
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1 The substantial jail sentences that are imposed 
2 do not seem in any way to deter the use of the substance nor 
3 to provide any real protection. Of course, our jurisdiction 
4 lS very limited because the maximum term is one year in 
5 the county jail. And it is an entirely different situation, 
6 of course, for those who sell such substances, because that's 
7 a felony and would fall within the jurisdiction of the 
8 Superior Court. 
9 But what I would encourage is any help you can 
10 give to judges throughout this State who face this situation 
11 on a daily basis as I do in coming up with meaningful 
12 solutions that protect society and stop the abuse of 
13 this drug. 
14 And if I could answer any questions, I'd be happy 
15 to. 
16 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: You mentioned the issue of 
17 child abuse and the problems related there. What about older 
18 children in a household where there is PCP use? Is that a 
19 do you see that as a problem very much or by that time do 
20 they become the age that it's the children in the family that 
21 are using it rather than the older? 
22 JUDGE MANLEY: No. The only defendants I see must 
23 be adults. They must be classified as adults. And I have 
24 not noted it in elderly people. But I have most certa~nly 
I 
25 
26 
27 
::::: :: :: :h:i::e:::::-::c::::t::.·:::·e:::i::::gt:: 18 and II 
forties. 
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violence that encountered that I. see , for example, in a 
2 home situation is when the police will enter the ses 
3 and it is, to me, a very le in terms of how 
the reacts. 
5 The defendant many times will cooperate in the 
6 beginning and not cooperate once they arrive at the police 
7 station or placed in the police car. They attempt to kick out 
8 police car windows and doors and so forth. 
9 A person will be perfectly calm and then suddenly 
10 act out. And that, it seems to me from what I've seen, the 
11 course tends to often depend on whether or not the situation 
12 changes as the police walk into the room, the defendant may 
13 completely change in the way they approach the officer and 
14 other members of the family. They're not ling any pain 
it appears clear to me -- and seeming never to remember what 
happened. 
17 The question I'm most often asked by defendants 
18 who are charged with that offense is, "On what day did it 
occur?" 
20 They seem to have no memory of the events at all. 
21 And the situation now with young children and wives, brothers, 
22 and sisters in the same room or at the park being exposed 
to the possibility of the dangerous actions taken by the 
de when confronted with possible arrest situations, or 
25 when questioned by the police, has caused me great concern. 
I think everyone in soc should be very concerned about 
27 s drug. It is something that we simply have not come 
28 to grips with at all in the court system because we know so 
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2 IQ, I have seen that. There is no question in my mind that 
3 that is a real possibility in terms of -- I'm not an expert 
4 nor have I done any research -- but I have seen defendants 
5 attack deputies in the courtroom; sometimes days later, to 
6 not be able to comprehend what is being said to them, and to 
7 cause me to delay the proceedings until we find someone 
8 to assist them from the public defender's office so they can 
9 comprehend what is happening. 
10 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Any other questions? 
11 REPRESENTATIVE FROM SENATOR JI1ELLO: How much crime 
12 do you see committed by PCP users? In other words, not 
13 someone that's arrested for being under the influence of 
14 PCP, but someone who is in the act of committing a crime 
15 maybe to get money to support his or her habit? Is that 
16 very prevalent, or is the cost of the drug so low that --
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
,TUDGE MANLEY: The cost of the drug is so low and 
it can -- in my experience at least, from what I have seen 
and heard from defendants, it can be used by more than one 
person at a very low cost -- that that is really not the same 
situation that I have seen with heroin, for example, and 
cocaine, and you will often see other crimes involved. 
And the crime that is most often involved with PCP 
is a crime of direct violence upon another person -- assault, 
battery, battery on a peace officer, child endangerment, 
battery on a spouse, that type of situation. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. 
MS. BAPTISTA: Could you comment, Judge, on the 
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1 issue of fami regards to the rary placement in 
2 foster s versus of the court status and how prevalent 
3 is ward the court status for PCP abusers to 
4 other types of substance abuse? 
5 JUDGE MANLEY: I am not real in a position to 
6 comment or to give you really meaningful information on that 
7 because, of course, I'm in the Court. The 
8 Superior Court deals children of famil s in which a 
9 defendant has been charged with use of PCP. 
10 However, I have great concerns as to that area, 
11 particularly when the defendant may have a prior record of 
12 use of the substance. 
13 As to what exac is being done, I often -- in 
terms of sentenc as my , I believe strongly 
15 counsel and some sort of program if it exists. 
16 There•s so few that exist, though, you see, that we judges 
17 general have very l we can do se straight-
18 forward punishment, which seems to me not to be all together 
20 
21 
22 
24 
27 
28 
the answer to it. It may be. I am not sure of that. 
But as to what actions are taken with the children, 
you see, that causes me a loss of sleep, because I am 
not sure. My juri lS over the defendant. It's 
very 1 as to what I can do as to what next. 
That in the hands of the juvenile 
court terms of children~ 
MR. CARRILLO: How often do the PCP users have to 
come before you before are a jail sentence? 
JUDGE MANLEY: The first time. The 
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days and the maximum is one year. 
2 MR. CARRILLO: And when you impose the maximum 
3 sentence, how often would that person come before your court? 
4 JUDGE MANLEY: Well, judges cannot have any set 
5 system or determination as to what sentence will be imposed in 
6 each case. We have to look at each case individually. In 
7 some cases, I may impose or indicate that I would impose a 
8 maximum sentence on the first incident. In some cases, the 
9 defendant may have abused other substances many times. 
10 Each case I look at individually. But the minimum I must 
11 impose, because the Legislature has mandated that. And I do 
12 do that. But, you see, to me, what we must do is see where we 
13 go from there. The Legislature, of course, could increase 
14 the minimum if they wish; they could increase the maximum. 
15 They could make it a felony. They could do a lot of things 
16 if they wish. But in determining what a judge should do, 
17 you should look at each case individually, look at the facts. 
18 I consider in my philosophy endangerment of others of 
19 society, use of force and violence as opposed to the defendant 
20 who does none of those. There are many,and again I cannot 
21 explain to you why, who are fully cooperative, and go through 
22 the entire process without ever using any force or violence. 
23 The ones I worry about are the ones that do. And I don't have 
24 any understanding as to why they do it. 
25 It never seems to me, and from the testimony I've 
26 heard here today, to be provoked. It seems to be a drug 
27 that has different effects on d~fferent people and different 
28 situations. 
'----------------------------·-·---------
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CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Very good. Thank you, 
2 Judge. We appreciate your coming. 
3 JUDGE MANLEY: Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Our next witness is 
5 Dr. Phillip Mac, Medical Director, Chemical Dependency 
6 Institute. 
7 DR. MAC: Senator McCorquodale, members of the 
8 Committee, I'll try to be as brief as possible. 
9 First, I'd like to give you a little bit of back-
10 ground about who I am. In addition to being the Director of 
11 Chemical Dependency Institute in Campbell, immediately prior 
12 to that I was the Director of the Care Unit at San Jose 
13 Hospital, which was the Downtown Chemical Dependency 
14 Institute. 
15 In addition to that, I was the director of a 
16 residency program at San Jose Hospital in the cause of 
17 educating physicians, which I still do, in the area of 
18 chemical dependency. And I'm also in family practice in 
19 the Evergreen area in Eastside San Jose. 
20 I have several major concerns about PCP that are 
21 somewhat different than the people who have already presented, 
22 and maybe I will add some of my personal feelings about the 
23 drug and why people use it. 
24 Number one, the group is definitely changing as far 
25 as use of the drug. Three years ago, I would have agreed that 
26 it was primarily a macho drug where young males would be 
27 experimenting with it. A rock show that we did -- a radio 
28 rock show that we did at three o'clock in the morning at one 
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2 males who were experiencing both use of hallucinogens, LSD 
3 and PCP, at that time. And very rarely were phone calls 
4 with females at that point. 
5 At this point in time, most of my private 
6 consultation with people on the phones are actually from 
7 women, not from young men. However, people coming in for 
8 treatment are basically young men who are referred there 
9 either through their job or through legal services or through 
10 their families. 
11 These are people who are usually still employed 
12 or have some connections that are -- that have a financial 
13 basis. 
14 Most of the women, however, are on social service 
15 rolls, considered indigent no matter what their family 
16 background is, which very often and in most circumstances 
17 in my experience has been white, upper middle class. 
18 I certainly have a concern about children with 
19 recently the accidental death of a child -- I think 
20 approximately a year ago --concerning PCP ingestion. There's 
21 a whole issue of secondary smoking that's not been raised. 
22 And r•m not sure what that is. And I don't think there's 
23 any research available. But I think it certainly is a risk. 
24 The amount of PCP ingested doesn't seem to matter. 
25 And in susceptible people, it can be very small amounts that 
26 cause permanent damage. And I have no idea what the effect of 
27 secondary smoking are to children in a household. Most of the 
28 young women, like I said, that are -- I'm seeing have young 
.___ __________________ j 
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1 children at home in the two, three, four year age 
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group where 
2 the ingestion of PCP is sometimes done on a daily basis, 
3 Women definitely are more at risk. Within the past 
month, two referrals were made to me; both were women, both 
5 of child-bearing age, both not on birth control, both with 
6 young children in the home, one unemployed, and the other one 
7 still living at home with her family who was unwilling to 
8 pay for any private treatment. Both these women were then 
9 referred to the sector of treatment in the public sphere, 
10 and they did not follow through. 
11 The other group that I've seen recently are young 
12 executives. This population of people has a particular need 
13 for PCP, and that is at this point in time, cocaine has gotten 
14 a lot of press and it's becoming almost mundane to use 
15 cocainey except for the use of crack, which is at this point 
16 still excitable and still dangerous. 
17 PCP, however, has a certain propensity, and that 
18 is that its use is totally unexplainable with each time or 
19 each incidence of use. So, if you can't predict what you're 
20 going to do from one time to the next, so if I take PCP 
21 tonight, my experience would not be the same as the last 
22 time. 
23 Also, at low doses, it's very much similar to 
24 cocaine. It also has a certain el~ment of mystique, crime 
25 behind it, and it's much more exciting from that standpoint. 
26 In addition to that, its cost is coming down and 
27 you don't know what you're getting. PCP, as we've heard 
28 earlier this morning, may come under the guise of all kinds of 
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1 different things. In addition to that, PCP and other 
2 things sold as PCP also may be something else. Since 
3 building blocks of PCP have been regulated since 1978, 
4 local street laboratories are using much more innovative 
5 chemical synthetics and are coming up with somewhere near I 
6 think 40 compounds now, being PCP lookalikes, which have a 
7 variety of differing effects, some of which are nondetectable 
8 in typical urine screening. 
9 The other part of the problem with PCP is the 
10 pattern of usage. Very often with alcohol and with other 
11 drugs, it becomes a daily habit of day-to-day use. There is 
12 a high percentage of people who use PCP not on a daily 
13 basis but on a weekend basis. And it is still possible to 
14 maintain a job, get loaded on Friday, and be clear enough 
15 to go to your typical labor job on Monday morning. You may 
16 miss a few Monday mornings, but that can be tolerated. 
17 Many of the young men that I've been seeing have 
18 very labor-type or physical jobs where use of sophisticated 
19 comprehensive understanding isn't necessary. I've had several 
20 men treated that were, for instance, worked for a garbage 
21 disposal company, where there was a whole system of people 
22 who would back each other up that were also using PCP at 
23 the same time. And they had kind of a check-and-balance 
24 system where somebody would back them up in their job 
25 security. 
26 Therels also the very difficult problem and one 
27 was mentioned here is also related to the style or the nature 
28 of the drug. People take alcohol basically.to depress 
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1 reality. They don't want to be excited, They want to be 
2 mellowed out. They want the feeling of calmness, coming 
3 down. You know, a harried executive comes home and has a 
4 couple of drinks to calm down. 
5 The cocaine user or the stimulant user, wants to 
6 be hyped up. They want to sensually react. They want to 
7 experience life to the fullest. 
8 What PCP does is eliminate reality. And in many 
9 people, that really isntt such a bad end point. And why? 
10 For many of the people that have absolutely nowhere of going 
11 in this world, the elimination of reality really isn't such a 
12 had choice. Also, Judge Manley commented on the use by 
13 people who are incarcerated, that also isn't a bad choice. 
14 To eliminate the reality of being in jail sometimes may not 
15 be that undesirable. 
16 And why people do it? The risk of -- to sit there 
17 with somebody who I have met on multiple occasions and comment 
18 to them that, "You're risking schizophrenia," is not very much 
19 of a risk, many of whom don't see that as that big a risk. 
20 They're willing to take it for the experience of the drug, and 
21 continue to take it until that event occurs. If that comes, 
22 then they deal with it at that point. 
23 To treat somebody in the private sector and put 
24 them through a 28-day program, to educate them about drug use, 
25 to educate their family about drug use, and to return them 
26 to their environment is almost sending them back to the pit 
27 where they came from. And it's very difficult for them to 
28 maintain sobriety or clean living at that point. 
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Many of the families that I've gotten involved 
2 with become so complicated with PCP use -- generations are 
3 using it. I've seen grandparents and grandchildren using 
4 And it seems almost to be a morass of kind of intricate (sic) 
5 people all tied together where for one person to select 
6 themselves out and say, "I want treatment," is almost an 
7 impossibility. 
8 To return people back to their environment without 
9 any support is almost impossible for them to maintain 
10 sobriety. And as somebody mentioned earlier this morning, 
11 the 12 step programs, Alcoholic Anonymous, Cocaine Anonymous, 
12 Narcotics Anonymous; to the best of my knowledge, there's only 
13 one PCP Anonymous group and it's just recently been started. 
14 And I'm not sure what its status is at the present time. 
15 There's a real crying need for a 12-step approach. 
16 It's been successful for the past 50 years with alcoholics. 
17 It needs to become successful for people that use a drug like 
18 PCP. That's the only way they're going to be able to 
19 survive, to become engaged, and to be treated by people who 
20 have similar problems. The peer treatment is absolute 
21 essential. 
22 In addition to that, family support groups for PCP 
23 in learning how to deal with family members who have become 
24 cognitively impaired for the rest of their lives, how they 
25 continue to manage their lives under those circumstances, I 
26 think, is critical. 
27 To make a point of education is almost nonsensical; 
28 to educate our children at an age where they're being 
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that you can buy 2 My philosophy and my knowledge is 
3 PCP, cocaine, alcohol, or heroin on any middle school campus 
4 here in Santa Clara Valley. And my children will support 
5 that. 
6 Young women, especially child-bearing age, those 
7 who are in parenting classes all need to be educated about 
8 general drug abuse as well as PCP. There needs to be 
9 protection for children where PCP is being documented in 
10 addition to their support and protection from physical 
11 injury. They need to be protected from the chemical itself. 
12 And I'm not sure what the risk is as yet, but I really think 
13 that our charge is to save the children. 
14 I really think that there ought to be some form 
15 of drug screening program done in general in industries 
16 where there is felt to be high risk of usage of PCP. The 
17 drug is too dangerous. This is one drug that there is no 
18 safe use, not even once is it safe. And I think that's the 
19 word, the message, that you can get out into the community, 
20 is that no use of this drug -- people have learned that use 
21 of cocaine, which used to be considered nonaddictive, was 
22 safe (sic). And I think with the entrance of crack, that's 
23 also not true. 
24 But they're still appealing, well, if you use a 
25 little bit on occasion, it's not going to cause a problem. 
26 There is no safe use of this drug, not once. 
27 I have treated probably one percent of the people 
28 that have been admitted to a private community hospital drug 
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1 treatment center, where primarily they're addicted to PCP. 
2 However, the numbers that had experimented with PCP, the 
3 numbers that tried it at least on more than one occasion 
4 was very large. And I would estimate probably between 10 and 
5 15 percent were experimenters with PCP at some time in their 
6 drug history. And knowing the nature of that drug, I think 
7 it's -- the potential for people who could be permanently 
8 psychologically and neurologically impaired is a drastic risk 
9 to our community. 
10 Thank you. I'll take questions. 
11 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE; Very good. Thank you. 
12 Any questions? 
13 MS. UITTI: We had testimony earl today from 
14 Dr. Inaba from the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic, who said that 
15 a very, very small percentage of people that came in there 
16 voluntarily were PCP users. What kind of approach would you 
17 need to have a 12-step, kind of AA approach work? Isn't that 
18 sort of based on a voluntary 
19 DR. MAC: No. As far as -- as a matter of fact, 
20 in AA, there's a little saying called, "nudge from the 
21 judge." Mandatory AA meetings are being implemented by 
22 the judges and is fair game. Any way you can get people 
23 into long-term treatment is really the approach. The longer 
24 somebody stays in treatment, the more likely they are to 
25 maintain some kind of connection with treatment. That doesn't 
l6 mean they're not going to relapse, but their relapses may be 
27 shorter, less impact on the community, and they return back 
28 to treatment much more quickly. 
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It was mentioned early about detox. Everybody on 
2 the streets knows how to detox PCP with cranberry juice and 
3 high doses of Vitamin C. And everybody knows that. And they 
4 know how to do it. And so, they know how to get the drug out 
5 of their system. But they're not really aware of what the 
6 psychological impact is over a long period of time. 
7 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. 
8 MS. MARSH: You're the first speaker we've had 
9 here this morning that I heard mention PCP use in terms of 
10 social class related to young executives. What is your 
11 understanding as to why PCP is moving into the realm of the 
12 young executives? Why do you see that? 
13 DR. MAC: Well, for the same reason, you know, 
14 there's a lot of heat on cocaine. And it's very expensive. 
15 It'll --most people that use it, it will wreck their lives. 
16 People that are chemically dependent are not 
17 really into discriminating on rationale. They don't rationally 
18 sit there and think about why they do something or not 
19 do something. They're looking for a bigger bang. And 
20 they're looking for a greater high. And that's the nature 
21 of cocaine. They're constantly seeking to accentuate the 
22 previous high. 
23 And so, that many of them-- and it's no different 
24 than upper middle class people seeking prurient sexual 
25 interests. They're looking for a new high. And to do that 
26 in a chemical sense, there's no difference. And so, the 
27 entrepreneur marketing agent for PCP knows that , and the way to 
28 get it out there is to spread the market. And that's where I 
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1 see it going. Younger. I've seen 12 year olds, 13 year 
2 olds more often exposed, and also that young executive 
3 group, where they don't have to spend the amount of money 
4 and they can get the same high as cocaine. 
5 MS. MARSH: But from what you said, it's a very 
6 different kind of experience. Cocaine is to accentuate 
7 your senses and PCP is to eliminate reality. Those are two 
8 very different directions. 
9 DR. MAC: Based on how you do it. I mean, if you 
10 try to titrate it, there's a sense of power also behind it. 
11 And it has a mystique about it. People say, "Gee, I wonder 
12 what it's like to, you know, try it." 
13 MR. CARRILLO: The other point I'd like to follow 
14 up on the executive user. Do you find that they use it 
15 during the day or off hours? 
16 DR. MAC: No. Usually this is a weekend trip, 
17 you know. They'll go and do their high-powered job, and 
18 on Friday, Friday night they'll have a famous lost weekend. 
19 And they'll do it along with other stuff. They'll do it 
20 along with cocaine. They'll do it along with alcohol and 
21 other things. 
22 MR. CARRILLO: Do you find that they do cocaine 
23 during the week and then PCP on weekends? 
24 DR. MAC: Well, I don't think it's a majority of 
25 executives. I think there's a subset of that population 
26 that is now tending to use that. I don't think it's a great 
27 part of it. But I think it's now branching out in that. 
28 Like I'm seeing more middle class people using heroin than 
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1 I've ever seen. One reason is that it has a different mystiquE 
2 about it. 
3 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Not from the standpoint 
4 of impact to the individual, but say the impact on society, 
5 where do you see this drug ranked with all other types of 
6 substance abuse? 
7 DR. MAC: From a monetary magnitude sense, I think 
8 cocaine and alcohol would be. With an individual family in 
9 a localized community, PCP is devastating. It'll wreck 
10 the family for a generation. It'll destroy a small 
11 population. And from what I know from what happens from the 
12 San Jose Police Department, it has had a tremendous effect 
13 here in Santa Clara Valley. 
14 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. 
15 Thank you. We appreciate your coming. 
16 Bob Garner? Bob, you're the last witness before 
17 lunch. 
18 MR. GARNER: Thank you, Senator. I'm impressed 
19 that anyone can sit this long and listen to a subject that is 
20 absolutely depressing. 
21 I want to talk a little bit about this county. I'm 
22 Director of the Drug Abuse Program. You've heard a little 
23 bit about statewide information. I'm going to talk a little 
24 bit about what we see locally and what we're doing locally 
25 and what I think what is still needed out here in the county. 
26 I want to talk first about our county in terms 
27 of why it seems to be different than the rest of the Bay 
28 Area and the State. Statewide, we've already heard -- in 
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5 
terms of clients entering treatment, it's a low 
In 
county, it's 24 But in the Area, there are on 
two other that are two and 
San Mateo -- all rest are under one rcent. So I don't 
6 know why that is. 
7 We have out of VMC Room, 
8 that in some ways is a very source 
9 and individuals who end up there, we don t have to have any 
10 motivation on their own. have essential done something; 
11 they have some kind of behavior that has eventually brought 
12 them to the attention of either law enforcement or the 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
friends of whoever. end up there horizontal usually. 
And we have a that has been go on since 
1981. The average number of ls who end up in the 
ER or in itals have about three t s 
in that time , about 19 a month in 1981; last year 
it was just under 60. In the current year, it's almost 70 a 
19 month who end up there. 
20 About 80 of them are men And that's 
21 interesting, because when you look at treatment information, 
22 
23 
about half of those entering treatment are women. But in 
terms of those s who end up in the ER, about 0 
24 percent are men. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
It still is a very young , al 
that's changed s In '81, about 28 were 
under 17. And that f has to about 16 percent 
being under 17. So, 's gotten sl older. But still, 
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1 the vast majority are still under 25. 
2 What has changed that I think is actually quite 
3 dramatic for that same time period, in 1981, a fraction over 
4 half of those who ended up in the ER, were then sentenced to 
5 jail, ended up in custody. The other half were either 
6 sent home or ended up in treatment. The vast majority of 
7 those entering treatment were in inpatient psychiatric 
8 wards in the county, which is run by Mental Health. 
9 Last year, 85 percent of those who went to the ER 
10 ended up in custody. In part, I think that is evidence of 
11 a change in attitude in Mental Health, not really wanting 
12 these people and perhaps appropriately so, especially at the 
13 time they're under the influence. 
14 But what impact that has had on the jail has been 
15 significant. If you have anyone this afternoon who works 
16 in the jail, you will hear that anywhere from two-thirds 
17 to 80 percent -- you can name the figure of all inmates 
18 in the jail are drug addicts. And the drug that is causing 
19 the most problem is PCP. And part of the fact is because 
20 PCP stays in the lymphatic tissue and can be essentially 
21 reissued into the bloodstream when a person exercises or 
22 something like that. 
23 So, the impact on our own jail has been significant 
24 in this county. 
25 What we're also seeing is that in this county is a 
26 problem according to the stats anyway primarily young 
27 Hispanics; 78 percent of those we see are Hispanic. And it's 
28 having more and more of a burden on our treatment system. Our 
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dictated by who shows up at the front 
door. And right now, almost half of all the outpatient 
3 counseling is individuals who have a problem with PCP. And 
4 almost a t.hird of the 1 slots are 
5 individuals who have a PCP problem. 
6 What that means is we spend roughly $800,000 to 
7 a million dollars of our treatment budget on this one drug. 
8 Unfortunately in this field, there isn't much known about 
9 treatment. I read last week a study, a research monograph, 
10 and the individual had done research of literature on 
11 the effectiveness of treatment of this population, and found 
12 only five published studies of either residential or 
13 inpatient treatment. And essentially, two of those were the 
14 same small hospital unit. The1.e was no outcome data after 
15 the individual left treatment. 
16 There was only one study of an outpat program. 
17 So, we don't real know much, because most of the evaluation 
18 in our f ld was done eight or ten years ago of what was 
19 primarily a heroin addict 
20 What we are finding 1s that it is an extremely 
21 difficult population to deal with; that the individuals 
22 really don't want to be in treatment. In fact, one of the 
23 interesting things when I had talked years ago with the head 
24 of the inpatient psychiatric department of the county, and 
25 I asked, "What do you need for these people once they leave 
26 after a very short time that they're held?" And I talked to 
27 the staff, and they said essentially, "We can't think of 
28 anything, except maybe a video camera for us to record their 
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1 behavior so they can see what they did when they have 
2 cleared." 
3 Essentially, these people do not want treatment. 
4 They essentially either deny that they have any kind of 
5 problem or if you describe what they did, they say, "That's 
6 exactly what I wanted to do. You know, I attacked four 
7 policemen on my own," or, you know, that whole problem. 
8 That's the effect they want. For a fairly large 
9 group, it is a drug of choice. And the effect is essentially 
10 what they're after. 
11 Aside from what we already invest in treatment, I've 
12 already indicated; we have a very extensive prevention 
13 program in the middle schools. And I think, although it's not 
14 a drug specific one just for PCP, I don't think that's how you 
15 approach prevention. But it's a very comprehensive 
16 school-based program, semester curriculum, and it is going 
17 to be next year in all the targeted areas of the county --
18 the Eastside. It will be in the Alum Rock School District, 
19 in the downtown area. It's currently in the San Jose 
20 District, Franklin McKinley District. It will be in the 
21 Gilroy District; they're a targeted area, and in the Mountain 
22 View area. 
23 We're hopeful, and it's very hard to have any kind 
24 of long-term evaluation of efforts like this, but we're 
25 hopeful that in the long run, that that will also have some 
26 impact. 
27 We've also been engaged in this county in a 
28 community-based approach to planning. I have convened 
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over the past half year all of the groups I could find that 
2 were involved in these problems -- community groups. police, 
3 all the private agencies, schools, and probation -- to try 
4 and see what we ought to be doing that we aren't doing. We 
5 have come up with at least a first go-around of a plan 
6 that looks at trying to do the short-term needs to see if 
7 there's something about this population that is different 
8 than others-- Why PCP? Why three-quarters of these people 
9 being young Hispanics? --to help guide us in our efforts of 
10 actually developing programs. 
11 We want to then try and improve the coordination 
12 of all these agencies. What you find in this field is that 
13 if you -- and it's not just in the agencies funded by the 
14 public sector, but it's in churches, community organizations, 
15 a wide variety of organizations who are involved, and they 
16 all need to be coordinated. 
17 And attempt to get an improved, I think, wider 
18 spread education of the public about the dangers of this 
19 drug and to improve training to essentially find out who 
20 the experts are, if there are any, and bring them into the 
21 county. All four of those are now underway. 
22 And last, through a planning effort of our own 
23 I advisory board here in the county, we asked the Board of 
24 I 
' I 
Supervisors to fund what we call the Interagency Council on 
25 At Risk Youth, the idea being the research showing that at ris~ 
26 
27 
28 
youth for a variety of individual behavior problems, such as J 
dropout, delinquency, drug and alcohol abuse, and other, they'Je 
I 
the same kids. And the system that services them is 
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2 one pulling it together. 
3 Judge Edwards of the juvenile court was the one 
4 who was the strongest advocate of this. And as a result of 
5 our overall effort, we have received about $45,000 from the 
6 Board of Supervisors, about 20,000 from San Jose due to the 
7 efforts of Councilmember Blanca Alvarado. And we're expecting 
8 to get another 25,000 from the County Office of Education. 
9 That really is going to offer us more as a system 
10 and a procedure for addressing problems and for identifying 
11 priorities. 
12 The last, in terms of what I think we can do in the 
13 county, in part it's just to have more resources. I've been 
14 in this field since it started before there was any 
15 involvement on the part of the State. And our State budget 
16 has been augmented once in 15 years. The original amount 
17 in the field was a guess. It was off the wall because they 
18 didn't have any knowledge or experience. And it has been 
19 augmented once since then. 
20 A statewide study of the unmet needs that was 
21 funded by the State Department a few months ago, and they 
22 identified an unmet need of about $50 million, about a 
23 hundred percent increase. 
24 If I increased the budget I have by a hundred 
25 percent, I would still have a waiting list and would still 
26 have unmet needs. This is a field that the State 
27 Legislature and the Federal Government, I think, has largely 
28 ignored over the years. 
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As a result, what's happening is that you see the 
2 impact on all other systems. You see it on the jails. You 
3 have such a high percentage of inmates who are drug addicts. 
4 You see it in mental health where we're seeing more and more 
5 of these individuals who have drug problems. 
6 You're seeing it in the schools. You're seeing 
7 it in probation. And in effect, there really aren't any 
8 options. We have waiting lists for all treatment of one 
9 or two months or longer. I could fill enough residential 
10 beds to equal those I already have under contract, which is 
11 85. There are only two adolescent residential programs in 
12 Northern California that's outside of a hospital setting. 
13 I can go on and on, but I think that the issue is 
14 we aren't even coming close to addressing this problem. 
15 So, I think one thing that's importantfor the State 
16 Legislature is to consider making this a priority. A priority 
17 in words. If you ask anyone in Sacramento, they're concerned 
18 about, it's a serious problem, but there's been a tremendous 
19 gap between the verbal response and the output of resources. 
20 Of course, that includes the Governor as well. 
21 Let me stop there, since it is late, and ask 
22 if you have any questions. 
23 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: It's probably hard for you 
24 to answer specifically without having to go through a 
25 process. But in general, if you had 20 percent more drug 
26 money to deal with the problems overall, drug problems in 
27 the county, what part of that would go directly to PCP versus 
28 other areas? 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1 MR. GARNER: I'm not sure any of it would go 
2 directly to a specific drug when you have half of your 
3 outpatient, third are residential, and you have waiting 
4 lists for one or two months, you'd want more of that. If we 
5 knew more about what specifically works for PCP abusers, 
6 then I think I would think carefully about that, but the 
7 research doesn't show that. 
8 I think that within outpatient and within 
9 residential right now, they're essentially changing the 
10 approach for people who are using PCP, and there's more 
11 intensive counseling. And we already do that with other 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
drugs. But it would still be within that overall framework, 
the outpatient program and ~esidential program. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: On the characteristics 
of this information we have here for PCP clients, mostly 
it appears that they are generally young; they use PCP 
at somewhere in the 18 to 21 year old category for the first 
time. 
They are unemployed and have less than a high 
school education. Do you think that that fact has any 
influence on the use of PCP or as it was indicated by a 
speaker earlier, that it's just a good choice of drug. And 
if PCP didn't exist, would these folks find something else? 
MR. GARNER: Yes. 
CHAIRJ'.ffiN MC CORQUODALE: Or is it the availability 
of PCP that causes 
MR, GARNER: You've actually just, in a way, 
described our entire treatment population. It isn't unique 
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1 to this drug, I think if they weren't using PCP, they'd be 
2 using something else. 
3 I think you have to look at someone who abuses 
4 drugs as being engaged in a very complex behavior. It gets 
5 back to the family unit and how the person was raised, what 
6 kind of discipline in the home. 
7 I think if there was one factor -- and there 
8 really isn't one factor it's somehow enabling young people 
9 to have more of a stake in what's going on around, whether 
10 it•s school, or family, or anywhere else. 
11 In terms of precursors of drug abuse out of the 
12 research, it's quite clear that it involves individuals who 
13 are isolated and do not have any pro-social friends, who don't 
14 feel part of school, institutions. Essentially, they're 
15 the ones who don't fit. Well, they have needs to be met. 
16 They have need to have status and to get strokes, and to have 
17 friends. So, essentially, there's a subculture that is 
18 developed to meet those needs, and they escape to the 
19 subculture using PCP. That's what we have to compete with. 
20 If we don't meet those needs of those young people, someone's 
21 going to meet them. because they are meeting them now with 
22 the PCP environment. 
23 I think that's our challenge. We have to have 
24 schools that don't give a D or an F to a third of the 
25 students. You can't keep getting Ds and Fs and feel good 
26 about yourself and feel any kind of bonding to that school, 
27 and so on and so forth. 
28 I think that as long as we have conditions like 
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that, we're going to have drug abuse, and you're going 
2 to have widespread drug abuse. And in those communities where 
3 a large percentage of individuals don't see any stake in 
4 society, don't have any reason for bonding to the schonl, 
5 or the family, or the community, it doesn't matter what the 
6 drug is. 
7 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: I remember hearing about 
8 a study that was done some years ago on heroin use. And 
9 they took a hundred young people and asked them why they 
10 used it and it was because of the miserable conditions they 
11 lived in, and not much opportunity. And then they're next 
12 question was, they had to respond to how they would use if 
13 they had $20,000 income all at once, how would they use it? 
14 And the majority of them responded they could buy a better 
15 grade of heroin or a different type of drug. 
16 So I suppose early intervention that makes a lot 
17 of difference on what happens. And maybe after that, we 
18 don't have much hope, except to treat the problem. 
19 Anybody else have a question? 
20 MR. CARRILLO: I have a question. One of the 
21 other characteristics Senator McCorquodale didn't mention 
22 was that they're mostly or primarily Hispanic within the 
23 subgroup. And I was wondering within -- within your 
24 services that you provide, keeping aside the issue of the 
25 planning work that the task force has been doing and the 
26 interagency council, what kind of efforts have you been 
27 directing into the Hispanic community? 
28 MR. GARNER: In terms of treatment, I think all of 
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our treatment we have is almost half Hispanic and the staff 
2 is bilingual. We can always use more assistance in 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
that in training of the staff, 
But we don't have the luxury of having separate 
programs for, you know, all of those specialized categories. 
So, essentially, about 46 percent of all clients in treatment 
are Hispanic. 
In terms of what we do in prevention -- and I think 
that the fact that our services in the middle schools have 
been adopted by the Franklin McKinley District -- very 
enthusiastic about the program -- the Alum Rock District, San 
Jose, and others who have very large, not only Hispanic groups, 
but all ethnic groups and 
MR. CARRILLO: Is that the Quest Program? 
MR. GARNER: That's correct. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. 
17 Well, thank you. We appreciate your coming. 
18 We're going to take a break now and come back 
19 probably about l: 30. 
20 (Thereupon the luncheon recess was 
21 taken.) 
22 --oOo--
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
~----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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AFTERNOON SESSION 
2 --oOo--
3 CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE; We'll convene the hearing 
4 again. Our next ll be Lt. William Lansdowne 
5 of the San Jose Police Department. 
6 LT. LANSDOWNE: Senator McCorquodale, members of the 
7 Committee, I'm glad to be here. I'm here to explain or at 
8 least give you some insight into the problems of PCP that 
9 we're facing in the City of San Jose. 
10 There are several reasons that we see that it has 
11 become a drug of chod.:ce among the juvenile population in our 
12 city. The average age of use in the City of San Jose is 16 
13 years old. 
14 PCP is the easiest and the cheapest of all the 
15 drugs that must be manufactured. For $150 worth of chemicals 
16 that are available in the community, you can make approx-
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
imately $50,000 worth of PCP. The lab equipment that is 
required to produce that drug can fit easily into the trunk 
of a vehicle. 
PCP also happens to be the cheapest and longest 
lasting of all the drugs available in our community today. 
One joint of PCP goes for around $20 to $25. Five people can 
get high on that one joint of PCP. It's the longest lasting 
form of drug. The effects PCP last for around 11 hours. 
In comparison to the other drugs, a dose or a line of 
cocaine goes for $25 and it lasts for 30 minutes; a bag of 
ffi.roin goes for $4 0 and it lasts for around four hours. 
The drug of choice in San Jose is marijuana in the juvenile 
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community. The second drug of choice is PCP. 
2 The problems that we see, the monetary value, 
3 dealing in the drug, why people get into the business. One 
4 example: The average dealer deals in grams of PCP. He buys 
5 one gram of PCP for a hundred dollars. And from that gram of 
6 PCP, he makes 10 PCP cigarettes. He sells those for around 
7 $25 and makes $250 gross, or $150 profit. 
8 It doesn't seem like a lot of money. But in a 
9 month's time, he's grossing $4,000 and dealing drugs to 
10 around 40 individuals. Put it up one more scale. Watch how 
11 it begins to grow and how people get into the PCP dealing 
12 business. 
13 You can buy six ounces of PCP for $9,000. Out of 
14 those six ounces, you produce 2500 PCP cigarettes. You sell 
15 them for $25 apiece. You make a gross of $60,000, or a 
16 $51,000 profit. 
17 It's our estimate in the City of San Jose, the PCP 
18 business accounts for around $90 million a year. That's not 
19 the only problem we see with PCP. The cost to our city. In 
20 one square block area of San Jose, an area that's very 
21 popular on the weekends, and to cruise. We devote exclusive 
22 officers to that area. We're dealing with a one square block 
23 area. It costs us $650,000 annually. 
24 The last year we arrested 166 people in that one 
25 square block area; 155 of those were for PCP use exclusively. 
26 Some other numbers on PCP. The City of San Jose has seen a 
27 400 percent increase in the numbers of people driving in the 
28 City of San Jose while under the influence of PCP over a two-
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year period. We see a hundred percent increase in the 
2 numbers of people who are arrested monthly in PCP use, under 
3 the influence. Last year at this time, we arrested 150 
4 people a month. This month at this time, we're arresting 
5 around 320 people a month for under the influence of PCP. 
6 That's not sales. That's under the influence. 
7 We feel that we are arresting around 10 percent 
8 of the PCP using population. This means a static population. 
9 Remember, the aver~ge age is 16 years or around 25,000 people 
lO in the City of San Jose that are using PCP. 
11 22 percent of all the arrests in the City of San 
12 Jose are dealing with PCP. Almost a quarter of them. One-
13 quarter of all juvenile court arraignments -- correction, 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
not one-quarter. Let's put it where it belongs. One half 
of all the juvenile court arraignments involve PCP. A 
tremendous problem. It is not the most popular drug in our 
city. One-quarter of the arraignments, as Judge Manley 
mentioned, who has taken a tremendous interest in the problems 
that we're seeing. One-quarter of the arraignments every 
day deal with PCP. 
Let's talk about the violence involved with PCP. 
That's a real problem that we in law enforcement see in this 
area. PCP arrests account for the majority, the largest 
problem we have, the most injuries come from PCP. 
Last year we had 65 officers placed on long-term 
disability because of arrests involving PCP. This year, the 
first six months, we're up to 45 officers who were seriously 
injured due to PCP. 
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The probJem we have is this with PCP; It induces 
2 it's an anesthetic. It induces violence on our officers. 
3 Our police officers have a serious disadvantage in dealing 
4 with these people. Our conventional means of control in 
5 dealing with violent and combative people are ineffective 
6 with PCP. 
7 A one-on-one confrontation between a San Jose 
8 police officer with someone under the influence of PCP means 
9 exactly this to our officers. An officer is going to be 
10 injured or the suspect is going to be injured. There is no 
11 fair confrontation. We are at a distinct disadvantage in 
12 dealing with someone under the influence of PCP. 
13 Up to this point, we have no safe means of dealing 
14 with anyone under the influence of PCP. Our traditional 
15 method at this time is to overpower that person with a 
16 majority of officers. One-on-one officers are being hurt in 
17 unprecedented numbers. The number one cause of injury in the 
18 City of San Jose. 
19 You've heard a lot of figures and a lot of facts. 
20 Let me tell you the real insight into PCP-related problems. 
21 Imagine listening to a phone at night, when you listen to 
22 a mother call our police department in honest terror that 
23 her 14 year old son is trying to break into their house and 
24 he's got a knife. 
25 Or you sit in court and you watch the pain and 
26 anguish of a father who blames himself because his 17 year 
27 old son is convicted of a PCP-related homicide. One-quarter 
28 of all homicides last year in the City of San Jose dealt with 
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2 On any night of the week, you can listen to our 
3 police radio and you'll hear our officers yell for help on 
4 the air when dealing with people who are involved with PCP. 
5 It's the violence of the drug that is the problem. 
6 The devastation that you're going to hear and the people that 
7 are going to bring that to you in this hearing are going to be 
8 the families that hopefully will tell you their personal 
9 experience in trying to deal with a son or someone who they 
10 are involved with who is using this particular drug. 
ll The long-term personality change -- if our officers 
12 are getting hurt in unprecedented numbers, the real problem 
13 are the citizens of San Jose that are being injured in 
14 dealing with people who are using this particular drug. My 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
feeling and the feeling of our police department is that law 
enforcement cannot deal with the problem by themselves. If 
there's going to be success -- an honest success -- it's 
going to be a coordinated effort at your level, this 
Committee, who are able for the first time to develop the 
information and see what's happening statewide, and 
coordinate an effort with all government agencies to deal 
with PCP-related problems. 
It needs to be done at a State level. We are not 
unique in the City of San Jose. Fresno has the problem. 
Salinas has the problem. San Diego has the problem, and 
Eureka has the problem. Unfortunately, all the cities are 
experiencing problems with PCP. 
One of the reasons we're stepping up the pressure 
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1 with certain drugs cocaine -- it is more difficult to get 
2 cocaine right now. It is very easy to produce another drug, 
3 l?CP. Many of the people who are purchasing drugs on the 
4 street are unaware that they're dealing PCP. 
5 It's being sold to them as heroin. It's being sold 
6 to them as cocaine. And it's being sold to them as other 
7 drugs: Bethanol (phonetic), which is a new drug we're 
8 seeing. 
9 I appreciate your time and I'm glad to see that 
10 there's an effort and concern statewide to deal with the 
11 problem of PCP. Because people like myself and my department 
12 that deal with it on the street level, more importantly is 
13 the parent that deals with it one-on-one {sic) . 
14 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: You've indicated, and 
15 we've talked several times during the year about the problem 
16 with police officers being injured. Do you have any figures 
17 that would indicate the magnitude of family members that get 
18 injured, which you assume they won't file a complaint, but 
19 might have been hurt in handling a person before the police 
20 officer got there· or in the process of it? Someone had 
21 mentioned this morning in the park or in the playground or 
22 wherever it takes place? 
23 LT. LANSDOWNE: We can say this. One-quarter of 
24 the cases that we respond to, somebody's been injured by the 
25 time we get there whe.ther it's a family member or an 
26 innocent bystander. We have people in the City of San Jose 
27 that are afraid day and night to walk in the streets in areas 
28 of the city where the drug seems to predominate. 
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2 you estimate is produced here of the drug, what -- would that 
3 amount be used here or is that farmed out to Eureka, or --
4 LT. LANSDOWNE: The $90 million figure, Senator, 
5 would be the amount of drugs sold directly in the City of 
6 San Jose. It is not farmed out. It stays in the city. 
7 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: The manufacture and 
8 production of this drug is such that there are not any 
9 particular places within the State that itts manufactured, 
10 but it's manufactured pretty much where it's used; is that the 
11 pattern, or is it moved around the State? 
12 LT. LANSDOWNE: Usually it's produced right in the 
13 city where it's being used. They want a quick distribution. 
14 It takes three days to set up the lab, to cook it, and move 
15 the lab. 
16 CHAiru1AN MC CORQUODALE: Okay. Any other questions? 
17 Very good. Thank you. We appreciate you coming to take part. 
18 We have some new people on the panel. Mario 
19 Valerio, who's a field representative for Senator Alquist, 
20 and Rick Sager, who's the field representative to Senator 
21 Vasconcellos, and they will be with us this afternoon. 
22 We'll go now to Gary Hubbard, West Valley 
23 Community College District. 
24 MR. HUBBARD: Thank you. I appreciate the 
25 opportunity to make this brief testimony. I underscore 
26 brief. And also the opportunity to hear the testimony this 
27 morning. It was intriguing and terrifying. 
28 I was struck by one point, however, that Dr. Inaba 
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107 And that is that while treatment and enforcement are 
2 difficult to impossible, perhaps the best long-range plan of 
3 attack on drug abuse, particularly PCP, is education and 
4 prevention. 
5 West Valley College --West Valley-Mission College, 
6 the district board, has recognized the size of the program 
7 and also recognized their responsibility to participate with 
s other agencies toward the solution through education that 
9 hopefully complements rather than conflicts with existing 
10 agency efforts. 
11 For several years, the college has provided a short 
12 eight-week credit class to anybody who's enrolled in credit 
13 programs at college. It
1 s either at ssion College or 
l4 West Valley College. A class on drug abuse and substance 
15 abuse in general. Last year, however, the college embarked 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
on a noncredit program aimed specifically at the diversion 
class at the adult probation department and the clients of 
the juvenile probation department. 
The curriculum was developed for these short 
courses -- was developed in consultation with such community 
agencies as the Santa Clara County Health Department, Bureau 
of Drug Abuse Services; CHAC, the Community Health Abuse 
Council, and other public and private drug abuse councils. 
Our classes were offered in the Campbell area for 
Westside residents and at the Evergreen Valley campus of the 
San Jose City College District for Eastside residents. 
And a survey of 170 adult students at the program 
this spring showed that 18 percent of them were arrested for 
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1 PCP-related offenses. 
2 Our juvenile program is too new, so I don't have 
3 those statistics for you. 
4 Each student enrolled in the juvenile and adult 
5 program receive a handbook as part of their course 
6 for study in class and a handbook for future reference, 
7 particularly for reference to other community agencies provid-
8 ing treatment services. 
9 Our 12-hour juvenile program requires parental 
10 attendance and mandatory visits to some of the various 
11 treatment agencies in the valley. Though we now service only 
12 mandatory referrals from both probation departments, we hold 
13 open our juvenile program essentially to referrals from law 
14 enforcement agencies, schools, churches, medical doctors, 
15 and therapists. 
16 Recently, the district board of trustees approved 
17 a supplemental counseling course for students who have 
18 completed the adult program. And it is a class entitled, 
19 "Understanding Yourself and Your Future -A Practical Guide." 
20 We hope to examine and allow clients to explore 
21 their personal career and educational futures in this class. 
22 Mr. Pete Carrillo, who's the president of our board, and was 
23 sitting on your panel earlier today, has publicly acknowledged 
24 that he intends· to participate. And he and other board 
25 members are particularly interested in focusing on the high 
26 number of unemployed who arc also drug abusers. 
27 Hopefully, with such classes as this, we may have 
28 some impact. This particular class, we just had approved. 
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2 slight solution, werre keenly interested in expanding and 
3 improving these courses to the degree that our budget and 
4 our mission allows. Wetre particularly interested in 
5 interacting with existing agencies and are looking forward 
6 to the formation and development of the Interagency Council 
7 for At Risk Youth. 
8 I apprecia.te the time. Be happy to answer any 
9 questions. 
10 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Are there any questions? 
11 We appreciate you coming. Is this a program that you started 
12 with district funds, or were you able to get money from some 
13 other source to start this? 
14 MR. HUBBARD: Really a combination. The adult 
15 program is a self-supporting program,as many of the courses 
16 at community colleges must be now, through fees. It is about 
17 $15 cheaper than the previous least expensive program 
18 available to adult offenders. The juvenile program is a 
19 combination of State funding, the ADA funding, for the 
20 parents to attend, and fees for ~he students. So, it's a 
21 combination of both ADA and fees. In that case, the fees 
22 for the juvenile program is about half of the fees charged 
23 for the similar programs referred through juvenile probation. 
24 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Well, it probably makes 
25 sense on this concern about the unemployed. If you look down 
26 at all the percentages of the different characteristics, and 
27 you take the 68 percent are males and 66 percent are in the 
28 20 to 30 year age group, all the way down the greatest 
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characteristic they have is that 76 percent of them are 
2 unemployed. And so, certainly, the greatest single 
3 characteristic among people who are arrested who are reported 
4 PCP users are unemployed. 
MR. HUBBARD: Our survey showed 22 percent of our 
6 clients were unemployed. Of course, the people who come to 
7 our classes are screened and referred by probation officers. 
8 So, those that weren't appropriate weren't referred. 
9 REPRESENTATIVE FOR SENATOR MELLO: Do you provide 
10 any training to your health service people for dealing with 
11 the fact your student population may be having a problem with 
12 PCP? 
13 MR. HUBBARD: The campus police? 
14 REPRESENTATIVE FOR SENATOR MELLO: Uh-huh. 
15 MR. HUBBARD: I'm sorry. I can't answer that 
16 question. But I'll find out. 
17 MS. UITTI: Do you know if there's anybody on other 
18 carrpuses that are doing similar types of programs? 
19 MR. HUBBARD: Well, this program is one we are 
20 doing in cooperation with the San Jose Community College 
21 District. So, we pretty well cover the county. And there's 
22 no restriction on where people come from. 
23 But as to other colleges that have begun programs 
24 independent of our own arrangement, I'm afraid I don't know, 
25 In fact, I plan to share this at a conference in October 
26 with other people in my position at other community colleges 
27 around the State. Because I think it's a way that community 
28 colleges can meaningfully and appropriately participate in the 
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2 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. 
3 Thank you. I appreciate your comments. 
4 Our next speakers are from the Santa Clara County 
S Sheriff's Office, Captain Saldomar and Sergeant Bolling. 
6 And I guess they can decide which goes first. Congratulations, 
7 it looks like you've been promoted since I saw you last. 
8 CAPTAIN SALDOMAR: It was a year ago last week, 
9 sir. Thank you very much. 
10 On behalf of Sheriff Winter and the Sheriff's 
11 Department, I'm pleased to have this opportunity to address 
12 this increasing problem we're having with PCP. 
13 I'm sure you've already heard testimony concerning 
14 the destructiveness of the drug and its effect on the user 
15 and the officer himself. 
16 In the Sheriffts Department as the keepers of 
17 jails, we find that the problems on the street are also faced 
18 in our jails. The recurrence of the symptoms, the effect of 
19 the drug, and also ingestion and influence of the drug in 
20 jail are just like on the street. The jailers, the deputies 
21 working in the jails are also subjected almost on a daily 
22 basis to the violence created by the use of PCP by 
23 individuals incarcerated in our jails. 
24 And even though the user himself or herself knows 
25 the dangers of the drug, as long as there's a supply, this 
26 devastating problem will continue to exist. 
27 We have some recommendations that we consider would 
28 have an impact on those that supply the drug to the user. 
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2 to Schedule 1. Pencyclidine, PCP, has no legitimate medical 
3 use. 
4 We impose an increase in penalties for sale and 
5 possession for sale, and also manufacturing of PCP. We 
6 recommend a mandatory State Prison sentence be given for the 
7 third conviction and each -- first conviction for sales, 
8 possession for sale, or manufacture of PCP be increased by 
9 a minimum of two years, increase penalties to three, five, 
10 six, and seven for manufacture, and five years for sale and 
11 possession for sale. 
12 We also recommend that 11150 of the Health and 
13 Safety Code, that the mandatory sentence for being under 
14 the influence be increased to 90 days as it is for heroin 
15 and PCP (sic), which it's strange to understand that PCP is 
16 so much more devastating as opposed to heroin and cocaine 
17 that now only receives a 30 day sentence, mandatory. 
18 We also recommend that a five year probationary 
19 clause for a person being under the influence of PCP be 
20 mandated and that the court be required to give a five year 
21 
probation, and that during that probationary period be 
22 
subjected to testing, search and seizure, and search and 
23 seizure clause by a police officer instead of only by his 
24 probation officer as it is today. 
25 
We also recommend being under the influence of PCP 
26 by a person who's in custody is a felony as opposed to a 
27 misdemeanor. By increasing it to a felony, we feel it will 
2S have some effect on the smuggling that now exists throughout 
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the entire State, whether it .be at the local level, county 
2 jail level, or the State Prisons. 
3 Another proposal is that the over-the-counter 
4 chemicals that are not presently restricted -- and I don't hav 
5 them at the tip of my tongue -- have some restrictions placed 
6 on them, because it's well known and it's in the Cooker's 
7 Handbook for making drugs, that there are over-the-counter 
8 chemicals that can be combined to make the primary precursors 
9 for phencyclidine, and they can be made from any number of 
10 chemicals that can be purchased over the counter without any 
11 restriction. 
12 We also are recommending that the State modify 
13 the seizure laws in relation to narcotics arrests and seizure 
14 of property to conform to federal standards, which only 
15 requires an arrest be made, that the property be under a 
16 hundred thousand dollars, and subject to immediate seizure. 
17 Anything over a hundred thousand dollars would require a full 
18 hearing to decide whether the person should or should not lose 
19 his property. 
20 I don't want to repeat myself or testimony given 
21 by other witnesses, but I 1 m sure you're all aware of the 
22 dangers and added problems presented and created by PCP. So, 
23 if you have any questions, Itd be happy to answer them. 
24 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: There's been news recently 
25 about the number of peace officers who have been affected by 
26 PCP and handling. I talked with several police chiefs who 
27 are changing their method of operation if they suspect that 
28 the property they're dealing with might have PCP on it. Is 
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2 departments, or is it recognized yet? 
3 CAPTAIN SALDOMAR: It's a bigger concern than we 
4 first realized by the individual officers. We didn't always 
treat PCP as carefully as we do today. It's become a known 
6 fact that it can be ingested through the skin by merely 
7 touching it. And there's been some very sad cases as a result 
8 of that type of exposure. 
9 As an example, a narcotics sergeant in Los Angeles, 
10 Bonnie Yeager (phonetic) , was pregnant and had some spilled on 
11 her, and it was passed onto her child, who now has seizures, 
12 moments of violence, and he or she is under psychiatric care. 
13 Police officers nowadays arevery careful. Even 
14 checking mail in the jail, they wear rubber gloves, so it 
15 doesn't pass through the skin. When it's smuggled into the 
16 jail, and there are many ingenious ways -- there are many 
17 ways that the mind can work -- and they put it under postage 
18 stamps; they'll saturate the paper with it, post cards, 
19 any way they can. So, unless an officer is always alert 
20 and protecting himself or herself, it's very easy to become 
21 exposed to it. 
22 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Any other questions? 
23 PANEL MEMBER: You mentioned that it was transferred 
24 through postage stamps;somewhere between them and the police 
25 department, doesn't it have to go through a lot of hands? 
26 CAPTAIN SALDOMAR: Yes, but it's sealed underneath 
27 the stamp. It • s sealed betv1een the envelope and the stamp 
28 itself. They can smuggle like a microdot, LSD, and other 
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2 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Any other questions? 
3 Very good. Well, thank you. Sgt. Bolling? 
4 SGT. BOLLING: I'm Sgt. Bolling with the Sheriff's 
5 Department. And I'm attached to the Narcotics Enforcement 
6 Team, which is a combined group of law enforcement officers 
7 in Santa Clara County combatting the narcotics problem. 
8 Speaking from the enforcement end, we noticed last 
9 year in a four-month period, that we had approximately 204 
10 arrests for under the influence of PCP. 80 of those were 
11 from Elmwood. The other 95 from East San Jose (sic), and this 
12 was concentrated in about an eight square block area. We 
13 had five out of what we term our contract cities in the 
14 western portion of the county, and the 24 remaining cases 
15 were out of south county and what we term central, which would 
16 be the Valley Medical Center area. 
17 To date, in a four-month period, we've had 310 
18 arrests by patrol alone. In other words, in four months, we 
19 have exceeded what patrol and the jails did in a four-month 
20 period at the end of last year. 
21 Our narcotics agency has seized 247 grams of PCP 
22 in the current fiscal year. In the previous fiscal year, 
23 85-86, we seized roughly 47 grams. The previous year, we 
24 seized 32 grams, and in the year previous to that, 83-84, 
25 only 2.37 grams. 
26 That tells you that there is a tremendous amount 
27 becoming available on the street. And just how much is out 
28 there, we have no idea. But it is becoming much easier to 
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2 conducting our search warrants. 
3 So, from the enforcement aspect of it, we definitely 
4 need more laws to deter people from using and selling 
5 PCP. 
6 If there are any questions, I'd be happy to 
7 answer them. 
8 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: When a lot of other drugs 
9 show increases in activity, there's an increase in crime which 
10 occurs. Do you see that with PCP or is it -- as it was 
11 indicated, it's fairly cheap to make and if you don't have the 
12 nonusage violence -- not the violence of the person who uses 
13 it, but all the other war actions that go on at the same 
14 time. Does that occur or is it not as prevalent as you see 
15 in movement of cocaine and heroin, and much more expensive 
16 hard drugs? 
17 SGT. BOLLING: We find that with PCP, whenever we 
18 conduct our search warrants, just like any other drug, we're 
19 going to find a large amount of stolen property with the 
20 people who deal it. We also find a lot of weapons. And in 
21 general, I venture to say, it's the same thing as the other 
22 drugs. They'll steal to buy it. And in terms of the violence! 
23 factor, we were conducting a smalloperation at the county 
24 fair last year. Our agency is not permitted to work out 
25 there, so the Sheriff's Deputies went out and worked it. 
26 And in four days at the county fair, they made 18 
27 arrests for PCP. Three incidents of fights, violence spurred 
28 some of those arrests. 
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CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: From what you see 
2 operating, does there look like there's a lot of recidivism 
3 involved? Do you see the same people over and over again in 
4 a lot of cases? 
5 
6 
SGT. BOLLING: Having had experience working in the 
county jail as well, I can speak from that standpoint, 
7 there were a number of individuals that were being brought 
8 in on PCP had been there before. And having served 
9 three years in there, I was well aware of .most of those 
10 individuals, because of the violence with them and the way 
11 we had to handle them, and you made a special note as to whom 
12 those individuals were. 
13 And it was not uncommon to see them coming back 
14 two, three, four times under the influence of PCP. 
15 CHAiffi1AN MC CORQUODALE: Any other questions? 
16 Thank you, Sergeant. I appreciate your coming today. 
17 All right. Our next witness -- were you going to 
18 make comments or just 
19 VOICE FROM AUDIENCE: No, sir. 
20 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Melinda Stewart, Juvenile 
21 Court Referee. 
22 MS. STEWART: Good afternoon. For those of you who 
23 don't know what a referee in juvenile court does, I'm 
24 actually a judicial officer in our local juvenile court, and 
25 for the past several years, I've been dealing with both what 
26 we call dependent cases and delinquent cases if you're 
27 unfamiliar with the ag~nda of th~ juvenile court. We 
28 essentially deal with minors who are under 
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We also deal with dependent population, which are I 
I 
violated the law, the delinquent population. 
those minor children who have been abused, neglected, or 
4 victims of parents who use drugs. 
5 And for the past year, it's that population that 
6 I've been dealing with. And under juvenile court rules, 
7 most all of what we're dealing with is, of course, confidential. 
8 So, I think this is a good opportunity to talk to you about 
9 what's actually going on in the juvenile court. I think it's 
10 important to know what's going on in the juvenile court, 
11 because the juvenile court, of course, is the vanishing point 
12 from which we can see the future. And quite honestly, 
13 looking at that future today in San Jose makes me feel that 
14 I'm witnessing the fall of the remnants of the Roman Empire 
15 because of the tremendous problems that we're having. 
16 And those problems are primarily associated with 
17 phencyclidine. I'm going to, at this time, concentrate my 
18 comments on the dependent population, those children who are 
19 victims of PCP, although the delinquent population, I feel, 
20 falls in the same category. I think the law enforcement 
21 officers have covered that population quite adequately. 
22 There's essentially three types of children that 
23 we make dependents as a result of having been victimized 
24 by parents who use PCP. Those dependents fall into three 
25 categories. First is the child who ingests PCP. And at this 
26 
27 
28 
point, PCP is so prevalent in the community, that we have 
a fair stream of cases where children have simply picked up 
a butt of a cigarette at a local park and ended up ingesting 
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1 it and consequently on occasion have died and otherwise are 
2 seriously ill. 
3 The second of ldren who are born 
4 into this syst€m often with effects that will be 
5 devastating to them. 
6 The third and most common category of dependent 
7 children is the dependent whose parents use PCP and who, 
8 because of that use, is determined to be unf parents. 
9 I think we all view that any parent who's addicted 
10 and using it while they're attempting to take care of 
11 children should not be in the position where they're taking 
12 care of children. 
13 Under the juvenile court law, we try to make it 
14 possible t6 keep the child in that family home if we're able 
15 to rehabilitate the family and maintain a family constellation 
16 PCP is the one category of case where we almost 
17 always -- in almost all cases, we're having to remove children 
18 from their parents because we feel the danger is so great 
19 that we simply cannot risk them being in the home with someone 
20 who's using and abusing. 
21 The program that we usually develop for a parent 
22 once we do remove is a program where are to go 
23 to drug counseling and they have to submit to testing. 
24 It's really drained the system, though, at this 
25 point, because we don't have adequate resources to do the 
26 chemical techniques. We don't have programs of rehabilitation 
27 that are available to the parents. 
28 And under our system, the parent has one year to 
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2 parental rights. And, ln fact, that's what's happening in 
3 a fair percentage of these cases. 
4 The one thing that's especially interesting in the 
5 PCP population of parents is that it does not fall into 
6 a general category of generational abuse, where you have a 
7 parent abusing children, who then abuse their children, and 
8 then abuse their children. 
9 And usually, the most common result in a case where 
10 we do establish a child as a dependent, is to place that child 
11 with the grandparents. And in reviewing the situation of the 
12 grandparents, one would not have expected that they would have 
13 produced children who are incapable of parenting because of 
14 their addiction to this drug. Generally, grandparents are 
15 first generation immigrants who have worked hard, who often 
16 own their own home. They live in particular socio -- lower 
17 socioeconomic areas, but certainly they have raised their 
18 children in a way that one would not expect them to have 
19 fallen victims to this particular criminal behavior. 
20 They are often people who have never committed 
21 a crime themselves, but their own children had fallen prey 
22 to PCP. 
23 Fortunately, we .do have this grandparent population, 
24 for without them this whole system would sink of its own 
25 weight. We simply do not have foster homes that could 
26 accommodate those. 
27 The parental profile that we usually see is 
28 someone between the ages of 18 and 30. And, of course, I 
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see equally mothers and fathers. I don't see any di 
2 in the percentages of men or women in juveni court who are 
3 victims of this 
4 I say we don i s s 
5 and I that's unfortunate We in the future to 
6 develop them. At this , we're to keep our 
7 head above water. But I the fair es of the 
8 number of cases that come to our court in area 
9 for drug problems is probably 60 And this is, again, 
10 this is a vast increase in the past several years. 
11 I would say of that 60 , at least in our 
12 particular area, probably 80 are whose 
13 parents have are us PCP And that' fferent 
14 when you survey that around the State. 
15 In talking to other judges other ies, 
16 it real seems to be a icular problem that l localized 
17 certain areas. Unlike molest, where we have a vast 
18 increase in all areas the State PCP is a 
19 problem that is focused in s. So far, 
20 unfortunately I don't have any solutions. It just 
21 seems to me that we have to be ear and 
22 earlier, and the classroom is real 
23 can start. 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
And, of course, the just seems to be so 
prevalent. It seems to be and readily 
available. I know that law enforcement is what they 
can to control But at this point, I that a number 
even the rnaj of these lies would not be victims of 
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PCP if it was not around. 
2 They're not people who have addictive personalities. 
3 They're not people who come from criminal backgrounds. I 
4 think the availability of it is what leads them into it. 
5 And often they are unemployed, but certainly not always. 
6 A few brief comments on the delinquent population. 
7 Our problem in Santa Clara County -- while you heard I 
8 believe from someone from the law enforcement community 
9 mention that 50 percent of the arraignments in juvenile 
10 court are PCP related, the other side of that coin is that 
11 we do not have in this county one live-in rehabilitation 
12 facility for delinquents who have PCP problems. And at this 
13 point, we're not able to effectively combat that. 
14 But all of these measures at this point are simply 
15 band-aids on the problem. I think that the focus of your 
16 Committee and hopefully any changes that are made will focus 
17 on prevention, because I think that's, at least in my 
18 personal viewpoint, what's so scarce. And what's going on 
19 to continue, I foresee a society that is really very close 
20 to the fall of the Roman Empire. 
21 Unfortunately, too, PCP seems to be just the most 
22 devastating of all the drugs. While I certainly have a 
23 problem with children whose parents are abusing cocaine, 
24 or heroin, or amphetamines, it's a completely different 
25 story when their parents are abusing PCP. 
26 And at this point, I think this Committee's work 
27 is at least a start in recognizing and hopefully solving 
28 what is really a very serious problem. Are there any 
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3 allow the reconciliation with the Do you have any 
4 indication of the success rate in that 
MS. STEWART: The success rate ln PCP cases is at 
6 the lower end of our successful reunificiation. I can 
7 remember a handful of cases where we've been able to reuni 
8 after a on a of chemical te 
9 and counsel And ly, those children -- last week, 
10 I heard a case where I ended up terminating the rights of 
11 both parents because of that. That's a common occurrence 
12 in juvenile court. Unfortunately, we dontt real have at 
13 this point a successful means of rehabilitat who 
14 abuse PCP. 
15 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: What would be the numbers 
16 ln a year's for Santa Clara of cases that you 
17 hear where the parents abuse PCP and where the children were 
18 MS. S'rEWART; Well, I wish I had s sties that 
19 were rel le for you. I do know that we do sort of an 
20 informal survey, and it does appear that 60 percent of our 
21 dependents were cases where there were lems. 
22 And PCP, I would say at this po is the most 
23 common case that we have the juvenile 
24 dependent children. But I don't have actual statistics 
25 for you unfortunately. 
26 
27 
28 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: other ques 
MS. BAPTISTA: Miss Stewart, you had mentioned 
intergenerat custody. When the have at least 
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1 temporary custody of the minor, are they ever involved in 
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2 the family treatment dynamic and if the child is placed with 
3 the grandparents, do you have any information as to 
4 whether there is an increase of possible inappropriate 
5 visits with the PCP abusing parent? 
6 MS. STEvJART: Well, you always run the risk of 
7 more frequency of inappropriate visits when the children 
8 are with grandparents. In cases where we suspect that, we 
9 try and monitor it closer. Of course, we're not perfect. 
10 One thing that we will do is allow as much contact as 
11 possible, but usually require that it be supervised, so that 
12 the PCP parent is allowed frequent contact so long as the 
13 grandparent is evaluating, monitoring, and supervising every 
14 visit. 
15 At this point, though, to answer the first part of 
16 your question, our counseling resources are so slim, that 
17 it's all we can do to get some of the parents who have 
18 children dependents involved in counseling. No, we're not 
19 involving the grandparents in that counseling. I think it 
20 would be a good idea to have that available, but at this 
21 point, we don't. 
22 Unfortunately, too, counseling usually costs money. 
23 And most of these people don't have money. 
24 MS. BAPTISTA: When the minor finally becomes a 
25 legal ward of the court, do you also then often place the 
26 custody of the minor with the grandparents or do you at that 
27 time Look .1t Lh(~ i~;:;u(• of ;1dopt·ion or il lnnq-t.erm foster 
28 placement? 
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MS. STEWART: You re about the 
2 minors? 
3 MS. BAPTI 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
MS a relat 
or to end up with a 
plan of under the law, after the child' 
been out of the 's home for year we have to deve 
a often are made the 
guardians. And 're set up a an where that will 
be and the chi wont be returned. That's 
only done where we have s we feel are truly 
protecting the And do. The vast 
maj of PCP cases whe the come into 
court, are real citizens. And that's what 
especial , I think, troubles some about the , is 
that certainly have not rai their own children in 
the way that you would that that would happen, tut 
18 it's happened. 
19 CHAIRMAN MC All r Thank you for 
20 being here. 
21 Ortiz s re? is the director 
22 of Breakout Ministries. 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
MR. ORTIZ Good afternoon. 'm Ortiz 
with Breakout Ministries. We're a son outreach. And I 
work in the Cali Youth Author and State Prisons 
in the northern sector of Cali a. But I mostly work 
with juvenile and from the ages f 16 to 24 years of 
28 age. 
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And I'm also an assistant chaplain at one of these 
2 institutions in Stockton, California. And I deal a lot with 
3 the youth, especially in an institution called Preston 
4 School of Industry in lone, California. And 80 percent of 
5 the young men that are there are there for drug-related 
6 homicides. And about 40 percent of those are for PCP use 
7 homicides. 
8 And since I am from a church, I deal with them on 
9 a spiritual level, I counsel with a lot of these individuals. 
10 And I tell them why they do take PCP, Why do they go after 
11 this certain kind of drug? Well, number one, it's well 
12 known that San Jose is known to be the PCP capital of the 
13 world; that there's the largest quantity of PCP here in 
14 Santa Clara County. And the reason they're doing this is 
15 that they're searching for fulfillment in their lives. 
16 And as you know, a lot of people that are well-known 
17 figures in the world that have had everything, and still have 
18 a void and go after this type of -- different type of drug 
19 to fill a fullfillment in their lives. And these people, 
20 they go after these, especially in the eastside, Hispanics, 
21 because they all want a sense to belong to something or to 
22 someone. 
23 And they become involved in these little cliques 
24 like I heard the officer say, that usually when they make an 
25 arrest for PCP, it's usually around a little area, like a one 
26 square mile in a certain area. These kids do hang around in 
27 little cliques. They want a sense to belong to something. 
28 And usually I see this in the eastside, which I do 
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work in the eastside, I see that to be true. And there are 
2 a lot of programsi there are a lot of outreach 
3 programs 1 ourselves are the that are 
4 out there on the street these of people. 
5 And I can you success stories after success 
6 stories of PCP abusers, heroin addicts that are out there in 
7 the streets right now to reach other people because 
8 they've come to find out what it was were 
9 for. 
10 We see that all the And I've also known, 
11 as the officer was testifying here, of the tremendous 
12 strength that comes behind the PCP problem. I've seen 
13 hundred-pound young men that have enormous that 
14 they're able to tackle or take two or three pretty good size 
15 police off to be able to one of these young men. 
16 And I've seen -- I have been called to homes, as 
17 , that they would come 
18 into the home and mother and father would be 
19 terrified of own son, because re being possessed 
20 and they're being overtaken by a power that they're not able 
21 to control. 
22 So, I attack this em as I know it's a 
23 spiritual that is within these young men. 
24 And if rehabilitation is going to take place, it can't be 
25 taken from the outward. It's to be done from the inside 
26 out. I know by the method of rehab litation in trying to 
27 patch up their own lives ~- and elf as an ex-abuser at 
28 one time, and that I was the same way and it took me years to 
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find a solution and an answer to get out of this rut that 
2 was in. I personally know, it's like in all the drug 
3 programs, that we've got to realize that there's a power 
4 far greater than ourselves. And I've come down to know 
5 that that power is Jesus Christ. And the success rate of 
6 the people in the institutions that are coming to find out 
7 this -- and they're out here in the streets now functioning 
8 and are productive citizens back in the community. I have 
9 success stories from the parole department here in Santa 
10 Clara County, where I walk in and the parole officers come 
11 and they tell me, they go, "It"s unbelievable to see how a 
12 young man after many, many years of drug addiction has 
13 finally shook clean." 
14 And it would be anything else but the truth if I 
15 told you it was anything else. We work in that area. We're 
16 constantly going to the institutions on a weekly basis. 
17 We're working with them behind the walls, because one of these 
18 days they're going to be back and they're going to be our 
19 neighbors. 
20 What I mostly have seen was among the young, but now 
21 it's expanding. It's going to the adults. And they're women 
22 and fathers that are abusers of PCP. And it's to show that 
23 it's a greater power that is overtaking them, because there 
24 was a lady that was testifying right now that they're even 
25 abusing their children. 
26 We've been working with parents. We've been 
27 working with the parents of those that are incarcerated right 
28 now to try to show them or try to educate on what makes their 
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1 son or daughter do the things that they do. 
2 Our services in this community, we're barely 
3 started. We've been for about five years now. We 
4 are training other ministers and volunteers in the 
5 community from various churches to be able to meet the need 
6 of these individuals, these young men, when they come out, 
7 not only spiritual, but to try to locate jobs for them, to 
8 try to make them productive citizens back in the community. 
9 We try to get them into school. We know that it's a problem 
10 that a lot of them that are in the institutions that are PCP 
11 abusers have a very, very low grade level. 
12 We're influencing them to be able to get back in 
13 the school, get them a job, and get them to function back 
14 in the community. 
15 And like I heard the other speakers from the 
16 different organizations that are working with this, and I 
17 agree with them. And it's going to take all of us as a unit 
18 to be able to conquer this PCP problem that is widespread in 
19 this community. Thank you. 
20 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. 
21 Thank you. Any questions? Thank you. We appreciate your 
22 taking the time to be here today. 
23 
24 
Ken Borelli? County Social Services Department. 
MR. BORELLI: Thank you for inviting me to the 
25 hearing. And I feel sitting here listening to the hearing 
26 has kind of broken down the isolation. I'm a social worker 
27 supervisor in child welfare. And I supervise 14 workers that 
28 deal with the court dependent children that Referee Stewart 
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was referring to. 
2 And when I started out in this position about five 
3 or six years ago, it was a rare occasion to get the children 
4 into our system whose parents were users of PCP. Today --
5 in fact, this is why I came here to get a rough estimate 
6 last week to get some statistics for you -- and approximately 
7 70 percent of the new referrals to the Child Welfare 
8 Department have PCP-related problems. 
9 So, the problem is really growing in San Jose. And 
10 there's a little bit of relief in having this hearing so we 
11 can discuss this thing in certainly a constructive way. 
12 The cases, as Referee Stewart noted, that my unit 
13 in the Department of Social Services are responsible for 
l4 the dependent population, the minors. But it gets a little 
15 confusing as who is then the victim if the minor is also a 
16 parent in some instances in our caseload. 
17 And there's real concern about PCP in that it's 
18 dealing with the young adult population. And so, many of the 
19 young adult populations are also fathers and mothers of PCP 
20 babies. And so, one common population that we serve are the 
21 actual children who have either ingested PCP, get sick, are 
22 rushed to Valley Medical, or babies born under the influence 
23 of PCP referred to Valley Medical and then made dependents 
24 immediately. 
25 The second group is the parent as user. But the 
26 parent can also be a minor, or it can be just a minor using 
27 
28 
PCP. The concerns that we have here is that the responsibilit 
of the social worker is to have really an awesome task, to hav 
~------------------------------------J 
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1 to develop family reunification services based on Senate 131 
2 Bill 14 that allows one year of rehabilitation therapy before 
3 we make a dispositional order to the juvenile courts. And 
4 that dispositional order is that we will continue family 
5 reunification for six months more, apply for guardianship 
6 of the minor, or go for a 232, which is the relinquishment 
7 of parental rights. And this is a very, very difficult 
8 responsibility, because you also have to tie this in with 
9 the community resources which are very limited in dealing with 
10 PCP parents. 
11 And it's kind of -- the pity of it is that so many 
12 of the PCP users themselves are victims. They're 18, they're 
13 17. When you get into the minors, the age limits kind of 
14 fade. And the concerns we're having here is simply our 
15 judgment, it's going to be our recommendation that whether 
16 we're going to return that child to that parent. It's our 
17 recommendation whether we will allow visitation. These are 
18 the concerns. And then if the child gets hurt in the process 
19 of visitation, it calls into the whole system -- in terms 
20 of the credibility of the system. We really don't have the 
21 information we need in terms of its addictive and degenerative 
22 effects. 
23 We do have young children now that I know of that 
24 we're supervising, that after two and three years still have 
25 flashbacks that were born in their system. We have children 
26 now that need special dietary formulations and that have 
27 special rehabilitation plans. And these are the children 
28 we rre attempting to reunify with the natural parents who were 
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also involved with the drug. Even though we do urine tests, 
there's one clean test to allow one visit; one dirty test, 
three clean tests (sic). So, we re making a lot of subjective 
judgments in this area. 
And the concern lS for the safety of the child. 
And who is the child? Is it the minor who was born with 
PCP or is it the minor's parents? These are some of the types 
of concerns that we are dealing with daily. And it's a very, 
very exhaustive task in terms of regarding the choice to make 
in terms of what is our recommendation going to be for that 
child. 
Another concern is our prognosis. The prognosis 
13 for our caseloads at times seems poor. We have a profile 
14 of a very dependent, sometimes hostile, angry individual, 
15 who verbally desires to have their child back. But they do 
16 not have the parenting skills to have their child back. And 
17 we have to make recommendations based on an individual unable 
18 to mobilize himself to break this dependency cycle. 
19 Now, it's fine if you're dealing with one parent and 
20 one child. It's when we resolve this situation with one 
21 parent and one child, it sometimes happens again where an 
22 individual does get pregnant again, and we follow the same 
23 cycle through again. Parenting classes, maybe a guardianship 
24 to an aunt or an uncle in the family system. 
25 Or maybe we do do a 232. And then a little later, 
26 the natural mother lS back into the system again. And then 
27 
28 
we start this full cycle again. 
The rehabilitative instance with PCP is not really 
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I think 
2 that many social workers when they get these PCP cases --
3 one case can occupy your time for hours, and hours, and 
4 hours; days in fact, in terms of looking for resources trying 
5 to motivate for the rehabilitative services. 
6 And once you've developed this plan to see the 
7 testing that comes out, the lack of motivation, it's very, 
8 very difficult. Part of it is the resources, and part of it 
9 is just the drug itself. 
10 What I'd like to address a little bit in terms of 
11 the community concerns ·here, because I know in the morning 
12 you had a lot of information about the medical concerns, 
13 and also to the fact that a lot is not known about the drug 
14 and its effect. 
15 There are also concerns that we have as social 
16 workers is to plan for the minors. The minor, if he's 
17 severely disabled, he or she, will be on our society. And 
18 that minor will have to be cared for for the rest of his life, 
19 including Medi-Cal. 
20 So, it's much easier to really try for prevention 
21 than it is to the cost and care after the fact. And that's 
22 just a common observation. But we do have to administer 
23 applications for SSI and also for the health plan for these 
24 minors. Then, if the minor has to be freed, we need to do 
25 extensive medical work on these children to let the adoptive 
26 parent know what they're in for. Because they may adopt a 
27 cute baby at two years old and find out he's hyperactive, 
28 motor and neurological problems, spastic problems, all sorts 
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of health problems that come two and three years later. We 
2 find that PCP is stored in the f tissue and works like 
3 a contact where it flows when -- if and when the situation 
4 is available. 
So, I think what I would dearly like to see in 
6 terms of community work especially in our community here 
7 in San Jose -- is a lot more education geared to the user 
8 population. And I think it needs to be not at a.sophisticated 
9 level, but I think it has to be very honest and open communi-
10 cation about the consequences. 
11 And also, there has to be more community awareness 
12 that this drug is not like marijuana, not like some of the 
13 other designer and user drugs. This drug is a real 
14 devastating thing on our youth and their children. And I 
15 would love to see some sort of hotline working out where we 
16 can find and locate these factories and put them out. Because 
17 many of the factories that make PCP are local. There are 
18 many in the south county and maybe in the Santa Cruz 
19 Mountains, but they are not -- you don't have to have it out 
20 in the -- in Fresno or in the valley and bring the drug here. 
21 These are local things. And I think that if you put the 
22 heat on these factories, maybe we can kind of at least 
23 control the drug. 
24 And I think we do need some research on the 
25 consequences of drug use and its regressiveness. Because 
26 after you use PCP for two or three years, as a social worker, 
27 I'm not very, very convinced that I could make a recommenda-
28 tion to return the third PCP child to that family after 
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until I got a lot of medical workups on that mother or 
2 father to see if they really, you know, can parent the 
3 child. And then we're going to have to do some very, very 
4 sad and difficult things, including the relinquishment of 
5 parental rights. That's the ultimate step that no one likes 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
to do. 
And then there's the additional issue, too -- is 
what to do about the passing on of substance to a second or 
third baby in the situation, in terms of maybe we have to 
look at some legal sentence (sic) , some structured form of 
punishment for someone who does pass on PCP to an unborn 
after the second or third child, because we're dealing j 
with a child now, who besides for the rest of his or her life-J 
14 30, 40, 50 years down the road. And basically, this is my 
15 presentation. Much of it was presented by some of the other 
16 people. 
17 I would just kind of like to reaffirm that it's 
18 exhaustive (sic) to work with PCP families because of the 
19 denial network, because of ±he inadequate personalities, just 
20 because of the lack of parenting that these children reflect. 
21 And these are basically 16 and 17 year olds who are fathering 
22 and mothering unborns and newborns. So, it's a very, very 
23 frustrating experience that we deal with daily. 
24 About 70 percent of my caseload, the cases that I 
25 supervise, are PCP related. Thank you. 
26 CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: In Los Angeles last year, 
27 there was concern raised that oftentimes the foster parents 
28 don't have enough training and support services to deal with 
~----------------------------------------------
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infants typical of ones that might be PCP babies that are 
2 given them. Does this county do any special training or 
3 provide any special support for foster parents that might 
4 take and care for a PCP baby or a newborn in very early 
5 childhood? 
6 MR. BORELLI: There's not really anything formalized 
7 in this area. If we get a child that is exhibiting bizarre 
8 symptoms at birth, they will test for substance abuse at 
9 Valley Med, and sometimes by accident at some of the other 
10 hospitals. Once it's known, then we can do the tracking. But 
11 sometimes we don't know. And not so much now, but about 
12 two years ago or three years ago, the medical coromunity was 
13 even less aware of the dynamics involved. They did not do 
14 the medical work that was necessary. But it's having its 
15 effect now. Two or three years later, you can have hyper-
16 activity and not know -- have any idea where it came from. 
17 It's limited. 
18 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Would a foster parent 
19 know the reason that they had that child? 
20 MR. BORELLI: Sometimes, yes. Yes, yes. If we 
21 knew. Like I say, we would know now if the child was brought 
22 in as a baby. But two or three years prior, they sometimes 
23 didn't do the blood test or the lab workup. 
24 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Any other questions? 
25 PANEL MEMBER: Do you have any idea how many 
26 parental relinquishments take place in our county, say per 
27 year? 
28 MR. BORELLI: No, I don't. I'm trying to think in 
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terms of my unit. And we do about two or three a month in 
2 terms of this -- in terms of the overall process, yes. 
3 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All ri 
4 MR. BORELLI: The new Senate Bill 14 that recently 
5 occurred does give different -- the grounds for 
6 the relinquishments parental as Re Stewart 
7 noted. And it shortens the duration to one year. So, it's 
8 anybody 1 s guess. I'm sure the Committee's aware as I am how 
9 long it takes to motivate someone to stop using drugs. 
10 However, the SB 14 clock starts ticking the moment that child 
11 is put in custody. 
12 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: The question was raised 
13 earlier about the referral to a regional center for services. 
14 Are you aware of any infants that are born to mothers who 
15 have used PCP that could be any tie between PCP use and 
16 referral to services to regional centers? 
17 MR. BORELLI: Yes. The developmentally disabled, 
18 yes, we automatically them as of the contract 
19 and agreement procedures. 
20 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Is there any way -- can 
21 you clearly tie the disability to PCP use or is it just a 
22 random affect on the --
23 MR. BORELLI : I don't have any information on that 
24 terms of a study, but I have cases where they can tie it in, 
25 and where they have tied it in. is a problem that I 
26 think you must have heard earlier this morning about the 
27 doctor's lack of specific information about the general 
28 prognosis, where there s medical limitations. 
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1 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. 
l38l 
Very good. 
1 
2 Well, thank you. 
3 Elena Garcia and Joyce Archuleta. Are thAy here? 
4 You both can come down and one of you can have 
S a seat while the other one speaks, or however it's best for 
6 you is okay with us. 
7 MS. GARCIA: Thank you for inviting us here. I'm a 
8 parent of a PCP user. I guess no one will ever know until 
9 they experience this dramatic experience. 
10 My son, Ray, now sits in San Quentin. And I never 
11 thought it would get this far. We seeked help for many, many 
12 months. I would like for the City of San Jose to get some 
13 sort of funding so we can help our youth like we were 
14 mentioning earlier, and have maybe like a hospital. If someone 
IS goes -- and we have been -- I have been to so many places with 
16 my son trying to get help, so many rehabilitations. And 
17 that is not going to take care of the chemicals that are 
18 in his body. My son is not a criminal. He did not commit 
19 a murder. He did not rape a person. He did not -- he was not 
20 a drug dealer. And yet, he sits in a place right now in 
21 San Quentin where there are more drugs than there is out 
22 here. 
23 One night he '"'as in Elmwood and he told me very 
24 frankly that a man on top of his bunk was shooting up heroin. 
2S It frightened him. He is very frightened about what's going 
26 on right now. For these and many, many reasons, I would 
27 really like for you to take a look if there would be some 
28 way, some funding that we could send all our drug users and 
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get chemical free help, not done through rehabilitation, but 
2 through medication. Because I feel that when they go -- it's 
3 a very tough thing to go through. And you can imagine what 
4 they go through themselves, let alone us s. It s very 
5 depressing for the entire family. We had gone I have 
6 called even to Sacramento to get help. I have called Santa 
7 Clara Valley for help. I have never been -- gotten any 
8 response whatsoever, except going on, and on, and on. And I 
9 feel that if my son -- or if San Jose would have had adequate 
10 facilities for PCP users and had proper medical care, maybe 
11 my son wouldn't sit in San Quentin, an innocent person 
12 who got involved with drugs. 
13 I can go on and on and on, but I only want to say 
14 that I would like to see this for the kids in the future. 
15 (Witness sobbing.) Thank you. 
16 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. We appreciate 
17 you coming here. Would you like to speak now? 
18 MS. ARCHULETA: My name is Joyce Archuleta. I'm the 
19 sister of the inmate that lives in San Quentin. And I'd like 
20 to thank Blanca Alvarado for inviting me here, and finally 
21 touching base with someone who cares. 
22 I spent a lot of months seeking help, been given 
23 this number, and call this number, and being disconnected, 
24 and, "Sorry, we cannot help you. " 
25 I feel words cannot express how I feel. But I 
26 wrote a letter to Sacramento myself. I wrote a letter to 
27 Vacaville. I wrote a letter to this building, and I got no 
28 response other than Vacaville. And I would like to read what 
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I had wrote. 
"Dear Sirs: Please allow me a moment of 
your valuable time. Thank you. Recently, 
I received a letter from my brother, Luis 
Michael Garcia, that he was being transferred 
to San Quentin Prison. I'm not an authority 
on the law or in this field. My knowledge 
is limited. Usually from the press, radio, 
and television, prisoners are people who have 
committed murder, rape, robbery, sales of 
narcotics, et cetera. In Mr. Luis Michael 
Garcia's case, my brother, I'm met with a 
truly emotionally and physical transformation 
of an energetic person to one who becomes 
enervated by inflicting a drug named PCP. 
He's a young man who violated not the law, 
but also himself, whose crime is subject to 
a chemical addiction whether psychological 
or dependency, I sincerely understand that 
he must pay for his wrongdoing. Rather than 
a strong punishment, I believe that firm 
rehabilitation such as counselati6n (sic) , 
medically cleaning the mind, body, and soul 
of the toxicity that overwhelms my brother, 
also a facility that offers encouragement, 
positive attitude, and morale, commitment 
to the care and treatment of inmates. Does 
San Quentin offer this human compassion? 
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"I feel it would endure weakness (sic), 141 
2 suggest shortcomings in his character 
3 and morale. I and recommend that he 
4 not be displaced,but where there is 
5 physical and intellectual fairness. He 
6 intends to be a productive, a good man, and 
7 a good citizen. I love my brother, and 
8 
9 rebuilt. A mind is a terrible thing to waste. 
10 Thank you again for your consideration would 
11 be genuine (sic). Sincerely, Joyce Archuleta." 
12 A week after I had written this letter, I got a 
13 letter from Vacaville saying that he was going to San Quentin. 
14 He had -- my brother also sent me a letter saying that there 
15 was no such thing as rehabilitation in California. I 
16 personally feel, because of my experiences through him, 
17 through other people, criminals, noncrimincals -- excuse me 
18 for being nervous --
19 CHAIRMAN MCCORQUODALE: That's all right. 
20 MS. ARCHULETA: It's taken ll months to get here. 
21 And I feel like I finally got my foot in the door, which I 
22 
23 I 
did. 
I would just like to say also, as my mother, 
24 
25 
26 
all as a community, put our efforts together~-
everyone -- that we could have some type 
we could rehabilitate these young men and 
that if we could, 
we need help from 
of facility where 
27 
28 
women who have become chemically addicted by this drug. 
Thank you. 
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1 MS. ARCHULETA: back in December we had 
2 called the San Jose Police Department and we told them the 
3 exact home, one of the homes my brother was getting the 
4 
5 
6 
PCP from. And had told us had been there 
before and there was they could do about it. 
And my brother had told that have trap doors. 
7 They have guns and rifles and homemade bombs, you know, what 
8 can you do? What can you say? 
9 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Well, we appreciate your 
10 coming and we will keep working on it and try to get 
11 something put together. And maybe we'll be able at some point 
12 down the line be of help to someone like your brother to 
13 hopefully keep them from ever to the point where they 
14 need help in such a way. 
15 MS. ARCHULETA: Thank you. 
16 SENATOR MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. 
17 Rick Moore. 
18 MR. MOORE: Good afternoon, folks. My name is 
19 Rick Moore. I run a project downtown San Jose called 
20 Si Se Puede, administered by the San Clara County Office of 
2l Education. It's a primary prevention program concerned with 
22 truancy, crime, drugs, and unemployment. We've had some 
23 successes, not near as many as we'd like. We think we're 
24 making some progress. 
25 I'd like to talk to you today about the war, for 
26 is, in fact, a war that is fought for the hearts and 
27 minds, for the bodies and the brains of young people of 
28 Clara County and the State of California. 
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2 users. It's killing their friends. It's killing the 
3 enforcers. We have 70 percent of the injuries related to 
4 arrests with the San Jose Police Department attributed to 
5 PCP violations. When you've got 50 percent of the 
6 disability claims from the San Jose Police Department attributed 
7 to PCP-caused injuries, we seriously have a situation that 
8 is physically killing us. 
9 For those community workers that I employ that are 
10 out there trying to trying to combat this -- this program 
11 or this problem with a holistic treatment program for youths 
12 and families, their lives are in danger when they deal with 
13 folks that are involved with this drug. Not so with the other 
14 drugs that we've dealt with in the past. This is truly 
15 a different sort of animal. 
16 In this war, there's no discussion that's needed 
17 I think at this point as to the magnitude of the problem. You 
18 have heard that testimony already. The number of people 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
involved. The intensity of the involvement. The 
debilitative effects of that involvement. 
The forces against us in this war hardly need to be 
chronicled. The allure of the easy dollar. The,quote, 
peer respect amongst those that go along with the gang. 
The escape from the pit that people live in. The pit of 
poverty and crime and alienation and powerlessness. 
And folks, if we were in that pit, we'd want to 
escape, too. This is one way folks escape. In terms of 
battles of wars, there's two strat.egies you ca.n take. You 
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can decide to win the battle or you can try to recover your 
POWs. We all know it's easier to win battles than it is to 
rescue our POWs. 
And I think folks that are involved in PCP, angel 
dust, are prisoners of that war. 
Recently, the State of California has begun to 
recognize that if V.Je fight the war after the fact, that we can't 
win. Legislation has come down the pike, SB 110, supposedly 
designated for primary prevention efforts in the County of 
Santa Clara. I was interested in this legislation because it 
seemed to me that our project -- many of the criteria and 
guidelines for the cooperative effort to attack this problem 
that is needed, certainly needed is a multifaceted approach. 
But when I read that $90,000 is the maximum amount 
that Santa Clara can receive for primary prevention efforts 
through SB 110, I think that again we're out there hunting 
elephants with a BB gun. 
What is a primary prevention model? What is it that 
stops people from getting involved in the drug scene in the 
first place? It's not just a curriculum block in your 
schools that tells you that PCP does this and that drugs are 
bad. It's not a media blitz that gives you a few public 
service announcements. 
Primary prevention is in fact education. It's 
role-modeling. It's values and ethics modeling. It's 
fostering success in the system. It's spending raw time, 
raw time from somebody who cares about someone else, someone 
who can break through the hard shell that surrounds the youth 
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of today, somebody that can bond to that youth, that can 
2 lead that youth and assist that youth towards success in the 
3 system; to support his successes, to award his achievements, 
4 to build success in the mainstream culture as opposed to 
5 forcing that child out into the countercultures and criminal 
6 cultures to find some validation for him as a person. 
7 This is primary prevention modeling. I know of no 
8 way to do that other than have raw bodies and raw time out 
9 in the street. And $90,000 for Santa Clara County -- break 
10 that down per kid. Is it a nickel or a dime? Is that what 
11 we're willing to throw at a kid to save his life, to save his 
12 mind, to save his production in society? 
13 Maybe it's better than nothing, but it's damn little 
14 better than nothing. If we're going to have primary 
15 prevention, let's not call this other traditional approaches 
16 that we've used all along and they don't work -- let's not 
17 try to call that primary prevention. Let's put some hard 
18 dollars and some big dollars behind an ounce of prevention 
19 instead of a pound of cure. 
20 If that old adage is true, that means that an ounce 
21 of prevention is 16 times more powerful than a dollar of 
22 cure. 
23 Do we care about the 16 that haven't or do we 
24 care about the one that has? I don't see a whole lot of 
25 success with folks who work with PCP after the fact. The 
26 successes that I do see seem to use the same strategies that 
27 we use in primary prevention. They still break through their 
28 hard shell. They establish a bond with the user. They 
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establish some sort of respect. They lead that individual 
towards mainstream -- mainstream activities that will promote 
and foster some success for that person. 
They reinforce their successes. They deride their 
failures. They give them some sort of carrot to go forward 
rather than a hammer to drive them somewhere. 
We need to begin to eliminate the need for folks 
to escape our culture. We need to eliminate the drug 
user as a hero in our culture. We need to start to insulate 
the children and families of those children from the 
negative impact of -- quite frankly, we have as yet an 
unsolvable social problem. 
When I hear the head of narcotics of the San Jose 
Police Department tell our management team that we've lost 
the war; that there's no way that we can stop the flow of 
drugs into this area; that there's no way we can stop the 
production of drugs in this area; that we're not going to 
solve drugs, then we got to look at a different approach. 
Are we going to solve poverty? Are we going to 
solve unemployment? Are we going to solve the lure of the 
easy crime dollar? Are we going to solve the welfare 
syndrome? I don't think we're going to solve any of those. 
I don't care how many millions of dollars you want 
to put into it, I don't think we're going to solve any of those. 
So what do we do? How does primary prevention 
work within that system? You have to have somebody that's 
networked into the system; that can begin to work with that 
child, and work with that family, and begin to insulate them 
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2 effects of those unsolvable socioeconomic problems. 
3 Let's not kid ourselves that we're going to do 
5 But let's save some kids. Let's save some families that can 
6 grow up and live productive lives drug free in spite of all 
7 of those socioeconomic problems that we cannot solve. 
8 But it's not going to happen with the PSA. And 
9 it's not going to happen with a three-hour curriculum block 
10 in the schools. 
11 And I don't mean to deride those alternatives, 
1 because they -- maybe they're what we have right now. But 
13 somebody's got to start looking further than that. They 
14 got to start looking into what does it take to save a kid. 
15 What does it take to save a family? What does it take to 
save someone who is already committed to the drug world? 
17 I don't think it's San Quentin. I don't think it's 
18 Vacaville. And I don't think it's the media. I think it's 
people that care. 
20 Thanks. 
2 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. We appreciate 
22 your coming. And you have done a lot in dealing with the 
problem in this county. But I suppose that part of the 
24 problems that we're running into is that government we got 
off your back with the funding of some of these types of 
programs. And while it sounded good in the rhetoric of the 
27 presidential campaign and the Governor's campaign, it often 
28 doesn't turn out like we thought it would. 
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The other thing is the -- I remember in one message 
that was transmitted back to the Legislature was the schools 
have received over a billion dollars in new money in the 
l:wt four years, plus $200 per s·tt:.dent this year from the 
lottery funds. And, therefore, education doesn't have need 
for additional money for special programs that school 
boards·· have the authority to provide within the flexibility 
of their programs. 
What would be your response to why, then, the 
schools wouldn't be spending some of that money that they 
received on programs to deal with the dropout, with the 
drug problems within the schools? 
MR. MOORE: I don't know that they're not spending 
the money in that direction. I think very many of them are. 
I think we need to look at the realities of the actual 
factual situation. 
If you take a child between the time he's born 
and 18 years old when he graduates from high school, truly, 
there's only 11 percent of his time that he spends in that 
classroom. That means that 89 percent of his time is spent 
in front of the television set, asleep, or out on the 
streets. 
And you can't lay that on the school's door. I 
cantt fault education. Oftentimes I think we're feeling that 
if it doesn't on the school campus, it doesn't happen. But 
I think they're doing what they can. 
I think if you have 89 percent of someone'· s time 
somewhere else other than school, you cannot make that 
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school responsible for what kind of person that person 
2 becomes. 
3 What happens on the street is what happens at 
4 school. We say to improve the quality of education at 
5 school, you need to improve the quality of life in the 
6 neighborhood, because 89 percent of the time is spent in the 
7 neighborhood until he's 18. 
8 So, prevention programs can't just operate at the 
9 schools. It's a vital link, but you've got to be there on 
10 those streets. They got to be there at the rec center. 
11 They got to be there at the employment center. They got to 
12 be in the kids' homes when there's a problem. They got to be 
13 in the neighborhood when the problem occurs there. 
14 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: The other thing that we 
15 hear a lot of is if you have limits on appropriations of 
16 available resources, whether because of the political 
17 realities of spending money or raising money, or limits like 
18 Gann, or the veto power of the Governor, and so the Legislature 
19 has to make choices and are forced to make choices. They 
20 just can't provide all the programs that are necessary. 
21 The rationale between providing programs that 
22 affect -- or provide services to people who wake the choice 
23 of what they do versus those who don't make a choice on how 
24 they got into the situation, and one we keep hearing over 
25 and over is that we dor: 't provide as much -- as many hours 
26 per person for respite care for people with Alzheimer's 
27 disease as we do with people who are drug addicts. 
28 children, but adults who are drug addicts. 
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And that we ought to shift a lot of the resources 
2 and let the people make a choice in their drug use or fend 
3 for themselves, and take care of the people who are in a 
4 situation in which they don't have a choice, including 
5 dependent children. What would be your response to that? 
6 MR. MOORE: I think we ought to do it all. If it 
7 were possible, obviously it's not. The problem that I have 
8 I guess basically comes down to this: Is that it costs as 
9 much to keep one kid in the ranch for a year as it does to 
10 put a body out in the street to do preventive programming 
11 for the entire target area. And in this county, as 
12 widespread as the PCP problem has become -- and now we see 
13 itsurfacing in Silicon Valley amongst the executive types 
14 still, within this valley, there are several target areas 
15 where we know that PCP abuse is predominant. That's not to 
16 stereotype or stigmatize certain aspects of the population 
17 or certain areas; that's just the reality of the 
18 circumstances. 
19 And if I have to make a choice between saving those 
20 that have not made a choice for drugs yet or trying to 
21 remediate the choices that have been ma0e by those who have 
22 made that choice and have opted for drugs, I have to go for 
23 giving the kids a chance. 
24 And I have to go for giving the kids a chance where 
25 I know the problem exists. And this may seem heartless, but, 
26 folks, I'm not that concerned about the kids in my area where 
27 I live in Los Gatos, or the ones in Saratoga, or the ones in 
28 Palo Alto, or Los Altos. They have within their families and 
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within their communities the resources that it takes to 
2 combat this problem. 
3 I'm concerned about minority people. I'm concerned 
4 about low-income people. I'm concerned about people who feel 
5 powerless already in the world and whose heros have become 
6 the CYA releasees, and whose mode of behavior has become 
7 somehow to escape this hell hole of existence that we have 
8 even if it's only for eight hours, without realizing the 
9 debilitating effects of that drug. 
10 I think we need to start targeting our dollars, 
11 targeting it for prevention, targeting at the areas. And it 
12 may seem heartless, but let Saratoga fend for itself. 
13 
14 
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CHAIR~J\N MC CORQUODJ\LE: 1\ll right. Very good. 
1\n~ questions? We appreciate your coming. 1\nd we also 
appreciate your work that you're going with Si Se Puede. 
Henry Cruz? 
MR. CRUZ: Senator, and members of the panel, I 
have heard a lot of statistics and clerical aspects -- clinical 
aspects of phencyclidine chlorohydrate this morning. I deal 
directly with the people who use this. I'm the senior 
counselor at the Mexican American Community 1\ssociation. And 
daily, I work with the addicts -- females and the males --
and with the pain and all the suffering that goes with it. 
I deal with distressed parents, like the ones you 
heard earlier. And I'll say one thing, that there jsn't a 
medication in the vTorld that can help a person w:i th an 
addictive personality or a problem with druus. 
don't help. 
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a person can fully recover (sic). 153 I'm the one who started 
the twelve step meetings in January at MACSA and designed 
that as Narcotics Anonymous, Alcoholics Anonymous. 
And I don't -- the reason I star ed the meetings 
is to build a support system for the PCP addicts. And so 
6 far, since January till this last Friday, it has served 900 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
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people, give or take a few. And it's been duplicated, und 
I can't name all the ones. 
But the meetings are very slowly working, because 
today I'm starting to see some of these addicts look up as 
recovered addicts as a result of the twelve steps and getting 
sponsors, and getting involved in activities with sober 
addicts. It's a slow process, but I find that it works. 
More and more people are corning to me on their own 
voluntarily. I'm going to say something riqht now that maybe 
some people may agree and some won't, but I have been working 
1n this field since 1982 and I see this coming ahead. I see 
by next summer, a lot of the PCP addicts -- the 25 year, 26 
year olds will be getting into heroin. I slowly see this 
happening right now. I have a few 25 year olds that are 
starting to use heroin, because heroin is a depresEant and 
it's bringing them down some from their emotional downfalls 'rcr 
PCP. 
One of the symptoms of phencyclidine is severe 
depression. And I mean severe. They come to me crying, 
big buff buy:~~ coming in crying like babie~>. And they' n' 
looking for something to make them feel good. And the ones 
that don't get into treatment or recovery end up looking for 
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something to make them feel good. 
2 And the ones who don't get into treatment and 
3 recovery, end up looking for other sources -- alcohol or 
4 drugs, depressive drugs, and heroin is becoming more popular 
5 
6 
with addicts of PCP. A while back, a heroin addict would 
turn t6 PCP, switching addiction. Now, it seems like it's 
7 the other way around. 
8 Our clients are ending up in Palo Alto scoring, 
9 and coming back with heroin. I get all of this information 
10 on word of mouth. And I see some of them come in now with 
11 symptoms of heroin addiction. 
12 There are a lot of things that people don't know 
13 
14 
about phencyclidine. One of the chemicals that goes into 
phencyclidine is in the piperidine family. And a while back 
15 there was a drug that was causing early Parkinsonism in 
16 heroin addicts. And I used to work in that proicct. l\nd 
17 I'm starting to see people who suffer chronic brain syndrome, 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
really mild symptoms of early Parkinsonism. And who's to say 
that 20 years from now or 30 years from now when some of these 
PCP addicts will develop Parkinson's disease at an old age. 
There's still a lot of research that needs to be 
done. Also, PCP breeds ignorance. Kids that have -- that 
were A students in l1igh school today are, because of PCP, it 
has robbed them of their minds, lost all their knowledge that 
they learned in high school. 
I'll give you an example. Friday, I told a person 
that I was going to come today and speak to a senator. And 
28 they asked me, "What's a senator?" 
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SENATOR MC CORQUODALE: A lot of us have trouble 
2 with that. 
3 (Laughter.) 
4 MR. CRUZ: Anyway, another one. we were talking about 
5 H.ongolia. They didn't know where Hongolia was. Another one 
6 didn't know the difference between the Pacific Ocean and 
7 the Atlantic Ocean. 
8 These are really basic, simple things that we learn 
9 in education that these kids have forgotten, and the ones 
10 that are on it can't learn. 
11 But the only good thing about phencyclidine or 
12 chronic brain syndrome is that there is recovery. I have 
13 seen people recover completely from a burned-out state of 
14 mind, that today they have become productive members of 
15 society. They're managers of stores, going to college. It's 
l6 a slow process, but it can be done. Another thing that a lot 
17 of people believe is that it burns brain cells out. And it 
18 doesn't burn the brain cells. This is the lack of 
19 information that the public needs to be aware of. In my 
20 agency, I'm the only fulltime counselor we have there. We 
21 have some part-time counselors. 
22 We lack the staff to get out there and carry these 
23 messages to the people. This afternoon I had a presentation 
24 at Santa Clara State University, but I figured this was more 
25 important and I had to pass on that. A lot of times I have to 
26 pass on juvenile hall or the boys' ranch, because I just don't 
27 
28 
have the time. We need more staff. Somebody said that we 
needed more bucks. That's true. 
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We're just understaffed. Primarily, we deal 156 
with Hispanic addicts because we're situated in the Eastside. 
You know, a lot of people say, it's just the Hispanics that 
are using it. The Eastside gets all the publici But the 
PCP problem is in the Northside, Westside, Southside, Eastside, 
Los Gatos, Palo Alto, all over. It's everywhere. The 
Eastside gets all the publicity. 
But I used to work for another agency where half 
of my caseload was white kids and half black kids and 
Hispanics, and I had two American Indians. Now I'm working 
where my caseload is primarily all Hispanic. But a lot of 
people fool themselves that it's just Hispanics who are using 
it. I don't buy it. I know because of my experience in 
working in this field that it's affecting kids of every race 
right now. 
So, if you have any questions 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Very Thank you. 
I appreciate your coming. Any questions? Lori? 
HS. BAPTISTA: Henry, what is unique to our area 
th.-lt has made us the PCP c·ap itul of the wocl d? l!ow do we 
differ from --
MR. CRUZ: Okay. Now, or ly, the PCP capital 
of the world was Hayward. And that's where most your blacks 
are right now. There's a park up there right now where a 
lot of black kids and white kids and Hispanics, a few 
orientals in Hayward. Why it has drifted down to here, this 
being the capital, I don't knmv. That happened somewhere 
in the early seventies. But in the car sixties, it was a 
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1 park in Hayward. And it drifted down to here and it caught 
2 on fire in the Eastside. And somebody called it the capital 
3 of PCP or the world capital of PCP, and it took off. 
4 But Hayward is no different than us. They have a 
5 big problem up there. I don't buy that we're the only capital. 
6 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: I suspect that that was 
7 said by someone and picked up and kept being repeated. On a 
8 statewide basis, the figures we have indicate that 72 percent 
9 of admissions for primary PCP abuse occurs in Los Angeles 
10 County, which is much higher than their portion of the State 
11 population. 
12 And then second was Kern County, with 10 percent 
13 of the State total. And then third was Santa Clara County, 
14 with 5.8 percent of the State total. 
15 So, when you compare with Kern County, it's 
16 something with well under half of the probably a third of 
17 the population of Santa Clara County, and almost twice as much. 
18 I think if I had to pick somebody, I probably would pick Kern 
19 as being the capital. 
20 MR. CRUZ: Well, I recently read in Time Magzine 
21 that Washington, D.C. was called the capital of PCP -- the 
22 PCP capital of the world. 
23 
24 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Where was that? 
MR. CRUZ: Washington, D.C. They have a big 
25 problem in New York City, the Bronx. 
26 CHAIRNAN MCCORQUODALE: I think it's one of those 
27 things, as the Police Department indicated when they gave the 
28 data on the cost of producing it, that anywhere has the 
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potential; it's based on the usage. And if you have areas --
2 I would guess that if all at once you could sell it -- I think 
3 they indicated this morning that Monterey was pretty low 1n 
4 us.::Hje, but if you had people U10rc' who w:mtcd to usc i l, i l 
5 could become -- it could quickly be set_ up to <Jccommc d<tte 
6 the usage without much problem based on load it in the trunk 
7 of the car, and take the equipment over there and start 
8 producing it. 
9 I\1R. CRUZ: It's a destroyer of emolion. It',; il 
10 horrible chemical. It's more destructive than 0ny drugs 
11 I have over seen. I really feel for these people. Most of 
12 them, especially the females, once they come ilnd they want to 
13 change, thy get il toe-hold, they really gr0h on. But it's 
14 just that there isn't enough of their needs be met, you 
15 know, enough education or job training or things of that 
16 nature. 
17 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Very good. 
18 'l'hilnk you. We appreciate your corning. 
19 ,John Torres. Is John here? All riqht. Patricia 
20 Ramerez? 
21 MS. RAMEREZ: Good afternoon. Thank you for having 
22 me on the agenda. I'm speaking on behalf of the Chale Con 
23 Coors, a Chicano activist group, as a mother, and also as a 
24 sister to two teens who are using PCP when I catch them. 
25 We're here to give you thanks; to show you our 
26 concern for Santa Clara County and for those individuals and 
27 groups and org0nizations that 0re trying to combat PCP. 
28 !\:;;"community qrot1p, we dt-(' into olhc;· :H·l ivi! J<•:;. 
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But within that, we are constantly fighting ~ PCP, alcoholism, I 
2 and drugs within our own families. When we are at meetings, 
3 personally, we wonder if our children, our sisters, or even 
4 friends of the families are out using drugs. 
5 PCP is constantly at my door. I'm involved in the 
6 community group and other community groups because it keeps 
7 me aware and continues my self-interest to be educated. 
8 We, as a Chairperson of Chale Con Coors, would urge 
9 you to go back to the Senate and support every one of these 
10 groups here that provide you with statistics and information, 
11 to give the money that they need. All day you have been 
12 hearing money, money, money. But we're going to pay more. 
13 Instead of giving money to the Contras, they should be giving 
14 money to PCP (sic). 
15 With that, I'd like to give you special acknowledge-
16 ment to MACSA, who have been operating on a shoestring. 
17 There are a lot of other things that need to be acknowledged, 
18 but to me personally, I know people who trust these people. 
l9 They won't go to social services. They won't go to the 
20 county or to Assemblymen or to Senators. They don't trust 
21 you. They do trust grassroot organizations. They will 
22 knock for help. Therefore, I thank you. 
23 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. I appreciate 
24 your being here. Now we'll go to one of the shoestrings 
25 directly. 
26 (Laughter.) 
27 
28 of MACSA. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Esther Medina, Direct~or 
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1 MR. REYNOLDS: 160 My name is Doug Reynolds and I'd 
2 like to speak on behalf of Esther Medina of the Mexican 
3 American Community Services Agency. 
4 Most of my points have already been made today. And 
5 I know this morning you heard some other things. And I think 
6 probably some of the confusion over the nature of the 
7 addiction of PCP may have been covered, but I'm not sure about 
8 that. And I wanted to mention my own feelinqs of insecurity 
9 in the light of a lot of years of experience of working with 
10 this drug. 
11 I was in drug counseling for five years before 
12 starting a year and a half ago with MACSA duriny a tru.ininq 
13 project. And I find that clients of mine would come away 
14 from even three months of incarceration would have an almost 
15 physical choking itch, chemical taste in their throu.t that 
16 drives them out to want to score. And that's after three 
l7 months. I want to emphasize further that tho prevention 
18 techniques have got to be studied in order to know more about 
19 the long-term. The only lack I have seen in use with our 
20 clients has been the problems can last over a year. 
21 The only points that I feel left to be made or 
22 emphasize again concern the nature of the problem concerning 
23 everyone -- this is a large-scale public safety issue. And 
24 we at MACSA have been involved in trying to reclaim our 
25 parks or the people bringing in projects, usJng the 
26 senior ciL zcns, and latchkey, and recreation and social 
27 activities to drive out the drug abuse problem, bringing 1n 
28 other activities. The reports from my coworkcr:s about the 
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p~rks Jn San Jose indicate that the PCP problem is tack ln 
2 force and the use is by younger and younger people. We see 
3 lot of sixth-grade and younger usage now. So that~ the 
4 ~revention has to be done or take place in the very young 
5 ;:::opulation. 
6 I feel that the property issue is again at stake 
7 and that's why the public-safety issue concerns all of us. 
8 Most PCP users that I have dealt with have an aspect of 
9 boredom and thrill-seeking connected with that. And they are 
10 involved in property crimes. 
11 Pe have had complications in our employment and 
12 training program ranging all the way from firings and fail-
13 training programs to hospitalization. And I know you've 
14 heard testimony before this about the severity of the problerr, 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
and I can emphasize that that, in fact, is true. 
That's all I have that hasn't been covered I 
think before. Thank you. Do you have any questions? 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Could you elaborate 
on some of the prevention techniques you think might be useful 
that we could -- that might be good to see more of? 
MR. REYNOLDS: Yeah. Mr. Moore mentioned the fact 
that a three-hour· school program is insufficient. We found 
that a program involving parent participation and taking 
place in even younger age groups beginning perhaps in even 
kindergarten groups, and in the crucial years -- the third 
grade -- are very important. So the main point is to 
emphu.o>ize bringing the prevention technique to the younger 
grades. Again, this is a re~emphasization. But I don't feel 
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that prevention can be accomplished strictly through the 
162~ 
school, and that more will have to be done in the community. 
CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All ricJht. Very qood. 
Do you have any questions? Good. Thank you. 
5 appreciate your coming. 
6 Janie Perez? 
7 MS. PEREZ: Good afternoon. r: ::.me is J ani C' 
8 Perez. I'm the executive director of the Eac;t Side Yuuclt 
9 Center in San Jose. 
10 In referring to this drug, we know it more on the 
11 East Side as KJ or glass. You know, in street terms, this 
12 1s the way we speak to it. We were known as the KJ capital 
13 of the world, and that was in ~<:?~-~~§e£ magazine. They came 
14 out with it around '79. And that's when the tag stuck. 
l5 And I wonder often how many media blitzes are we 
16 going to have to go through before more money is put into this 
l7 area to help-- whether it's prevention, intervention, or 
18 long-term detox units for PCP addicts. 
19 
20 
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We're also known as the "zombie land." We have a 
lot of tags. "20/20" also made a special regarding PCP, KJ 
capital of the world. 
And so there's a lot of media attention, but 
nothing in th~ way of resources. And I think we're only 
beginning to see t~at from the city council, the $20,000, 
which is notl' .. :cq, yc-tt know. But it's something. It's an 
effort. I 'cl Like tr :~ee more towards thul v>il':'· 
I don't kno,, ho'"'' :nany more incidents \Jould have 
to occur vhcn we have· 6 5 pol ;_ce inj urec1. We h..:td 4, 721 
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1 injured by PCP users. And we only outbeat it in 1984 by 
2 1,300, that many less in '84. 
3 At the community education level, we have to look 
4 at it a little more, because it is a hard sell that vou're 
5 having to fight, because the blitz is out there. We have 
6 billboar·Js. I think the National Council on ~lcoholism did 
7 ~ tour o£ the East Side and noted the vast amount of 
8 billboards that we have publicizing booze from Seograms and 
9 everything else. And what you're fighting is really a hard 
10 media campaign. 
11 And we're trying to create our own PCP planning 
12 committee out in the county with the efforts of Bob Garner's 
13 office. And hopefully, out of that will come some kind of 
14 work plan to develop something bigger at the community level. 
15 We can also combat with billboards or fliers, something that 
16 is easily reachincr the youth whether they' rc• in or out of 
17 school. 
18 I think Judge Glen Edwards is Jlways crying out 
19 for more resources, because he doesn't necessarily like to 
20 keep sending these kids who are on PCP out of school into the 
21 ranch. 
22 Right now our only detox in this area is Elmwood 
23 or the jail system. Sooner or later every PCP addict will 
24 have to get jail, and to many of them it's been a blessing. 
25 I've talked to kids coming out of Elmwood and to kids going 
26 in, and they caJl me from Elmwood with different kinds of 
27 concerns regarci.ing inc.:1n:::<~ration. 
28 I think ~~at you're fighting -- on weekend nights, 
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you really got to fight. You're looking at something that 
2 peer pressure that is out there. You're talking about 
3 a lot of sex at an earlier age combined with a lot of drug 
4 use, and the peer pressure that goes along with it. 
5 When we ran one of the teen pregnancy projects among 
6 our girls, the most asked question was -- and these were 
7 pregnant teens -- was how does PCP affect an unborn child? 
8 Most of them had quit when they found out they were pregnant, 
9 
10 
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and some of them had just begun to quit. And I don't know 
one PCP, one baby, that is not retarded in some way, whether 
it's the speech pattern, whether it's another kind of 
education (sic) , and these are of girls who used PCP five 
years back and are now seeing their babies five years later. 
On the prevention scope, I think we have got to 
really target to be effective, whether you target children 
at the elementary age, who are also getting exposed to it, 
or junior high kids, teenagers, and also target the parents 
with that. 
I think on the legislation, I think stiffer 
penalties have to come forth for the producers and dealers 
of PCP. I think there has to be a question as to why the 
chemicals for PCP are so easily accessible. 
Recently we had two murals that were destroyed 
here in the city. And one of them was the first public 
message out on the Eastsi('c, ba;c:;ically said, "KJ kills." 
The city whi tewa:;;1ed ~he murals interpreting the 
message to be graffiti. And I tl1ink ntost of you might have 
read about it. But I think to the kids that put it up, it was 
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1 a real effort to put the message out. 
2 The other one basically said, "The youth is our 
3 future," and that one got wiped out. No future. I mean, 
4 it was a real trauma and an effort by the kids there to 
5 deal with that. 
6 A client who found out that the murals were no 
7 longer there, simply walked into my office. And he's doing 
8 KJ; he's an active burnout. He's not ready to get treatment. 
9 And he said, "You know, they might have helped me, because 
10 it was making me think twice and now it's no longer there." 
11 Now there's no longer kids that don't see it at all, I mean 
12 now that it's not there at all. So, it just made them think 
13 tvfice about his last high, you know, about quitting. 
14 And I think we have to pretty much bombard, you 
15 know, our basic grassroot community with more and more 
16 messages with anti-PCP use. 
17 I think among the youth there's a consciousness 
18 going right now on the part of the people to not party with 
19 glassers. So, I think once that is done for the kids who 
20 party on the weekends, they'll support their own thing so 
21 they won't fall victims to it. 
22 Many of them do not smoke marijuana anymore 
23 because they don't want to deal' with PCP-laced joints. So, 
24 I think we have to get more fundi:1g within the intervention 
25 level. We don't have enough resources or enough people 
26 dealing with PCP addicts th&t are net afraid to deal with 
27 them. You know, too often parents s&y to me, "Well, how do I 
28 restrain my kid when he's out of control short of calling the 
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cops?" 
2 And sometimes, the best thing you can do is 
3 honestly bust that kid. You know, because what measures do 
4 we have? We have nothing. I mean, unless you're ready 
5 to let the kid tear up your house and destroy the family 
6 right along with it. 
7 I mean, what can you do? And so, I think we're 
8 looking at this whole level. I think we need much more 
9 advanced study and research. The UCLA Department of 
10 Psychiatry is studying Chicano families in East L.A. And 
11 those f indinqs are now starting to come out. 
12 So, that's pretty much all I wanted to say. And at 
13 the long-term level we need a detoxification PCP bed facility. 
14 I see a lot of new programs corning along, profit-oriented, 
15 more private. And there isn't anything that is there for the 
16 low income PCP addict. There's enough there for your high 
17 Lncorne kid, but nothing for your low income. And that's 
18 pretty much all I wanted to say. 
19 CHAIRMAN HC CORQUODALE: Very good. Anyone has 
20 a question? Thanks for coming down. 
21 Dr. Robert Perez? 
22 DR. PEREZ: I'm Robert Perez, I'm a clinical 
23 psychologjs•: at Narvarez Hental Health Center, which is in the 
24 Eastside of San Jose, in the area that has a high rate of PCP 
25 use. 
26 Before I start, I'd like to make one brief comment. 
27 We were talking before with the gentleman who was up here 
28 talking about prevention programs. And, Senator, you asked 
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how we would prioritize funding the money, given the 
2 Paul Gann restrictions and the real restrictions of public 
3 money. And the perception is that when one hurts oneself, 
4 then one should not be helped publicly. 
5 From the local perspective, my perception on that 
6 issue, though, is that when the State does not fund, it's 
7 not the problem goes away. It's simply that the responsibility 
8 for funding problem devolves to the local level. 
9 Therefore, what happens is not that the problem goes 
10 away, but rather that instead of the State funding primary 
11 prevention programs, what happens is the local level has to 
12 fund either incarceration, or in the cases of the Department 
13 of Health, hospitalization for these individuals. Frankly, 
14 we don't do a very good job at either. 
15 As I said, I work at a local primary mental health 
16 resource in the Eastside of San Jose, which is the area very 
17 strongly affected . PCP basically affects us in poor areas, and 
18 we get a fair number of referrals of young, first-time users. 
19 Secondly, we see a large number of families where 
20 PCF is endemic; 'that is, a family based problem. 
21 We also -- thirdly -- have a number of patients 
22 who we call the dual-diagnosed patients; that is, patients 
23 who are affected not only with abuse of PCP, but who have 
24 a concomitant major psychiatric dj0gnosis. 
25 And lastly, we have a prol:Jlem with the concurrent 
26 use of PCP in individuals who have a chronic mental illness. 
27 .7\nd so, I'd like to go very briefly into each one of these. 
28 We have a fair number of users who z:re :::-eferred --
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young users who are referred on a first-time basis. Often-
2 times, these referrals are made probation, by the 
3 
4 
Department of Social Services. It's general my department's 
posit that such referrals are i;1te and we decline 
5 to serve them in a mental health setting. 
6 That may sound unusual, but our reason for 
7 declining that, we believe that PCP use within our com:rmlnity 
8 is at such rates as to be almost a norma~ive. 
9 To accept treatment within a psychiatric facility, 
10 a person has some definable psychiatric problem, i.e. some 
11 kind pf personal weakness, some disability that needs to be 
12 resolved. We don't believe that's true with these young 
13 children. What they need is an educational program. We are 
14 not ignoring the problem or sticking our heads in the sand. 
15 We certainly screen and carefully assess each one of the kids. 
16 The vast majority does not have any psychiatric problem, but 
17 instead are suffering from what essentially nmount.s to a 
18 societal problem. 
19 We have as our primary mission the treatment of 
20 major mental illness within the community. That's what we do. 
21 And frankly, we're pretty good at it. Give us a nice, simple 
22 psychiatric problem, we will in all likelihood meaningfully 
23 affect the quality of your life. Your life would be better. 
24 You will have a greater probability of working if you come 
25 
26 
to us i_ th a nice, simple psychiatric )Jc:-oblcm. 
O:t the other hand, if :{ou come co us 1;;1 i th 
27 a psychiat~ic problem, meaning specific schizophrenia, major 
28 depression, bipolar affective disorder, or to a lesser extent, 
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a major personality disorder and concomitantly have PCP 
2 in your family or a user within the family, or if you are 
3 yourself a user of PCP, quite frankly, we're not going to 
4 do very much for you. Your life will be worse. You are 
5 considerably more likely to wind up like the unfortunc:1te 
6 individual who is on the street. 
7 There's two ways that this affects us. One is ""-ith 
8 these people that we call dual diagnosis people. Again, these 
9 are people who have a primary diagnosis of mental illness --
10 schizophrenia, bipolar affective disorder, et cetera -- and 
11 they also have PCP. This causes us problems for several 
12 reasons. Number one, the direct pharmacological action of the 
13 drug obviously potentiates almost any psychiatric diagnosis; 
14 to be more specific, it directly potentiates the effects of 
15 either schizophrenia or major depression. In other words, 
16 it makes our problem and thus the patient's problem one hell 
17 of a lot worse. 
18 Number two, it obviously creates familial problems 
19 and it creates pretty quickly social and legal problems. All 
20 of this tends to overwhelm the individual. Again, as I have 
21 
22 
23 
24 
said, these people, in fact, within our system receive very 
poor treatment. 
One way 1n which they specifically receive very 
poor treatment is quitE• simply because they become political 
25 footballs. They're very unpopular patients. The rate of 
26 relapse is high. The rate of remission or successful txeatment 
27 is fairly low. Nobody wants to treat them. And, therefore, 
28 quite frankly, nobody does. 
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What happens is that they get bounced back and 
2 forth between drug programs that say the main problem is 
3 psychiatric, and psychiatric programs which say that the main 
4 problem is drug induced. 
I don't know which is true, but I do know that :.:_11r:-se 
6 people are frequently bounced back and forth, and that's a 
7 major problem within our system. 
8 One of our primary missions in this county is to 
9 treat the chronic mentally ill. There's a very simple reason 
10 for that. They're a very expensive population of people. If 
11 we had to hospitalize them, it costs us four hundred and some 
12 odd dollars a day to do so. And, again, we can and do 
13 devote major resources servicing this population. 1\nd where 
14 we have a simple, unified problem that is only chronic 
15 paranoid schizophrenia as one example -- we can probably 
16 do a fairly decent job of keeping this person out of the 
17 hospital, keeping him or her in a board and care home and 
18 materially increasing the quality of his life. 
19 Where we have to deal with the concomitant problem 
20 of drug use and chronic mental illness, quite frankly, we 
21 don't do a very good job on these people who tend to bounce 
22 back and forth between the hospitals. 1\guin, when that 
23 happens, the issue of funding and expense becomes a real 
24 problem. 
25 From at least my clinic's pers].>l'Cti ve, we believe 
26 that there are several things that are neo~ed. I think all of 
27 us -- I mean anybody -- heartily endorses the call for 
28 primary prevention. Where the rates are as high as they 
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currently are in South and East San Jose, the elimination 
2 of the problem is ludicrous to talk about. The rates of use 
3 have got to come down, and that implies primary prevention. 
4 We believe that generally speaking, we would --
5 at least I. I don't want to speak for my clinic. I would 
6 endorse increased legal efforts. We believe -- I believe. 
7 F.xcuse me. I've got to say I. 
8 I believe that treatment aimed specifically at the 
9 dual diagnosis patient is needed. And, finally, much as 
10 everyone else has said, where somebody is chronically at a 
11 high rate using this drug, for us to try to deal with that 
12 problem on an outpatient basis is quite simply ludicrous. 
13 It will not work. We must remove the person from Uw immediat. 
14 source of drugs. Literally, the problem becomes, if you have 
15 somebody who is using the drug and you sit there and have 
16 a weekly or daily or even hourly chit chat with any kind 
17 of counselor you want, but if that guy goes home, and in his 
18 home he's got two or three brothers who are using the stuff, 
19 frankly, it's all for nothing. We need an inpatient 
20 facility. That concludes my thoughts. 
21 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. That's probably 
22 the most discouraging word I've heard today. For about ten 
23 years I've been dealing with the problem of dual diagnosed, 
24 MD, and DD persons and the correct placement that they h&d, 
25 just for one person. Pnd it's been almost a fulltime staff 
26 job just dealing with that on an ongoing Lasis. And to 
27 realize now I have to start talking about dual diagnosis of 
28 MD and drug use -- that's all the possj~.Lc ~rug use -- that's 
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even more discouraging. 
2 DR. PEREZ: Frankly, MD and DO, it's not that bad, 
3 because there is an existing system with the State Hearing 
4 Officer that will come down and we can all get around and 
5 argue back and forth with each other and come to some 
6 And by and large, I haven't had many problems 
7 working with those people. What happens is that the DO 
8 C<:::.cility has got a heck of a lot of money. \Jell, that's my 
9 perception. I don't know. They probably think they're as 
10 poor as church mice. But the alcohol facilities and the 
11 drug programs, they don't have hardly anything. So, they are 
12 understandably quite willing to try to get us to serve those 
13 people and we don't do that very well. 
14 CHAIR~ffiN MC CORQUODALE: Thank you. We thank you 
15 for coming. Does anyone have a question? 
16 Thank you for your comments today. 
17 The next speaker is Pablo Garcia, Director of 
18 East Region. 
19 MR. GARCIA: Dr. Perez works for my region. And I 
20 subscribe to everything that he said. 
21 You have been hearing all the problems with this 
22 unpredictable drug. I don't know if this region, San Jose, is 
23 the capital of the world for PCP. But I can tell you that 
24 they use and abuse daily, hourly, in every minute and every 
25 second. 
26 Also, I will say that the HispanJc population really 
27 has a probleP1. Only you need to look at in your agenda and 
28 see who -- what communiticn suffer most, nnd you rnn sec the 
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majority of the people that have took the time to talk to you 
2 have Spanish surnames. We are suffering from that. 
3 The big problem to confront this population. There 
4 is major depression with PCP use. And this depression has 
5 a lot of implications in treatment. This morning you hear 
6 that we don't know how to treat these people. hie don' L know 
7 how to treat these people. As you see, all the people ure 
8 affected by these drugs. Consequently when a person comes 
9 with a psychotic break secondary to PCP, what do you do? 
lO What method do you use? Also you hear that it leaves a 
11 complete impairment. Also you hear that the motiviltion for 
12 treatment is very, very low. 
13 Also you hear that the use problem has varicus 
14 multisources. And when a person is referred for treatment 
15 over there, and they lack motivation, these people ilren't 
16 going to get anyplace. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Let me give you an example. That will be better. 
A patient referred to our center in January from the emergency 
room of San Jose Hospital, after this person inflicted himself 
five deep wounds in his stomach. After being in the hospital 
for a week and after learning that it WilS PCP, illso they 
learned that when he was -- at the present time he was 23 
years old. When he was 15, he had treatment in the mentill 
health care. Well, I took the case, and I suggested to be 
transferred to VMC, a psychiatric unit for evaluation. 
This person was in the psychiatric unit for 
evaluation eight hours, wiLh a referral to the'mental health 
center. At that time I learned that he l1ad been living with 
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his girl for two years. 
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The girl had two previous children. 
And they have together another children. Both of them 
3 PCP abusers. 
4 There has not been a s le day, there has not been 
5 a sinqle month that this person has not. gorw bCJck to VHC or 
6 to the jail. Every single department in this county is 
7 dealing with this person. I need to prepare reports for the 
8 probation department, the district attorney, Department of 
9 Motor Vehicles, the neurological department in VMC, the 
10 general clinic in VMC, the Alcohol Department, Drug Abuse 
11 Department, Public Defender, probation department, you name 
12 it. This person has not had any treatment at all. I don't 
13 know what to do with this person. 
14 A report was sent to the Department of Child 
15 Protective Services so the Child Protective Services was 
16 able to look into the children, and these children, the 
17 minimum, they are completely neglected. 'I'hey have been 
18 exposed to the secondary smoke of PCP. They have been 
19 exposed to violence. They have been exposed to everything. 
20 Due to the neurological factors that this drug 
21 produces, and the affective symptoms that PCP creates, 
22 I think that we need a specific program to deal with this 
23 drug. We don't agree that we can treat them as other people. 
24 The reality is that it's ssible to treat. We need 
25 progra;;,;::, that are community based, such as Ml\CSA, Si Se Peude. 
26 
27 
28 
Also, we need to include, even if we don't like 
it they think it's a wonderful joke -- some users (sic); 
they'd be effective with these people. They need to be 
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included. We need to include the criminal justice system 
2 and the mental health. It isn't only one program that is 
3 going to treat these people. Also the educational system. 
4 But also we need research. We don't know how to treat these 
5 people. We need research. 
6 You hear some mother talking here about a child. 
7 I thj nk I know how the health system work in this count v. 
8 tdHl ul:;o my salary quite good. 1\nd my children -- 1 !Jc•l()ng 
9 to Kaiser. If today, I have a child, and if he's a PCP 
10 abuser, I didn't know -- I don't know where to send these 
11 people for treatment, that child. I will admit Kaiser will 
12 not do anything. And Santa Clara County -- I don't know 
13 where I send that child. I will need to look into my 
14 private funds, my pocket, and find a private agency that will 
15 provide the treatment. And I will probably spend many 
16 thousands. It will cost me $15,000 a month. 
17 And that's all I wanted you to know. If you have 
18 some questions --
19 CHAIR1<1AN MC CORQUODALE: Previous comments that 
20 were made about the -- and what I've heard from other 
21 people besides the woman earlier today on the problems of 
22 getting help, maybe it's like what the DD system was ten 
23 years ago, and if you had a child who was developmentally 
24 disabled,_ if you could some way get that youngster under 
25 the jurisdiction of the probation department, then you could 
26 have respite care, you could -- he could go to summer camp, 
27 you could do a whole range of things. But until they actually 
28 did something, you took your kid out and let him break a 
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1 glass window with a brick or something to get under probation, 
2 you didn't have any resources if they were available. 
3 And it may be the same way with PCP, and there may 
4 be other areas similar to that today where there just is 
5 nothing put together to help a person who sees the early 
6 inclination to use PCP in their child so they can seek help. 
7 And maybe the only way it's really going to be 
8 logical to do it, as it was pointed out, is through some 
9 community-based organization that might be the logical way 
10 to try to deal with it. 
11 MR. GARCIA: Yes, I agree a hundred percent that 
12 these are completely arbitrary, but also Dr. Perez indicated 
13 and I will, too -- is the hours that you need to be on the 
14 phone in doing paperwork, reports, and reports, and reports. 
15 And every department is asking for the same thing, but have 
16 different form. So you need to go to SSI, you need to go to 
17 the Public Defender. For example, I received a call about 
18 this particular case from the district attorney. He was 
19 going to prosecute this guy because he was not paying child 
20 support for a previous marriage. And I said, "Well, guy, you 
21 can do that if you want to lose your time. This guy's not 
22 going to go to work in his condition." 
23 So, a program that is going to concentrate all this 
24 system together, or it's going to continue like this. 
25 I don't know, the Judge was here and was telling 
26 about the 30 days. Because this guy was having a mentally 
27 ill diagnosis (sic), he's going to spend 30 days in jail. 
28 Nobody calle'' T,,e to sny, "Do you want this guy in jail?" 
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1 Nobody mentioned at all. 
2 CHAIID~AN MC CORQUODALE: Jane, did you have a 
3 question? 
4 MS. UITTI: Yes. Mine is procedural in the mental 
5 health process. vJhen you get somebody into the mental 
6 health system and then after the 72 hours you have a 
7 probable cause hearing, does the assuming there's PCP 
8 use -- does the PCP use come up in that probable cause 
9 hearing? 
10 MR. GARCIA: Well, he's going to have a secondary 
11 diagnosis. So that you're going to have mental depression 
12 secondary to PCP. And then you're going to have acute 
13 schizophrenic episode secondary to PCP. 
14 MS. UITTI: Does that mean that counties can give 
15 us some information, county mental health, how many 
16 admissions also have some primary or SE'condory PCP i nvol vcment? 
17 MR. GARCIA: Yes. I think Dr. Adams will be able 
18 to provide you that information. 
19 CHAIRMAN MC CORQUODALE: All right. Any other 
20 questions? We appreciate your coming today. And welcome 
21 to your rtephew from Spain, and hope you've enjoyed your 
22 stay here with us. 
23 MR. GARCIA; Thank you. 
24 Clil.L<.HAN vc CORQUODALE: Michael Gordon. Michael, 
25 we've had all these folks who've spoken. Now it's your turn 
26 to tell us how to solve the problem. 
27 
28 
MR. GORDON: I'll see you later. 
(Laughter.) 
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MR. GORDON: Thank you, Senator. I appreciate 
2 the chance to come and speak today. And I'd like to commend 
3 you all for actually exhibiting what is the most basic 
4 prevention skill that there is, and that's effective 
5 listeninq. 
6 One of the things that most of the programs that 
7 have spoken to today is that they attempt to provide to their 
8 clients and the people that deal with it how to lJ~tcn well 
9 to each other, how to respect each other. And if we could 
10 remember that as a basis for that, we're heading in the right 
11 direction. 
12 I'm the executive director, Michael Gordon, of the 
13 Californians Preventing Violence. And it's the nonprofit 
14 successor to the California Commission on Crime Control and 
15 Violence Prevention. 
16 Our focus is on community education and public 
17 awareness and activities that provide people with healthy 
18 alternatives to violence. In addition to offering a variety 
19 of workshops and seminars to service providers and the general 
20 public, we also try and take a role of an advocate of 
21 prevention, coordination of services; in general, a systems 
22 approach to dealing with community issues. 
23 Since the end of last year, I've been working with 
24 the Sant.a Clara County PCP Task Force. A number of the people 
25 that have spokc:n today have been working with that group. And 
26 l think one C![ the Post striki.nq things that came out of the 
27 lc~;t i muny tll,Ji. ~ hzrre ht',lJ'd this :l rtcrnoon is the qcncrcll 
28 consensus as to wh~t needs to be done, perhaps not all the 
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1 specifics, but a direction. 
2 I feel that there's no simple fix to the PCP 
3 problem. No single approach will significantly reduce the 
4 problem in this or any community in the StatE~. 
S That's probably the most important thing tll,-tt I'm 
6 going to say. What it means is that we need to look at th0 
7 problem in a systemic way. We need to consider and respond 
8 to the causal f~ctors that lead people to abuse PCP. And 
9 we need to do it in a comprehensive and long-term way. 
10 Law enforcement, medical treatment, the range of 
11 interventions, new research, and primary prevention activities, 
12 all should be a part of the package that is advocated for 
13 and hopefully legitimized by policymakers in Sacramento. 
14 Your help in the Legislature will then allow the 
IS people who spoke today to do the work that they can do. And it 
16 can be done. But it's going to'require the resources that 
17 need to be loosened up in Sacramento and in Washington. 
18 The comprehensive approach that I'm asking for 
19 should include community-based outreach workers out on the 
20 street, conwuflity meetings in parents' homes, people's homes. 
21 It should include coordinated educational programs 
22 in the schools, at youth centers, at church meetings, every-
23 vlhere community residents -- particularly the hiqh risk 
24 kids and their parents might be. 
25 More often than not~ we're going to have to go to 
26 them. They won't be seekina us out. We'll need to include 
27 the community at all levels. It will require a labor-
28 intensive workforce of counselors, organizers, canvassers, 
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facilitators, and the like working every day and night. 
2 It can't be a six-month or a twelve-month partial 
3 effort. We'll need to keep the work up continually if we're 
4 aoing to be successful. 
5 And it will be cost-effective if we do it. \lilhat 
6 does it cost the State when a police officer is killed? 'f'Jhat 
7 ~re the incarceration and judicial costs associated with the 
8 effects of a PCP abuser? 
9 Prevention is the most cost-effective strategy we 
10 have. Our ulti~ate strategy should also focus on the roots 
11 of PCP abuse: kids who have no self-esteem and a poor sense 
12 of themselves, kids who don't know how to resolve conflicts 
13 nonviolently, kids who are abused, kids who arc under extreme 
14 stress and pressure at home, and school, and among their 
15 friends. 
16 In this sense, we are all high risk. And we fully 
17 acknowledge that fact. No one is immune to the 
18 psychological and societal pressures. If we take this 
19 approach, we might even have a decent shot ~t cocaine abuse, 
20 alcohol abuse, crack, teenage pregnancy, delinquency, dropouts, 
21 and domestic violence. 
22 There are basic commonalities that need to be 
23 responded to. Here's where my dilemma is. I want you to 
24 provide the necessary ~undine: for programs reflected by 
25 participants in this hearing focusing on PCP and focusing on 
26 the high risk areas that thcv represent. But I also w.::lllt 
27 to clearly state that PCP abuse won't go away until 
28 policymakers commit resources to the social problems that 
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lead to the abuse. That's going to mean that you and your 
2 colleagues in Sacramento wil~ need to fund the other programs 
3 that help mitigate the suicidal and homicidal abuse 
4 associated with PCP: job training programs, child abuse 
5 programs, domestic violence, parenting programs, experimeJJtal 
6 prevention and treatment programs, educational efforts in the 
7 co~unity and in the schools. 
8 We'll need fully allocated resources for these 
9 activities if we're ever to reduce our children's need to 
10 escape their surroundings and their emotions, because that's 
11 ultimately what we're talking about. 
12 Finally, we'll have to provide enough funding for 
13 these programs and coordinate their efforts. The professionals 
14 who will be doing the work don't have adequate funding to do 
15 that effectively. It's common sense that coordination be part 
16 of the package. 
17 The whole community has a problem and it will take 
18 a broad-based comprehensive, long-term effort to end it. I 
19 believe it can be done, but we're going to need resources 
20 to do it. We can provide the people and expertise and desire. 
21 Sacramento and Washington will need to provide the money to 
22 a large extent to allow it to happen. 
23 That begins with your will and commitment. No more 
24 band-aids, no more quick fixes; too much is at stake to 
25 respond half-heartedly. And we need your help to do the 
26 work. Thank you. 
27 
28 
CIIAIR.r11'\N HC CORQUODALE: Very qood. 'rhank JOU. We 
appreciate your coming and staying with us this long. 
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Bill King still here? 
2 MR. KING: Yes. My name is Billy King. And 1 
3 manilge the drug prevention and intervention component in the 
4 south county down to Gilroy. And that's the primilr'f :YTCl son 
s that I'm here today. I've heard some very long testimony 
6 here today and I think most people have addressed the ic;sue 
7 and addressed the issue very well. 
8 But I think it's very important for somebody from 
9 Gilroy to come and represent Gilroy, beciluse Gilroy is 
10 deemed as one of the four areas who have been hit hardest 
11 by the PCP problem. Okay? And basically, we have a 
12 population of 27,000. And in an 18-month period, we've had 
13 something like 150 arrests. Okay. And one of the 
14 frightening things about that is that is the recidivism rate 
IS i!:; so high. 
16 And in talking to some of these young people who 
17 have been going through the system several times, I find that 
18 they have their own techniques for dealing with the PCP 
19 problem. As we all know, one of the primary stages of 
20 addiction is denial. You know, people have a tendency to 
21 deny that they have a problem for a long period of time till 
22 their lives become so disorganized t_hat they are unable to 
23 cope. 
24 So, their solution to the problem is to incarcerate 
25 themselves, to con-::Pit some act that will have them arrested, 
26 so they can so to juvenile hall and end up at the ranch for 
27 90 days or six months. 7\nd they'll lay there and gain weight, 
28 clear the drug out of their systems to a certain extent, and 
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then they're ready to come back to our society. 
2 And they come back, as we know, to the same 
3 environment, to the same peer pressures, to the same 
4 employment problems, academic problems, and they evolve back 
5 into that same system. 
6 Now, it seems to me that we should be able to 
7 capture these people somewhere along that line. Okay? Because 
8 we find that it's very difficult in a prevention/intervention 
9 setting to draw these people into any kind of early 
10 intervention. They don't want to come in. They're 
11 disorganized. You set up an appointment with them and they 
12 don't show up. If they show up, you might have one session 
13 with them then, you know, they're gone again. 
14 So, I'm saying to you that maybe there is something 
.,-.;: <>' 
15 we can do to intervene during their system, during their 
16 recidivism route. And one of the things I'm proposing is 
17 maybe some kind of treatment program, affordable treatment 
18 program within that system, within the justice system while 
19 we have them captured there, rather than, you know, the 
20 traditional methods of rehabilitation within the system. 
21 I think maybe if we would put in specialists, if we would do 
22 some rigorous testing, and come up with this treatment 
23 modality that could be fairly successful in dealing with this 
24 problem, you know, maybe we could capture them then. Maybe 
25 we could work effectively with that population at that point 
26 ln time. 
27 In doing assessments in South Sar1ta Clara County, 
28 we concur vrith the representatives of Santa County County that 
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there are no affordable inpatient drug treatment programs 
2 for adolescents. And we feel that that is a dire need. 
3 I heard the doctor mention earlier that it's necessary. And I 
4 concur that we have to pluck that person out of the 
5 environment and place them in a protective environment 
6 in order to deal with that difficulty in a special manner. 
7 The other part that I consider to be a solution 
8 is -- and I reiterate again -- is primary prevention, and 
9 long-term primary prevention. 
10 We feel that in the scope of things, the things that 
11 we would like to do is change the norm. The norm is 
12 rapidly becoming, if it hasn't happened, that it's okay to 
13 take drugs at a very early age. And that's basically what 
14 we're dealing with in the broad perspective. 
15 And I think that the most effective way at this 
16 day and time is early primary prevention. K to 3 muy be 
17 parental -- teaching parental skills. Fourth through G, 
18 decision-making, value clarification, teaching kids how to 
19 resist that type of pressure. 
20 Grade 7 to 9, we're basically dealing with 
21 resistive skills, real intense resistive skills -- how to 
22 say no, basically. 
23 And then after we get into high school, continuation 
24 schools, maybe we start dealing with the consequences of 
25 us1ng mind-e1ltering chemicals more than anythinq <'Jse. 
26 Eut just to wrap it up, I think if you would 
27 approach this thing in a very comprehensive way, meaning 
28 communi services, primary prevention services in school, and 
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law enforcement, and treatment on a long-ter~ basis, we 
2 probably can make an impact on some of the problems we're 
3 having in this area. 
4 Thank you. 
Cli/\I:HMAN MCCORQUODALE: 'J'hank you. We app•c,-iate 
6 your coming and you did a very good job of summing what we 
7 have heard and what we should be focusing our efforts on. I 
8 tl.c~nk you for taking part. 
9 I wish we could now report that we could find some 
10 easy way, that $2.57 would solve the problem and that would 
11 take care of it. But what we've heard is that it i~-; not an 
12 easy issue to deal with. It's very complex and does cross 
13 a lot of discipline lines. And we have to try to deal with 
14 that. We'll put our record together and we'll have 
15 information on this hearing, and it will be available to 
16 anyone who is interested in it. And we will use it in the 
17 coming year to try to design bills and proposals as well as 
18 support legislation that deals with this area. And all the 
19 people who were involved in this hearing and whose names we 
20 have, we'll try to make sure that they're kept up to date on 
21 what is happening and what we deal with. 
22 On a note of -- I guess to prove there's not 
23 hopelessness out there, probably the most encouraging thing 
24 I heard today was someone talked about involving sports and 
25 entertainment figures in role models showing that it's not 
26 necessary to deal in drugs. At least somebody feels that 
27 there are a few sports figures and entertainment figures that 
28 aren't using drugs. 
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And with that optimistic viewpoint, we will end 
2 this hearing. 
3 Thank you for being here. Thanks to everyone who 
4 participated, and to the staff of the local legislators 
5 for being with us, and to our transcriber who got down every 
6 word word for word. 
7 (Thereupon the hearing was adjourned 
8 at 3:35p.m.) 
9 --oOo--
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